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Abstract
In response to increasing demands for the services of research reactors, a 5 MW LEU-fueled
research reactor core is developed and optimized to provide high thermal flux within specified
limits upon thermal hydraulic performance, cycle length, irradiation utilization, and
manufacturability.
A novel fuel assembly concept which makes use of integral flux traps is postulated to meet these
requirements. Each assembly can be rotated into one of three different configurations to produce
flux traps of different size, shape, and neutron energy spectrum within the core.
A method for predicting and guiding the search for the optimum geometry was sought. Kriging
has been chosen to predict the values of eigenvalue and thermal flux at untested geometric
parameters. Because kriging treats all measurements as the sum of a global deterministic
function and a stochastic departure from that function, predictions come with a measurement of
uncertainty. As a result, the analyst can search the design space for likely improvement, or probe
areas of high uncertainty for improvements that might have been missed using other methods.
The technique is used in an algorithm for constrained optimization of the design, and a set of best
practices for use of this are described.
The optimized design produces a peak thermal flux of 1.56 x 101 n/cm2s. Safety is
demonstrated by presentation of reactivity feedback coefficients and the results of loss of flow
and reactivity insertion transient analysis.
A single fission target can be used to produce 96 6-day Ci of 99Mo per week. When the reactor is
oriented to take advantage of high fast flux, steels can be subjected to damage rates of 5.76 dpa
per year. Silicon carbide can be damaged at a rate of 2.79 dpa/y. The concept is a safe, versatile,
proliferation-resistant means of supplying current and future irradiation needs.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Lin-wen Hu
Associate Director, Research Development and Utilization
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Chapter 1 : Introduction, Background and Objectives
1.1Introduction
Research and test reactors are crucial tools for ongoing scientific experiments, testing of
advanced reactor materials, production of medical isotopes and other industrial products, and
education. In many of these facilities, the reactor fuel consists of highly enriched uranium (HEU)
in order to permit compact core design and accordingly, high neutron flux. The Global Threat
Reduction Initiative, the latest in a series of policies aimed at increasing the proliferation
resistance of nuclear fuel supply chains, mandates that all existing research reactors transition to
the use of low-enriched uranium (LEU) [JAEA, 2004]. As such, dozens of research and test
reactors have undergone this transition, with a few still awaiting the development and
qualification of new high density LEU fuel which will enable them to make the change without
compromising their scientific missions. Table 1-1 provides a summary of research reactor
conversion in the U.S.
All reactors which have undergone transition have endeavored to make the change via
"backfitting", with as few major modifications as possible: in most cases they have preserved the
outer dimensions of their cores, or of their fuel assemblies, in order to obviate the need for
upgrades to peripheral structures. As a result of this effort to reduce the expense of the
conversion process, the design spaces for the new cores are small, and many are not capable of
achieving the same thermal fluxes with existing low-enriched uranium fuels that they could with
existing highly enriched uranium fuels. Other existing LEU-fueled reactors suffer from economic
14
limitations. For example, the LEU-fueled McMaster University research reactor in Canada is
licensed to operate at 5 MW and can produce thermal fluxes of up to 1 x 1014 n/cm 2 s at that
power level. It does not operate at this power rating because its fuel costs are too high for
operation at 5 MW to be economical. As a result, it operates at 2 MW and the scientific mission
of the facility is compromised [Glaser, 2002].
Table 1-1:Table of US Research Reactor Conversion Dates
Reactor Date of Conversion
University of Michigan Ford Reactor 1984
Rensselaer Polyechnic Institute 1987
Ohio State University 1988
Worcester Polytechnic Institute 1988
Iowa State University 1991
Manhattan College 1992
University of Missouri, Rolla 1992
Rhode Island Nuclear Science Center 1993
University of Virginia 1994
University of Massachusetts, Lowell 2000
Purdue University 2007
University of Florida 2006
University of Wisconsin 2009
Oregon State University 2008
Texas A&M University 2006
Washington State University 2008
Massachusetts Institute of Technology ~2015*
University of Missouri and Columbia ~2015*
*Suitable LEU fuel for these reactors has not yet been qualified.
There is, then, appeal to design of a high-flux LEU research reactor core unconstrained by the
geometry of an existing HEU core design. With the new high-density fuel materials under
15
development, and an open-endedness to the research reactor problem not seen since the first
generation of these systems was built, it would be possible to develop a research reactor core
which has higher thermal flux than presently achievable in LEU research reactors. In this work,
an innovative LEU research reactor core is designed, optimized for thermal flux, and analyzed to
determine its potential as an irradiation facility.
1.2 Applications of Research Reactors and the Need for High Flux
Research and test reactors are utilized in scientific, industrial and educational facilities around
the world and serve a broad spectrum of functions. Because each facility was designed with a
unique combination of these functions in mind, there are roughly as many research and test
reactor designs as there are research and test reactors. In general, research and test reactors serve
one or both of two broad categories of functions: provision of education and training on reactor
physics and safety or supply of a source of neutrons for one of a number of purposes. Reactors
geared toward educational use are generally of low power (<1 MW), and are not optimized for
high neutron flux. They are also frequently of TRIGA design, so that students are able to observe
the various reactivity feedback mechanisms. Reactors which serve primarily as neutron sources
often additionally serve secondary educational functions, but are designed with the goal of
supplying high neutron flux in the energy range of interest to the irradiation or experimental
facilities.
1.2.1 Material Testing
Testing of advanced materials is conducted in high fast neutron flux ($f>5x 1013 n/cm 2s), since
thermal neutrons are too low in energy to cause atomic lattice displacements (displacement
energies are typically on the order of eV or tens of eV [Lucasson, 1975]). These reactors also
require an accompanying thermal flux in the neighborhood of 1x10'3 n/cm 2 s [IAEA, 1999].
These required fluxes are high because the fluences required for the production of observable
effects in materials range between 1017 and 1021 n/cm 2, and because of the irradiations must be
able to be completed in a manageable period of time. This fact has led to the design of reactors
like the Jules Horowitz reactor, which is optimized for high fast flux at multiple experimental
locations in the core [Bergamaschi, 2002].
16
Experiments which investigate the nature of materials, such as neutron radiography, small-angle
scattering, interferometry, and diffractometry, require high thermal neutron flux outside the
reactor core. Reactors such as HFIR and FRM-I were designed with compact cores surrounded
by beryllium as neutron reflector. Neutron beam tubes in their reflectors are extended through
the biological shielding and provide thermal neutrons to various instrument stations used for
these experiments.
These beam tubes are also employed in radiography. Static radiography, which uses thermal
neutrons to produce an image of a sample on a screen, needs low fluxes to be delivered via
beamport. Low fluxes (~105 n/cm2 s) are required in order to make the imaging time long enough
to be practical. Motion radiography, however, which images a moving sample in real time,
requires a high power reactor to produce the needed fluxes (~106 n/cm 2s), as the imaging time to
achieve the required fluence is extremely short.
1.2.2 Neutron Capture Reactions
Most other activities, such as radioisotope production and activation analysis, are best performed
in high thermal flux. All rely on absorption of neutrons by the target material, which is most
probable at thermal energies. All additionally require the induction of a high level of activity in
order to be proven useful. Radioisotope production clearly coincides with a high level of
discharge activity because these isotopes are valued for their level of specific activity. In similar
fashion, the goal of activation analysis is to induce measurable gamma activity in a sample, so
that the spectrum of the sample can be used to determine the elements present, and their
respective quantities. This is most efficient in high flux for all target materials, but in the case of
isotopes which have long-lived (n,y) products, it becomes critical.
1.2.2. 1 The Medical Isotope Crisis
Due to the closure and aging of research reactors in the last two decades, the supply of medical
isotopes has become unreliable in recent years. At present just a few aging reactors are
responsible for the production of the world's supply of 99Mo, the parent nuclide of 99mTc which
is which is used in some 70,000 medical procedures daily in North America alone [Troyer,
2009]. When three of the four major production reactors shut down for maintenance in 2008, the
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supply was so drastically cut that websites for health professionals started posting forecasts of
the predicted supply in the coming weeks and months, assisting doctors in planning the
scheduling of procedures to coincide with supply. While the NRU (Canada) and HFR
(Netherlands) reactors, totaling 70% of the world supply, have returned to service, the status of
the 99Mo supply, and its future, are unclear. This crisis led to several recent studies which
highlighted the urgent need of securing reliable production facilities [CSSNM, 2007].
In addition to the instability of the 99Mo supply, researchers are also suffering from the shortage
of other isotopes for investigations into new treatments for disease. Therapy research for
treatment of non-Hodgkins lymphoma and thyroid cancer using 131I has suffered stops and starts
as the isotope becomes unavailable. The clinical trials of 225Ac in treatment of acute
myelogenous leukemia have been delayed or canceled as a result of shortages, and the same is
true for experiments on the use of 67CU in treating lymphoma, 22 1At in destroying brain cancers,
and 213Bi in experimental treatment of HIV/AIDS. [Troyer, 2009]
Clearly a stable supply of several medical isotopes is required for the continued treatment of
disease, and the advancement of clinical research. The need for high neutron flux in production
of such medical isotopes can be illustrated through a simple mathematical exercise. When a
stable target material is subjected to a constant rate R=i of production of a nuclide N, the
amount of N present in the target goes as
Equation 1-1
R
N(t) = --(I1-e~'),
where A is the decay constant of the species N, and t is the irradiation time.
The activity thus available upon discharge and processing of the target is
Equation 1-2
A(r) = R(1 - e-'t)e--' = R(e--v - e-A'*)),
where r is the time after discharge from the reactor.
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A high rate of production is most effective at producing high residual activity at all values of 1.
However, it is absolutely crucial that species with high A be produced at high rates so that a high
equilibrium inventory, R/I of radionuclide is attained. Only this will ensure that a useful quantity
of the nuclide of interest remains after discharge, processing and transportation. Because the
cross sections for the capture reactions of interest are highest in the thermal range, it is clear that
a high level of thermal flux must be available in order to maximize the quantity of radionuclide
which can be delivered to a user. These facts have led the IAEA to set guidelines upon which
classes of reactors can be used to produce which medical isotopes via fission. These guidelines,
which are listed in Table 1-2, indicate that fluxes of greater than 1014 n/cm 2 s are desirable if
isotope production is to be one of the major goals of a reactor's operation.
Table 1-2: Fluxes Necessary to Produce Medical Isotopes [IAEA, 1999]
Can be produced in $<1013 Can be produced in Can be produced in $>1014
103<$<10' 4
24Na All of column 1 plus: All of columns 1 and 2 plus:
32 P 907 14t
3 8c 99Mo S
36Mn 1251 5 1Cr
41 1311 6 0 co
6 4 Cu 13 3Xe 8 9 Sr
198Au 1 Sm
169 Y
170 Tm
192 i
1.3Design Objectives
As stated previously, there is at present an urgent need for research reactors capable of attaining
high thermal fluxes, offering a large irradiation volume, and maintaining proliferation
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resistance. For these reasons, the goal of the present work is the design of a research reactor
which:
1. Produces a maximum of 5 MW, the export control limit for research reactors stated in
l0CFR110
2. Operates at atmospheric pressure, in order to reduce construction cost
3. Has one or (preferably) more flux traps of 1" ID or greater, which provide an optimized
thermal flux of >1 x 1014 n/cm 2s.
4. Is capable of operating in equilibrium cycles longer than 20 days, for high discharge
fluence in targets
5. Uses proliferation resistant LEU fuel
6. Meets safety criteria laid out by NUREG- 1537
Because this long list of requirements renders optimization of the reactor computationally
expensive, the present work will include development of a numerical optimization scheme for
maximization of thermal flux within the relevant neutronic, mechanical, and thermal hydraulic
limitations. This optimization scheme will be based on kriging, a geospatial technique which
makes use of measurement uncertainty in predicting the values of response variables between
measurement points. The technique is intended to push the design to its greatest potential while
making efficient use of computational resources.
Further neutronic analysis will also be performed in order to assure that the reactivity feedback
coefficients of the optimized system are negative, a crucial passive safety feature, and that this
core's excess reactivity can be suitably managed over the course of operation. Thermal hydraulic
analysis will be performed both before and after neutronic calculations in order to ensure that the
core can be adequately cooled under both normal and transient conditions. Finally, the
applicability of the design to selected irradiation tasks will be assessed, to demonstrate the merits
of the new design over existing reactors.
1.4Design Metrics for Evaluation of Current Designs
In order to assess the merits of currently available reactor designs in meeting the design
objectives stated above, and identify areas for improvement, a set of design metrics was
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developed. These design metrics are simple ratios of various system parameters which provide
insight into the engineering aspects of maximizing peak thermal flux.
1.4.1 Power Density to Thermal Flux Ratio
It is intuitive that power density should scale directly with thermal flux as
Equation 1-3
q "'= w (<
Where q" '= power density, W/m 3
w energy released per fission
Ef= macroscopic fission cross section, cm-
#-b flux, n/cm2 s
This is because the vast majority of heat produced in the reactor is a direct result of the fission
reaction, with fission reaction rate being linearly proportional to the available flux and relevant
cross sections. A plot of thermal flux vs. power density for U.S. research and test reactors (Fig.
1-1) shows considerable scatter in the data, with the ratio of thermal flux to power density
ranging by more than an order of magnitude. This indicates an important fact: because of the
different tasks for which each reactor is optimized, the spectrum-averaged fission cross sections
vary dramatically. As such, there is only a slight correlation, and not a linear relationship,
between power density and thermal neutron flux for existing facilities.
The highest values of peak thermal flux occur for the pressurized reactors, which can operate at
high power density due to the increase in saturation temperature. However, these reactors are
also very compact, and do not have large moderated regions which permit the slowing of
neutrons. As a result, the achievable thermal fluxes reach a plateau. The atmospheric-pressure
systems display greater ratios of thermal flux to power density, meaning that small increases in
their power densities result in dramatic increases in thermal flux. Clearly, such systems have
potential, if their power densities can be safely increased.
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Figure 1-1:Plot of Power Density vs. Peak Thermal Flux in Various Classes of U.S. Research and Test Reactors
1.4.2 Power to Thermal Flux Ratio
A plot of thermal power to peak thermal flux (Fig. 1-2) demonstrates a strikingly linear trend up
to thermal powers of 10 MW. This makes sense, as most of the low power reactors are of similar
size, meaning that their power densities scale with thermal power. Since the low power reactors
are at atmospheric pressure, they all have approximately equal water densities, leading to less
variation in their cross sections and therefore less scatter in the ratio between power and thermal
flux than was found in the power density-thermal flux ratio. However, because the high-power
reactors are subjected to a range of pressures, there is more scatter in their relevant cross section
data.
While the pressurized reactors can sustain higher power density than their non-pressurized
counterparts, there is an upper limit (a prescribed margin to incipience of boiling) at which core
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power must increased by increasing the size of the core, rather than by further increasing power
density. This produces the plateau shown in the figure.
The small, atmospheric pressure reactors clearly demonstrate the greatest peak thermal flux to
power ratio. As stated in section 1.4.1, these reactors stand to produce the greatest improvement
in flux per unit increase in thermal power. This supports the decision to design the concept with a
maximum thermal power of 5 MW.
Reactor Thermal Power vs. Peak Thermal Flux
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Figure 1-2: Plot of Reactor Thermal Power vs. Peak Thermal Flux for U.S. Research and Test Reactors
1.4.3 Operating Cycle Length and Available Fluence
Reactivity-limited operating cycles should be long, in order to minimize outage time, encourage
fuel economy, and maximize availability of neutrons. The availability of neutrons, of course, is
key in both ensuring that the facility fulfills its scientific mission, and in generating revenue
through sale of commercially attractive irradiated materials. In order to make maximum use of
the uranium resource, however, the core should consist of multiple batches rather than supplying
fuel for the lifetime of the reactor.
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The maximum fluence on a target within the flux trap during an irradiation cycle likewise is an
important parameter in assessing the merit of the design. For example, the greater the fluence on
a medical isotope target, the greater the amount of isotope which makes it to market for sale. The
greater the fluence on a material test specimen, the fewer the operating cycles needed to
complete an experimental campaign.
As shown in Tables 1-8 and 1-9 and section 1.4.6, long cycle lengths and multi-batch cores are
not unique to either high-power or low-power reactors. However, those with the highest fluxes
demonstrate the greatest difficulty in refueling and in keeping long cycle lengths. The issues with
the HFIR and MURR will be discussed in detail in later sections.
1.4.4 Available Flux Trap Area
The available area of the flux trap(s) is also key in assessing the value of the design for both
experimental and commercial irradiations. The irradiation area in the reactor presently under
development will consist of one or more small flux traps, and as such, may be smaller than the
area available in test reactors. Test reactors, which are routinely used to irradiate experimental
fuel assemblies or heat transfer loops, are permitted by 1OCFR20 to have irradiation positions of
size greater than 16 in 2, while research reactors are not.
Flux trap availability also ranges a great deal, but intuitively is lowest for the cores with highest
power density. In order for the present design task to be successful, power density will need to
remain high despite the presence of in-core irradiation positions. The use of new high-density
fuel should go a long way in achieving this goal, but much will still depend on assembly
geometry.
1.4.5 Heat Transfer Coefficient and Margin to Saturation Temperature
The hot spot heat transfer coefficient is crucial in limiting the permissible plate surface heat flux
while maintaining a safe margin to incipience of boiling. The margin to incipient boiling is a
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crucial safety parameter for reactor core design, since the presence of the vapor phase in narrow
channels can lead to flow instability, and an inability to cool the fuel under both normal and
transient conditions.
For the present work, the correlation by Bergles and Rohsenow [Todreas, 1990] is used to
predict the heat flux at which incipient boiling occurs:
Equation 1-4
0-3pl156[ (T 
2.83 / Po.0234
q"= 1.76x103Pl.156 Tw - Ta,) ,
Where q "=heat flux in W/m 2
Tw= wall temperature at point of incipient boiling, degrees C
Tsat= saturation temperature, degrees C
P=pressure, Pa.
As it happens, this equation, like those derived from first principles, is undefined when Tw<Tsa,
and the margin to incipient boiling cannot be calculated. In addition, the two unknowns in the
equation, T, and q ", require another equation, 1-4.
Equation 1-5
q"= h(T, - T),
Where h is the heat transfer coefficient, calculated from operating data and one of a number of
correlations. In order to find q "ONB for the systems under study, many parameters of the systems
need to be either known or assumed. These parameters include channel geometry, mass flow
rate, peaking factors, and axial power profile. Since these parameters are not made available by
many reactors, and the use of assumptions could introduce considerable error, it is ill-advised to
attempt calculation of the actual margin to incipient heat flux for these reactors.
In place of the margin of the heat flux to incipient boiling then, it is recommended that a margin
to Tw,ax=Tsat be used for this early investigation into the tradeoffs of various reactor designs.
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Since
Equation 1-6
T,(z) = T,,+ q" f(z),
where Ti, = core inlet temperature, C
q "ave = core average heat flux, W/m2
f(z) = some shape function for the heat flux in the hot channel, m2*oC/W.
Some manipulation yields
Equation 1-7
qfi,ave Tat - Tn
where qi,a = the average surface heat flux needed for saturation temperature at the wall
Tw,max = the peak wall temperature at normal operating conditions
This method requires no assumptions about mass flow rate, peaking factor, or axial power
profile, using only the Ti, and Tv, max reported in the Directory of U.S. Research Training and
Test Reactors [Bum, 1997.].
Nearly all of the low power reactors display large margins to Tw=Tsa, indicating that their power
densities (and therefore thermal fluxes) could be increased significantly without changes to fuel
design. This observation is validated by power uprate applications of TRIGA reactors, and most
recently the 20% power uprate from 5 MW to 6 MW of the MITR.
1.5 Comparison of Selected Reactors
In order to ensure that these performance metrics do indeed yield good values for reactors with
favorable characteristics, they are applied to selected reactors, and compared with the general
body of research reactors.
1.5.1 Advanced Test Reactor
The Advanced Test Reactor is located at Idaho National Laboratory, and has a licensed power
rating of 250 MWth. Its actual operating power level depends on customer requirements. Its core
is cooled by pressurized light water and reflected by beryllium drums, which can be rotated into
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the desired position to produce different power levels in each of the core's four lobes. These
drums have the added benefit of producing a relatively flat axial power profile, compared with
reactors controlled by axial insertion of rods.
The ATR core consists of 40 curved-plate HEU fuel assemblies, arranged in a cloverleaf pattern
to provide multiple high-flux regions at the center of the core and at the center of each lobe.
Eight flux trap locations are available for materials testing, and a total of 77 irradiation facilities
provide a range of fast-to-thermal flux ratios for either testing or irradiation purposes. The largest
flux trap is 48" tall, and 5" in diameter, and permits construction of loop experiments.
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Figure 1-3: Top View of Advanced Test Reactor
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The pertinent features and performance metrics of the ATR are shown in Table 1-3.
Table 1-3: ATR Characteristics
Power, MWth 250
Peak thermal flux, n/cm2s 8.50 x 1014
Thermal flux to power density 9.25 x 1014
ratio, (n/cm 2s) /(MWth/m 2
Thermal flux to power ratio, 3.40 x 1012
(n/cm2s)/MWth
Cycle Length, d 15-40, varies
Available fluence per cycle, 1.10 x 1021 - 2.94 x 1021
n/cm 2
Available flux trap area, cm2  1392.683
q"i,ave/q"ave 1.49
As can be seen in the table, the reactor delivers a high thermal flux, but the decoupling of the
different lobes of the reactor core results in a low thermal flux to power ratio. The cycle length
also ranges broadly depending on how the reactor is used during a given period. However, it
does provide a massive total flux trap area, and very high fluence with each operating cycle. This
high fluence per cycle, combined with the large area in which this fluence can be attained, make
the ATR the nation's premier irradiation facility.
1.5.2 High Flux Isotope Reactor
The High Flux Isotope Reactor is operated by Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The reactor
consists of two fuel elements, with HEU involute plates, which produce coolant channels of
constant thickness. This, together with tapered fuel meat, allows for an extremely compact core
with low power peaking. The core is cooled by pressurized water and reflected by beryllium. The
reactor operates at power levels of up to 85 MW, providing high thermal fluxes to irradiation
facilities in both the central flux trap and the Be reflector, as well as a number of beamports.
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Figure 1-4: Cross Section of HFIR Reactor and Experimental Facilities, [HFIR Reactor Assembly, 2010]
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Figure 1-5: Detail of Involute Plates [Ellis, 2010].
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Table 1-4: HFIR Properties
Power, MWth 85
Peak thermal flux, n/cm 2s 2.40 x 10"
Thermal flux to power density 1.42 x 101
ratio, (n/cm 2s) /(MWth/m 2)
Thermal flux to power ratio, 2.82 x 101
(n/cm 2s)/MWth
Cycle Length, d 22
Available fluence per cycle, 4.56 x 107
n/cm 2
Available flux trap area, cm2  126.677
q"i,ave/q"ave 0.748
The reactor has one of the highest thermal flux to power density ratios in existence, as the core is
extremely compact, encroaching upon the incipient boiling limit. With its fuel design come a
number of problems like short cycle length, high fuel cost, and small available flux trap area.
1.5.3 Missouri University Research Reactor
The 10 MW reactor operated by the University of Missouri-Columbia is the highest-power
research reactor operated in a university setting. The core, a ring of HEU curved plate
assemblies, is moderated and cooled by pressurized light water, and reflected by graphite and
beryllium. Services performed by the facility include activation analysis, neutron and gamma
radiography, radioisotope production, and neutron spectroscopy.
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Figure 1-6: Schematic of MURR Fuel Assembly [McKibben, 20061.
Table 1-5: MURR Characteristics
Power, MWth 10
Peak thermal flux, n/cm2s 6.00 x 1014
Thermal flux to power density 1.96 x 1015
ratio, (n/cm 2 s) /(MWth/m 2)
Thermal flux to power ratio, 6.00 x 103
(n/cm 2 s)/MWth
Cycle Length, d 7
Available fluence per cycle, 3.62 x 1020
n/cm 2
Available flux trap area, cm2  34.023
q"i,ave/g"ave 1.394
The reactor has an extremely high thermal flux to power ratio, and one of the highest thermal
flux to power density ratios in existence. As a result of the cylindrical design, the available flux
trap area is small and excess reactivity is extremely low, leading to short cycle lengths. The core
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has considerable margin to ONB, but power cannot be increased without relicensing as a test
reactor rather than a research reactor.
1.5.4 Jules Horowitz Reactor
The Jules Horowitz Reactor, currently under construction, is intended by Cadarache to replace
the aging OSIRIS reactor, and to ensure availability of a high-flux irradiation facility to
European experimenters. Because the reactor is intended to be used primarily for materials
testing and qualification, with some flexibility for other experiment, its spectrum is considerably
harder than that of the other reactors under study.
The proposed pool-type core design consists of curved LEU fuel plates assembled into
cylindrical elements, with concentric cylinders producing an array of flux traps, and is reflected
by light water and Be. The reactor is expected to operate at 100 MW, and generate very high
fluxes for advanced materials testing.
3-6 curved fuel Opes
Stiffeners
Places for specific
experimental devices
Aluminiun Place for control ro
Alloy core rack or experimental devi
Figure 1-7: Jules Horowitz Assembly Design and Potential Core Configuration [Bergamaschi, 20021
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Table 1-6: JHR Characteristics
Power, MWth 100
Peak thermal flux, n/cm2 s 2.40 x 1014
Thermal flux to power density 1.22 x 10
ratio, (n/cm 2s) /(MWth/m3 )
Thermal flux to power ratio, 7.3 x 10"
(n/cm2s)/MWth
Cycle Length, d 26
Available fluence per cycle, n/cm2  5.39 x 102
Available flux trap area, cm 2  345.90
q"i,ave/q"ave 0.723
The reactor, intended primarily for materials testing, has a faster spectrum than most of the other
reactors described here. Its thermal flux to power and thermal flux to power density ratios are
quite low, but the multi-cylinder concept provides a sizable total flux trap area, and, if the
spectrum were more thermal, would produce a high thermal fluence per cycle.
1.5.5 Massachusetts Institute of Technology Reactor- II
The second generation of the MIT Reactor operates at 4.9 MW (approval for a 6MW uprate was
obtained in 2010), and produces a thermal flux-to-power ratio 70% lower than desired for the
current design task. Nevertheless, it is instructive to study the MITR-II, as it is not pressurized,
has roughly the same power level desired for the current design task, and is about to begin
conversion to LEU fuel.
The core typically consists of between 24 hexagonal HEU plate-type fuel assemblies, with the
remaining 3 positions left available for irradiation. The system is cooled and moderated by light
water, and reflected by heavy water. A secondary graphite reflector is home to a number of
vertical thermal neutron irradiation facilities.
The reactor performs a range of tasks, including education, commercial semi-conductor doping,
materials testing, and in the past, boron neutron capture therapy clinical trials.
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Figure 1-8: Top view of MITR-II core [Newton, 20061
Table 1-7: MITR-II Characteristics
Power, MWth 4.9
Peak thermal flux in fuel, 3.00 x 1013
n/cm 2s
Thermal flux to power density 4.37 x 1014
ratio, (n/cm2 s) /(MWth/m 2)
Thermal flux to power ratio, 6.12 x 1012
(n/cm2s)/MWth
Cycle Length, d 75
Available fluence per cycle, 1.94 x 1020
n/cm 2
Available flux trap area, cm 2  41.047
q"i,ave/q"ave 2.286
The reactor does not produce a high thermal flux to power density ratio. Additionally, it suffers
from small in-core irradiation area. Nevertheless, it operates in long cycles and has a large
margin to ONB. This large margin implies that the fueled region could be made more dense and
the flux trap area increased, in order to boost thermal flux.
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1.5.6 Performance metrics of other reactor designs
The suitability of the high power reactors can be assessed by comparing them with the design
metrics of other plate fueled systems. TRIGA reactors are discounted here because their poor
heat transfer properties render wholly them incapable of supplying the power densities needed to
attain the desired flux. Each of the high power reactors produce high thermal flux, often in
excess of 101 n/cm2s. However, these reactors consistently underperform low-power reactors in
the thermal flux-to-power ratio, which indicates an upper bound on neutron flux, despite power
increase. The optimum thermal flux-to-power density ratio occurs around 5 MW with the
MITR-II, though some of the lower power reactors listed in Table 1-9 achieve similar values, but
with lower neutron flux. It can be expected that a design of this type would be able to
dramatically increase its peak thermal flux delivered with increases in power density. Such a
compact design should be achievable because of the large margin to onset of nucleate boiling.
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Table 1-8: Pool-type Plate Fueled Systems
Parameter McMaster Rhode ACRR FTR UMass Ford- Missouri- Virginia WPI
Island Lowell UMich Rolla
Power, MWth 5 2 4 0.1 1 2 0.2 2 0.01
Peak thermal flux in 1.OOE+14 4.OOE+13 1.80E+13 2.OOE+12 1.40E+13 1.50E+13 3.24E+12 3.00E+13 1.12E+11
fuel, n/cm 2s
Thermal flux to 2.40E+15 1.06E+15 1.02E+15 2.80E+15 1.76E+15 1.27E+15 1.11E+15 1.06E+15 1.01E+15
power density ratio,
(n/cm 2s)
/(MWth/m 2)
Thermal flux to 2.OOE+13 2.OOE+13 4.50E+12 2.OOE+13 1.40E+13 7.50E+12 1.62E+13 1.50E+13 1.12E+13
power ratio,
(n/cm 2s)/MWth
Cycle Length, d 30 730 Lifetime Lifetime Lifetime 150 Lifetime Unknown Lifetime
Available fluence 2.59E+20 2.52E+21 NA NA NA 4.20E+19 NA NA NA
per cycle, n/cm 2
Available flux trap 27.1066 256.8507 408.2814 2.865211 58.05977 121.1959 30.78148 50.67075 Unknown
area, cm2
q"iave/q"ave 1.246971 1.748378 Unknown 2.428571 1.448744 1.952722 1.860184 0.977664 7.494091
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Table 1-9: Tank-in-pool Plate Fueled Systems
Parameter Brookhaven Medical NIST General Electric Test Iowa State
Reactor
Power, MWth 3 20 0.1 0.01
Peak thermal flux in fuel, 4.84E+13 4.OOE+14 2.50E+12 1.OOE+11
n/cm2 s
Thermal flux to power density 2.04E+15 1.43E+16 9.50E+14 8.78E+14
ratio, (n/cm2s) /(MWth/m2)
Thermal flux to power ratio, 1.61E+13 2.OOE+13 2.50E+13 1.00E+13
(n/cm2 s)/MWth
Cycle Length, d 365 49 Lifetime Lifetime
Available fluence per cycle, 1.53E+21 1.69E+21 NA NA
n/cm 2
Available flux trap area, cm2  34.38253 637.9485 126.6769 110.6132
q"i,ave/q"ave 1.698658 Unknown 1.549105 1.549105
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1.6Summary
Existing HEU research reactors are in the process of undergoing conversion to LEU. As a result
of this conversion process, the reactors have been left with non-optimized peak thermal fluxes in
order to fill the same physical footprints as their HEU predecessors. With new fuel materials and
without constraints on core footprint, research reactor cores can be designed for optimal thermal
flux and for versatility, helping them achieve ever-changing research goals. The goal of the
present work is the design of a small research reactor which meets GTRI goals, maintains all
applicable safety limits under transient conditions, makes effective use of the uranium resource,
and meets experimental needs. Optimization of the concept will make use of a kriging-based
algorithm previously untested in nuclear reactor design. Investigations of existing reactors
indicate that the most promising design will have a rated power of 5 MW, and have an extremely
compact core similar to that of the MITR-II.
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Chapter 2 : Proposed Designs and Analysis Methods
2.1 Introduction
As in any design task, there exist a number of limits upon the potential design of the research
reactor under study. These limits have a number of different sources: some are regulatory, others
introduced for the purpose of maintaining adequate heat transfer or utility of the neutron flux.
Still others are driven by mechanical requirements for construction of the fuel assemblies and
later operation of the reactor. These limits, combined with the objectives listed in Chapter 1,
drove the design choices made, and permitted the rejection of several early reactor core concepts.
These concepts, the limits which led to their rejection, and the codes used to analyze them and
their successor are detailed in this chapter.
2.2 Design Limits
2.2.1 Neutronic Limits
The equilibrium beginning-of-cycle core must be critical and have sufficient excess reactivity to
compensate for the effects of fission product poisoning and fuel burnup in order to permit a long
interval between refueling outages. This is necessary because it leads to a high capacity factor for
material irradiations, educational use, and beamline experiments. In addition, it allows for
efficient isotope production because it can take weeks for levels of the isotope of interest to come
to equilibrium, and these levels drop off sharply after shutdown of the reactor.
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Activity of Lu-177 for Arbitrary
Production Rate of 5 x 1011 a/s, 20 day
cycle
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Figure 2-1: Plot of Lu-177 (t112=6.734 d) Inventory for Arbitrary Production Rate of 5x10" /s, with Discharge from
Reactor at 20 d
In order to illustrate this point further, one can examine how long it takes for various popularly
used medical isotopes to approach equilibrium concentrations. If the discharge activity of a
radioisotope is given by
Equation 2-1
A = R (1- e - )
where R = production rate, nuclei/s
A= decay constant, s-1
t = irradiation time, s
then the time required for a nuclide to reach 95% of its equilibrium activity R is
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Equation 2-2
0.99 = 1 j0.05
The time required for twelve common radioisotopes to reach 95% of equilibrium is displayed in
Table 2-1. As can be seen, many isotopes, including the highly desirable 99Mo, come to
equilibrium in under four weeks. Others take significantly longer, on the order of multiple
refueling cycles. For the purposes of the present work, it is required that the equilibrium
operating cycle be longer than 20 days, in order to ensure that the most possible isotope can be
discharged, and that material samples can sustain high fluence during each cycle. Longer cycles
may also be acceptable, as fresh targets can be exchanged for spent ones during an operating
cycle.
Table2-1: Residence Time Required to Reach 95% Equilibrium Activity of Various Isotopes
Isotope Half life (d) Time to reach 95%
equilibrium (d)
99Mo 2.75 11.88
131I 8.04 34.74
1Xe 5.25 22.69
89Sr 50.5 218.25
I92r 73.8 318.95
'
53Sm 1.95 8.42
186Rh 3.78 16.33
1251 60.1 259.74
90Y 2.67 11.53
169Er 9.4 40.62
177Lu 6.71 29.00
16 6Ho 1.12 4.84
In addition to the cycle length requirement, the core must also be undermoderated, so that losses
of moderator, or decreases of moderator density, insert negative reactivity. Fuel volume fraction
will be the crucial parameter in meeting this limit. Finally, the core must contain sufficient
control worth to maintain reactor criticality throughout the lifetime of the core, and also shut
down the reactor in the event of an emergency. This condition must be met even when the failure
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of a single control bank is assumed. In addition, it is desirable no single control blade be of
enough worth to produce prompt criticality if it is suddenly ejected from the core.
2.2.2 Material Limits
The previous generation of research reactor designs made use of highly enriched uranium, in
order to produce a compact core, and thus high power density and neutron flux. The presence of
a large fraction of 23 8U in LEU greatly increases parasitic capture of neutrons in both the
epithermal and thermal ranges. LEU research reactors then require a larger critical mass than do
HEU reactors. This larger critical mass of 2 3 5U, when accompanied by the approximate 4 238U
atoms per 235U atom, makes up a much larger total U mass than that of HEU reactors. Two
options exist for providing the needed mass of LEU in order to maintain criticality:
e Increase in fuel volume with the same fuel density
* Increase in fuel density with or without increase in fuel volume.
Because most research reactors undergoing conversion do so via backfitting, as described in
Chapter 1, the first option is not feasible. Instead, the density of the U-Alx or U30 8-Al dispersion
fuel is increased as far as is possible, and fuel volume fractions adjusted to permit criticality
[Muranka, 1983]. Gains in maximum possible dispersion fuel density as a result of RERTR
experiment and qualification are shown in Table 2-2.
Table 2-2: Gains from Initial RERTR Dispersion Fuel Qualification [Muranka, 1983]
Fuel Old density New density
(gU/cm 3) (gU/cm 3)
U-Alx 1.7 2.3
U30 8-Al 1.3 3.2
U3 Si 2 -Al --- 4.8
Despite the gains made in dispersion fuels, however, it is clear that the maximum 235U density is
still lower than the 235U density in HEU dispersion fuels: a highly enriched U308 -Al fuel of the
old low uranium density will produce a 2 3 5U density of 1.209 g2 3 5U/cm 3, while 20% enriched
U3 Si 2-Al produces a 235U density of just 0.96 g2 35U/cm 3 . Therefore increases in fuel volume must
occur, to the detriment of power density and neutron flux.
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As a result of this fact, efforts were undertaken to develop dispersion fuels of even higher
density. Irradiation tests in the ATR demonstrated that U-Mo dispersion fuels were stable with
Mo densities as low as 6%, and could produce fuel densities of up to 8 gU/cm 3. Such fuels would
permit 235U densities of up to 1.6 g235U/cm3 , a 33% increase over the old fuel designs. This
increase, however, would still not provide sufficient 235U to overcome the parasitic absorption in
238U without an increase in fuel loading.
For this reason, development of monolithic uranium alloy fuels is underway. Because these fuels
take the form of metal foils rather than powders, the uranium density is much higher, and the
23 5U density is higher than that of the original HEU fuels. In addition, because the fuel plates are
very thin, even increased loading of fuel plates does not require increase in volume of the core.
For this reason, U-Mo monolithic fuel plates have been proposed for the conversion of extremely
compact or high-power cores, such as the ATR, HFIR, MURR and MITR-II.
The thickness of both the monolithic fuel meat and aluminum cladding are limited by what has
been demonstrated possible in RERTR testing. The thickness of the fuel meat most frequently
used in qualification of the monolithic fuel design is 0.020" (0.508 mm). The smallest cladding
thickness permissible by the testing program is 0.006" (0.15 mm) [Moore, 2010]. In order to
provide some margin for variation in the fabrication process, the cladding thickness will be set to
0.010" (0.254 mm). This thin clad and fuel meat are desirable from the standpoint of producing a
high fuel surface are to volume ratio, and so these two values will be used in the present work.
The result is a decrease in plate thickness from the MITR-II's 1.52 mm thick HEU plates to
1.016 mm LEU plates [Newton, 2006]. A comparison between the properties of LEU monolithic
fuels and HEU dispersion fuels is made in Table 2-3.
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Table 2-3: Comparison of lIEU and LEU Fuels {Rest, 2006]
HEU LEU
Enrichment 93% 19.9%
Compound form UA, U-10Mo
Fuel compound density (g/cm3) 3.4 17.2
Uranium density (g/cm 3) 2.6 15.5
Thermal conductivity (W/cm-K) 0.42 0.17
Heat capacity (J/mol-K) 0.75 0.143
Melting temperature (0C) 1400 1135
2.2.3 Thermal Hydraulic Limits
A number of thermal hydraulic limits are frequently referenced in reactor design studies. These
limits include a fuel melt limit, a fission product diffusion limit, a clad corrosion limit, and a clad
softening limit. However, in research reactor design, these limits are bounded by the prevention
of nucleate boiling within the coolant channels [IAEA, 1992]. While boiling is an extremely
effective heat transfer mechanism, it is not desired in plate-fuel assemblies due to the possibility
of flow instabilities produced by the presence of a two-phase mixture through a channel with
large pressure drops. Therefore it is required that the onset of nucleate boiling be avoided within
fuel channels under both normal and transient conditions.
The incipient boiling heat flux can be predicted by the Bergles-Rohsenow correlation [Todreas,
1993],
Equation 2-3
q"=1.76x10- 3 1.156 9 (T' - Tsat 2.83/P ,15
Where q " =heat flux in W/m2
T,= wall temperature at point of incipient boiling, 0C
Tsat = saturation temperature, 0C
P = pressure, Pa.
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Because the necessary wall superheat and heat flux to make this correlation applicable are both
unknown, a more physical description of the heat transfer problem at hand is required. Use of the
Dittus-Boelter correlation [Todreas, 1993] with the definition of heat flux yields
Equation 2-4
q"=0.023 Re 0 .8 Pr0 .4 k (T, -Tb.
Dh
Where Re = Reynolds number
Pr = Prandtl number
k = thermal conductivity, W/m K
Dh = hydraulic diameter, m
Tb fluid temperature, "C.
These two equations must be solved simultaneously in order to determine the wall superheat for
nucleation and associated heat flux.
One complicating factor is that Tb, the bulk fluid temperature, is a function of the axial power
distribution in the heated channel. For a specific axial position, the value of Tb is easily
determined. When a minimum ONB ratio is sought, this is more problematic.
As a first investigation, it can be assumed that the channel of interested is uniformly heated, that
is q "= constant. Bulk temperature can then be written as
Equation 2-5
Tb(z)=T, + qPhZ
mc,
Where Tin= inlet temperature, "C
Ph = heated perimeter, m
z = axial location, m
m= mass flow rate, kg/s
c, = specific heat, kJ/kg K
This allows equation 2-4 to be rewritten as
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Equation 2-6
q"= 0.023 Re08 Pr0 4 kT,- - , , or
Dh 
m c,
Equation 2-7
k
0.023 Re." Pr 4  (T, - Tn)
,, Dh
1+ 0.023 Re 0 Pr 0.4 k Phz
Dhlmc
When this last equation is set equal to the Bergles-Rohsenow correlation, a solution for the wall
superheat temperature which corresponds to ONB at each axial location can be found iteratively.
This superheat temperature can then be substituted back into the Bergles-Rohsenow correlation
to determine the corresponding heat flux, and this value compared to the actual heat flux to
determine a margin of safety.
2.2.4 Regulatory Limits
The present work is concerned with the design of a research reactor. While federal regulations do
not explicitly define the term "research reactor", they do explicitly define the term "testing
facility". As test reactors are capable of very high power levels, large test regions, and unusual
fuel loadings, they are more difficult to license than research reactors. Therefore the present
design must remain outside the definition of a test reactor. 1 OCFR20 defines a test facility as
A nuclear reactor which is of a type described in § 50.21(c) of this part and for which an
application has been filed for a license authorizing operation at:
(1) A thermal power level in excess of 10 megawatts; or
(2) A thermal power level in excess of ] megawatt, if the reactor is to contain:
(i) A circulating loop through the core in which the applicant proposes to conduct
fuel experiments; or
(ii) A liquid fuel loading; or
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(iii) An experimentalfacility in the core in excess of 16 square inches in cross-
section.
The reactor design would also require a class 104 license in order to operate, and would fall
below the limits at which export control regulations go into effect, as 1OCFR810.8 dictates that
research reactors in excess of 5 MW require authorization from the Department of Energy before
their designs can be distributed. Because it is hoped that the present work will be as generally
applicable as possible, the power rating is being limited to 5 MW.
2.3 Codes Used for Analysis
2.3.1 Neutronic Methods
In the present work, neutronic analysis was performed using two separate code systems: the
Standardized Criticality Analysis and Licensing Evaluation (SCALE) code package, and the
Monte Carlo N-Particle (MCNP) Transport Code system.
2.3.1.1 SCALE
In addition to a variety of hand-calculation techniques and self-written single-purpose scripts, the
SCALE6 code package was used to perform neutronic analysis for a number of early core
concepts. The package, which consists of modules that can be run in stand-alone mode or as
steps in a streamlined sequence, allows eigenvalue calculation by either deterministic or
stochastic methods, and depletion through deterministic methods [ORNL, 2009].
TRITON
The control module TRITON allows use of one of five calculation sequences, and passes control
to the relevant modules in the correct order. The combination of code system modularity and
efficient control sequences makes the SCALE code package uniquely powerful, capable and
compact.
The control sequence for the present work is T6-DEPL (with use of the centrm parameter for
resonance self-shielding purposes), which makes calls the following modules:
" CRAWDAD: creates a continuous energy library for use by CENTRM-PMC
e BONAMI: generates tables of resonance-corrected cross sections in unresolved range
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" WORKER: creates an AMPX working format library from master format library
* CENTRM-PMC: uses pointwise continuous cross sections to generate pointwise
continuous flux spectrum, then uses this spectrum to collapse cross sections to desired
group structure
e KENO-VI: performs 3-D Monte Carlo calculation
* KMART6: extracts fluxes, collapses fluxes and cross sections to 3-group form required
by COUPLE and ORIGEN-S
* COUPLE: updates ORIGEN-S library with cross sections from weighted library
e ORIGEN-S: performs depletion calculation using predictor-corrector algorithm
" OPUS: output processor
The selection of this sequence necessarily included tradeoffs against other sequences. First, the
chosen sequence includes the module KENO-VI due to the need for 3-D treatment of the small,
high-leakage reactor under study (The discrete ordinates module NEWT is limited to 2-D
modeling with user-defined buckling.). In addition, the use of CENTRM-PMC was deemed a
necessity due to the limitations of NITAWL's implementation of the Nordheim Integral
Treatment. These limitations include the assumption of asymptotic flux at the interface of an
external moderator and fuel, and the lack of flux profile interference from absorbent material in
adjacent regions.
TRITON I-c&# Depalon Sequence
gaUIM) WrAW, isnum rss-section
80= I CENT I PC iupw "ia cooa)
=I E]- " dk~v4ife
Figure 2-2: Diagram of T-DEPL Control Sequence [ORNL, 20091
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KENO- VI
The KENO-VI module of the SCALE code package uses Monte Carlo methodology to calculate
system eigenvalues and tallies in either continuous energy or multigroup modes. This recent
update to KENO-V.a additionally allows the definition of complex geometries, with surfaces
defined by either basic geometric shapes or surfaces of up to quadratic order. Execution of the
code takes approximately 4 times longer than KENO-V.a, due to conversion of all geometry to
quadratic form for the duration of the calculation. This is deemed necessary, however, due to the
complexity of the designs under study.
In addition to boasting a variety of acceleration techniques, KENO-VI also has a number of
variance reduction options which reduce the amount of time required to achieve a given level of
confidence in the eigenvalue and flux tallies. As ORIGEN-S cannot treat the uncertainties
associated with the Monte Carlo simulation, it is important to ensure that these inputs to the
depletion calculation have low variance.
ORIGEN-S
Depletion calculations in the SCALE code package are performed by ORIGEN-S, using
TRITON's predictor-corrector algorithm and help from KENO-VI and COUPLE to provide
spectrum-dependent cross sections. The predictor-corrector is a computationally simple method
for producing higher-fidelity results than other simple forms of differencing in the time domain.
Fluxes and cross sections are predicted at mid-cycle, and are used to perform a depletion
calculation for the beginning and end of the cycle. The end-of-cycle macroscopic cross sections
are then used in a succeeding mid-cycle flux/eigenvalue calculation. This cycle repeats for as
many steps as are desired.
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Figure 2-3: Diagram of Predictor-Corrector Sequence Algorithm Used by ORIGEN-S, [ORNL, 2009]
2.3.1.2 MCNP5
MCNP allows neutronic analysis of general three-dimensional geometry using the Monte Carlo
method, in a timely fashion. Pointwise cross section data is used and thermal cross sections are
described using both the free gas thermal scattering and S(a,p) treatments. Because solution of
problems occurs in continuous energy rather than multigroup treatment, spectra are very
accurately predicted in a broad range of problems. Such a continuous energy treatment is critical
to investigation of research reactors with flux traps due to the manipulation of the positional
dependence of the energy spectrum.
2.3.1.3 MCODE2.2 and ORIGEN 2.2
MCODE2.2, a tool developed at MIT's Center for Advanced Nuclear Energy Systems, serves as
a control module for depletion of MCNP5 problems using ORIGEN 2.2. The geometry of the
problem of interest is used with MCNP5 to produce detailed flux spectra and reaction rates,
which are then fed to an ORIGEN 2.2 problem to serve as the basis for either constant-power or
constant-flux depletion of the tallied isotopes in one energy group. Determination of the
composition of the tally materials at each requested time step is performed via use of the same
predictor-corrector algorithm used in all SCALE/TRITON calculations. The use of MCODE2.2,
and its controlled codes MCNP5 and ORIGEN 2.2 has been benchmarked extensively for
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problems including research reactors such as the MITR-II [Newton, 2006]. As a result of these
benchmarks, the sequence of codes can be applied to research reactor design with confidence.
2.3.2 Thermal Hydraulic Methods
2.3.2.1 RELAP5/MOD3.3
RELAP5 was developed in order to allow analysis of transient and potential accident scenarios in
light water reactor systems. A RELAP5 model of a system consists of a set of generic
components such as pipes, single volumes, pressurizers, accumulators, junctions, pumps, and
heat structures. The code uses a combination of first-principles, lumped parameter analysis, and
empirical correlation to describe the evolution of the nodalized system with time. In addition to
treating the heat transfer and fluid mechanics of the nodalized system, the code also includes
both point and nodal reactor kinetics capabilities, decay heat correlations, and the ability to
model xenon transients. The code has been thoroughly benchmarked against a range of light
water reactor problems, and is conservative in its use of correlations [NSAD, 2001]. Several
versions of RELAP5 code were tailored for different types of reactor system applications and
functions. RELAP5/MOD3.3 was recommended by the RERTR group for reactor conversion
analysis, because it contains thermal hydraulic models and correlations suitable for low pressure
reactor systems.
2.4 Early Design Concepts
The desire to maximize thermal neutron flux and flux trap area led to the introduction of several
assembly concepts with cylindrical fueled regions surrounding large water traps. The concept
originated in the idea that the cylindrical nature of the assemblies would create a very high
neutron density at the center of the cylinder, and that the large water volume there would cause
these neutrons to be of very low speed. In addition, uniformly spaced cylindrical plates (Ro-Ri
constant) produce channels of identical hydraulic diameter DH, reducing the probability of
pressure drop mismatch across channels:
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Equation 2-8
4 Aflow 40r(R2 - R) 47r(R0 - R,)R 0 + R))DH = - 10 J= 2(RO - R, )
Petted 2;r(R0 + R) 2g(RO + R,)
Where Aflo = flow area of a channel, m
Pwetted = wetted perimeter of a channel, m
Ro= outer radius of the smaller cylinder, m
Ri= inner radius of the larger cylinder, m.
These two motivations, which have inspired designs like the Jules Horowitz reactor, MURR,
and to a lesser extent the involute-plate HFIR and FRM-JI, led to the analysis of a cylinder-based
concept.
The design suffered from a number of issues, not least of which were concerns about fabrication.
Manufacturing of curved fuel plates with variable widths adds considerable expense over
traditional Material Test Reactor (MTR) fuels. In addition, it was not clear whether plates with
the needed radii of curvature could even be manufactured, given that the smallest known radius
of curvature used in design of cylindrical sections of plate is the JHR's 2.05 cm. The HFIR's
involute plates have a minimum radius of curvature of 0.3175 cm, but the high stress levels
induced by the use of this small radius in an involute may not be feasible for a cylindrical plate.
Adding to the fuel cycle costs is the fact that an entire cylinder, or perhaps even the entire core,
would need to be replaced at once as fuel shuffling would be impossible.
2.4.1 Neutronic Analysis
A core consisting of seven cylindrical fuel assemblies was analyzed. In addition to the concerns
regarding manufacturing issues, it was found that the cylinders remained in large part decoupled,
making each cylinder its own small reactor. While this might be attractive from the standpoint of
having the ability to control power in each cylinder (as is the practice in the ATR), it means that
the cylinders have high neutron leakage, and are not capable of supplying a high neutron flux at
low power.
In order to assess cylindrical concepts, it was assumed that each core would require roughly the
same uranium inventory as the LEU redesign of the MITR-II. This inventory was then used with
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a minimum cylinder radius of 5 cm. This distance is on the order of the diffusion length of the
neutron in water, and one therefore expected to produce high thermal flux at the center. In
addition, this radius of curvature was known to be manufacturable. The number of plates which
made up this geometry was increased with a graphite reflector in place until KENO-VI predicted
that sufficient excess reactivity was present to permit a cycle length of at least 20 days. These
plates were evenly spaced with the same channel thickness as in the MITR-II. A summary table
of the data is shown below.
Table 2-3: Summary of 7-Cylinder Core Findings
Number of rings per assembly 5
Centerline radii of fuel rings Ring 1 : 5.1676 cm
Ring 2: 5.5029 cm
Ring 3: 5.8558 cm
Ring 4: 6.1910 cm
Ring 5: 6.5263 cm
Eigenvalue 1.090
Outer ring thermal flux 2.73 x 10"
Outer ring fast flux 2.36 x 1013
Inner ring thermal flux 3.60 x 1012
Inner ring fast flux 1.53 x 10'3
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Figure 2-4: Top view of 7-cylinder core configuration
As can be seen in the table, this first attempt did not appear promising, attaining thermal fluxes
not significantly greater than those of the MITR-II, with the same power rating. In addition, the
core, when the mass flux of the MITR-II is applied, has a minimum onset of nucleate boiling
ratio of just 2.52. Significant additional flow would be required to permit operation at higher
power levels, so an increase in power for the purpose of boosting thermal flux is out of the
question. These factors, plus the fuel cycle issues introduced by the use of a few large assemblies
render this concept untenable.
2.5 Trapezoidal Assembly with Integral Flux Trap
Problems with the aforementioned cylindrical designs inspired a design concept which would be
tightly coupled, easy to manufacture, and provide numerous flux traps with levels of thermal flux
higher than those achievable in the present generation of research reactors. The resulting concept
has a triangular footprint consisting of a trapezoidal plate-fuel assembly and a triangular flux trap
as shown in Figure 2-5. The triangular structure seen in the figure is a grid-plate structure that
does not traverse the axial length of the assembly.
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Figure 2-5: Trapezoidal Assembly with Triangular Grid Plate Support
Twenty-four such assemblies fit together into a hexagonal core. The assemblies can each be
rotated in one of three directions, and communicate with one another to permit the formation of
large or small flux traps. The result is a core which is totally customizable to the experimenter in
terms of number and size of flux traps, and the flux spectrum available to each of the traps. Flow
through the flux traps is to be managed by controlling the pressure drop across each trap's
irradiation rig. The design of these rigs is outside the bounds of the present work.
2.5.1 Preliminary Core Map Analysis
In order to assess the validity of the concept on a preliminary basis, the trapezoidal fuel and
water region was treated as homogeneous, and the triangular flux traps were filled with water.
Various core models were then assessed in MCNP. For the purposes of this study, the fuel
volume fraction was the same as in the LEU MITR-II, and the length of the long edge of the
assembly was also the same as the assembly edge length of the LEU MITR-II, the theory being
that this edge length would be, if not optimum, at least near optimum and also manufacturable.
The entire core 60 cm tall core was surrounded by a 15 cm thick beryllium reflector.
The core maps investigated, along with the associated eigenvalues and average thermal fluxes in
the peak flux traps are shown in Figures 2-6 through 2-9 and Table 2-4.
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Figure 2-6: Core I
Figure 2-7: Core 2
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Figure 2-8: Core 3
Figure 2-9: Core 4
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Table 2-4: Results of Initial Core Map Calculations
Core Eigenvalue Average
Thermal Flux
in Peak Trap @
5 MW
1 1.106285 ±0.0003 7.75 x 1013
2 1.10606 ±0.00033 7.8 x 10'3
3 1.11411 ±0.00032 7.7 x 103
4 1.11524 ±0.00032 7.6 x 10'3
As can be seen in the table, the concept is capable of producing greater thermal fluxes than that
of the MITR at the same power rating, prior to any optimization of the geometric parameters. As
a result, it was decided that this concept would be pursued.
2.6 Summary
Constraints on the present design task, stemming from regulatory, thermal hydraulic, neutronic,
and practical considerations have been identified and are summarized in Table 2-5. As a result of
these limits and the JHR's cylindrical assembly and HFIR's and MURR's center flux trap
concepts, a reactor core concept consists of several cylindrical fuel assemblies was developed
and evaluated. This concept, which placed seven flux traps at the centers of cylindrical fuel
assemblies, was not compact enough and as a result did not significantly outperform the MITR at
the same power level, 5 MW. The underperformance of this concept, along with its probable
fabrication issues, inspired the investigation of a flat-plate trapezoidal assembly concept with a
hexagonal outer core geometry similar to the MITR. The assembly design incorporates a flux
trap with triangular footprint. The preliminary neutronics evaluation demonstrated the high
thermal flux even prior to geometric optimization, and the potential for customization of the flux
spectrum for experimental needs. As a result, this concept will be further pursued with detailed
neutronic and thermal hydraulic analysis.
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Table 2-5: Summary of Design Limitations
Cycle length >20 days
Moderator temperature coefficient Negative
Fuel temperature coefficient
Fuel material U-Mo, 20% enriched
Fuel thickness 0.508 mm
Clad thickness 0.254 mm
ONB q "<q ONB18
Reactor power 5 MW
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Chapter 3 : Neutronic Optimization via Kriging-Based Algorithm
3.1 Introduction
The selection of a set of design parameters for a reactor fuel assembly or core often relies on
simultaneous consideration of a number of variables. As such, the number of independent
neutronic calculations needed to converge upon an optimum solution becomes large. One
approach for dealing with this problem is the brute force completion of as many calculations as
are needed to find the optimum set of parameters within some tolerance. Another is to assume
that separability of the problem will allow the optimum solution to be found by optimizing each
parameter independently. A third approach is the use of a small number of calculations to fuel a
numerical interpolation scheme which will predict the location of the optimum solution. This
third technique is predicted to be the least computationally intensive, and also the most likely to
identify the optimum set of parameters, but to date, the use of such interpolation schemes in
nuclear reactor design optimization is in its infancy.
3.2Kriging
One popular interpolation scheme is kriging, a technique developed for analysis of geospatial
data. The method, developed by Matheron, was named after D.G. Krige, a mining engineer who
used empirical models to predict the geospatial distribution of various ore grades [Cressie, 1993].
Kriging treats experimental data, y(x), as the sum of some unknown global deterministic function
f(x), and a zero-mean stochastic departure Z(x):
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Equation 3-1
y(x) = f(x) + Z(x).
This means that the predictor for y(x) can be expressed as
Equation 3-2
j (x) = F(x, p + z, (x) ,
where pare regression coefficients for the deterministic functionf(x). If the data from the design
sites is used to obtain a predictor for y(x) by linear regression:
Equation 3-3
Y (x) = cTY
then the error of this predictor can be written as
Equation 3-4
j(x)-y =c'Y -y
= cZ - z + (F T c - f(x)) T 8
= cZ -z,
as a result of the unbiasedness condition FTc-f(x) = 0. The mean square error at a prediction site
can then be quantified as
Equation 3-5
<p(x) = E[(c'Z - z)2]
= E[z 2 +cTZZTc 
-2cTZz]
= o.2 (1+ cTRc -2cTr)
Where R is the matrix of covariances between z values at the design sites, and r is the vector of
covariances between the design sites and the prediction site of interest. The c vector of regression
parameters can be derived from training data and a Lagrangian minimization problem as
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Equation 3-6
c =R-'(r - F),
S(F' R 'F)-' (FT R -'r - f).
This yields the expression for the predictor:
Equation 3-7
p(x) = rT R-'Y - (F T R-'r - f) T (F T R 1F)-' FR -1Y.
Since
Equation 3-8
q* =(FTR F F R-'Y
And
Equation 3-9
R- = 1(Y -F*),
then
^(x) = f(x)T p*+r(x)Ty*,
Where p* is the generalized least squares solution or estimator of p and y* is the semivariogram
estimator, a model chosen from a set of available models to fit scatter in the data. The associated
kriging variance is then
Equation 3-10
2 (y - Ff*)R-' (y - F*)
n
where n is the number of training data sites. This variance is affected by the number of training
data sites, the spacing between the training sites and the estimation points, and the magnitude of
the uncertainty inherent in the measurement process.
While the mathematics used to derive the results above are rigorous, the results themselves are
simple. For each set of training data, the f* and y* are fixed, and a predictor for y(x) can be found
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by simply finding the values of the regression modelf(x) and the covariances r(x) at the sites of
interest. Because the response being estimated is accepted to be the sum of deterministic and
random error processes, kriging estimations usually include confidence intervals, as estimations
made far from measurement points may have large variances.
3.2.1 Prior Use in Design Optimization
Two recent works, by Kim and Lee, and Raza and Kim, describe the use of kriging as an
interpolation tool for selection of thermal hydraulic parameters of a gas-cooled reactor plenum
and wire-wrapped fuel assembly, respectively. However, in both works, the authors accept the
maximum in the interpolation function as the actual maximum, without analyzing the kriging
variance of the design space, which may (or may not) be large. As such, the true optimum may
not have been identified. Because the test data generated in these studies was generated
deterministically, the "measurement error" component of the stochastic error process is likely to
be small, but the distances between sampled points may still render the covariance, and thus the
kriging variance, large at some points. At minimum, these papers do not make use of one of the
most interesting features of kriging, the uncertainty associated with each prediction, and its
potential use in further improving the "optimum" parameters calculated by the authors.
3.2.2 Applicability to Neutronic Design Tasks
In addition to the fact that the distances between sample points can make the kriging variance
large, reactor physics calculations suffer from some peculiarities which could increase Z(x), the
stochastic deviation component of the measured response. These are:
1. Uncertainty in cross section data
2. Error resulting from deterministic approximations to the neutron transport equation
3. Uncertainty resulting from Monte Carlo codes
Because of these effects, kriging variance must be at least interpreted, and if at all possible, used,
in order to aid convergence during optimization of neutronic parameters.
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3.2.3 Applications of Other Optimization Techniques in Reactor Design
3.2.3.1 Response Surface Methods
The appeal of kriging for use in reactor physics optimization goes beyond simply the use of the
kriging variance. In many interpolation schemes, values are interpolated using least-squares
fitting of measurements scattered across the design space. Response Surfaces are the result of
one of these types of schemes. In many types of design problems, such as those encountered in
the aerospace industry, such methods yield reasonably accurate predictions, and are fast
[Simpson, 1998]. Reactor physics problems, however, suffer from some local deviations from
the average behavior, such as those introduced by resonances. As a result, the polynomials
employed by the response surface method are only suited to prediction of reactor physics
parameters in very small design spaces. This explains the lack of references to application of
response surface methods to nuclear engineering design in the literature. References to response
surface method in the literature instead most frequently describe the methods' use in uncertainty
analysis of thermal hydraulic transients [Clarno, 2003].
3.2.3.2 Stochastic Algorithms
Genetic algorithms are based upon the "survival of the fittest" concept: potential designs are
represented as individuals, and the fittest individuals are most likely to pass on their
characteristics to successive generations of designs. The most basic version of the genetic
algorithm suffers from a loss of genetic diversity, often forcing the algorithm to converge upon a
local maximum, rather than a global one. This has been mitigated by forcing mutations, genetic
islands, or genetic niches. However, these solutions come at the expense of computing time.
In recent studies on the application of genetic algorithms to reactor physics design, hundreds of
thousands of reactor physics calculations have been employed to produce an optimum design
[Pereira, 2008; Pereira, 2003]. These optima have been obtained using less than 24 hours of
processing time, but only by virtue of the fact that HAMMER, the deterministic reactor physics
solver employed, takes just 1.25 seconds to run. Use of higher fidelity, more time-consuming
reactor physics codes would render the method impractical.
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Two other stochastic algorithms are based on the Metropolis principle: Simulated Annealing, and
the Great Deluge Algorithm. In SA, a set of design parameters is perturbed to another set of
nearby parameters, and if the resulting configuration is fitter than the original, it is accepted. As
the algorithm proceeds, the temperature of the system decreases, meaning that the distance
between parameter sets tends to be reduced. The system then converges. SA is not frequently
employed in design problems because, while it always converges, its results are highly sensitive
to its inputs [Sacco, 2006]. GDA operates on a similar principle to SA: the "water level", or
lower level on acceptable fitness increases with time. The result is that the potential solution is
allowed to wander more, but is accepted with less frequency. The design space is thus searched
more thoroughly than in SA, and the method is less sensitive to its inputs.
A recently developed stochastic method is the Particle Collision algorithm, or PCA. The method
treats the design space as an ensemble of target nuclei, and allows particles to take random walks
through it. When the particle strikes a nucleus of high absorption cross section (a solution with
high fitness), it is absorbed and re-emitted to interact with other nearby particles, effectively
probing the design space in that region. When a particle strikes a nucleus of low absorption cross
section (a solution with low fitness), it is scattered into another region of the design space. The
result is that the method allows thorough exploration of the entire design space, producing better
optimum values than either SA or GDA [Sacco, 2006].
In each of these methods, SA, GDA, and PCA, care must be taken to define both fitness and the
rules on selection of the next parameter set in such a way that the algorithm does not get stuck in
a local minimum. Application of these methods to date has demonstrated the same issue
exhibited by genetic algorithms: they are computationally expensive. A study comparing the
three techniques remarked that calculations were completed in 10.3 hours on a PC, with most of
that time consumed by the tens of thousands of reactor physics calculations performed by
HAMMER [Sacco, 2006]. Again, if time-consuming, higher fidelity reactor physics solvers were
used, an enormous amount of time would be required to complete optimization. As the MCNP
calculations discussed in Chapter 2 took approximately one hour each, it is necessary to seek an
algorithm which minimizes the number of calculations needed to reach an optimum solution.
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3.3Kriging-Based Algorithm
In order to converge on an optimum neutronic solution with minimal computational time, an
algorithm has been adapted from Schonlau et al. (1998) in which the training data would be used
to probe areas in between points for generation of additional training data for successive kriging.
This algorithm had to remain sufficiently global in its search to avoid getting trapped in a local
minimum, and so the "improvement factor"
Equation 3-11
(x) = j(x) - Ymx g if y(x)>ymax,
I9(x) = 0 otherwise.
was identified as a tool for accomplishing this. However, if the improvement factor alone were
used to identify sites with the greatest potential improvement, the uncertainty attached to each
prediction would be neglected. Instead, this uncertainty can be taken into account by using the
maximum likelihood estimator of the improvement factor:
Equation 3-12
E(I 0 )= u
E(I) = o [uD(u)+ $(u)]
E( 2 ) = o U2 + D(u) + u(U)
U Y -Ymax
where <D and $ are the cumulative normal distribution function and the normal distribution
function, respectively.
The factor g in Equation 3-11 represents the "globality" of the search, and is chosen by the user.
Higher values of g cause the search to be more global by placing more emphasis on regions with
high ak than on regions with high u.
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The general algorithm is as follows:
1. Set bounds on design space
2. Select points for training data within these bounds. This step could be achieved by one of
several methods, of which Latin Hypercube Sampling is most popular.
3. Generate training data.
4. Apply mesh to region of interest, and apply ordinary kriging to predict values of desired
response variables at each mesh point.
5. Find mesh point with maximum improvement factor, and test for convergence.
a. Test to see whether this point is within the design space.
b. Test to see whether this point falls within range of any secondary constraints (for
example, constraints on excess reactivity or feedback).
6. Generate training data for the mesh point with the best maximum likelihood estimate of
the improvement factor, return to step 4.
The application of this algorithm to the present design task is outlined in Figure 3-1 and
described in section 3.4.
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Find prediction for
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Figure 3-1: Diagram of Problem-Specific Kriging-Based Algorithm
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3.4 Application to System of Interest
3.4.1 Design Bounds on System of Interest
For the present work, the reactor is of the geometry described previously: 24 plate-fueled
trapezoidal assemblies with integral flux gaps. The design parameters for optimization using this
algorithm are the length of the long edge of the assembly, the ratio of the lengths of the short and
long edges, and the fuel volume fraction. Because the trapezoidal assemblies take the form of
truncated equilateral triangles, and because the fuel thickness is fixed by material limits, these
three parameters are sufficient to completely define the geometry of an assembly.
There are of course limitations on each of these parameters. The lower limit on the length of the
short edge of the assembly is 2.54 cm, the dimension needed in order for the flux trap to accept a
0.5" sample. The upper limit on this dimension is 6.30 cm, the dimension at which a set of six
assemblies could combine to violate the 1 OCFR50 limit on allowable research reactor test region
size. The other limits are more fluid. The long edge must be longer than the short edge, for
obvious reasons, and must permit the loading of enough fuel to achieve criticality during
operation of an equilibrium core. This loading, however, is difficult to predict, and so keff must
remain a response/constraint variable within the optimization program, rather than leading to the
prescription of a hard limit on assembly parameters.
Fuel volume fraction poses similar issues, as it has a direct impact on criticality, and also on the
margin to onset of nucleate boiling. Fuel volume fraction presents an additional issue: that of
manufacturability. High fuel volume fractions correspond with small channel thicknesses.
Because the minimum manufacturable channel thickness is unknown and probably vendor-
specific, a known design must be used as a lower limit. For this reason, the 0.6 mm channel
thickness of the HFIR, the smallest known manufacturable channel, is used to produce an upper
limit on fuel volume fraction.
As described previously, the Bergles-Rohsenow correlation establishes the heat flux at which
nucleate boiling will commence. By assuming an axial cosine distribution, it is possible to use
the Bergles-Rohsenow correlation to calculate the ONB heat flux for a specified average channel
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hydraulic diameter. Because this calculation requires iterative solution, it is not possible to
explicitly derive a relationship between channel hydraulic diameter and ONB heat flux.
However, it is possible to produce an empirical model for this relationship from a few data
points. The chart below displays the excellent fit, with R2=0.9943, of a quadratic equation to the
channel hydraulic diameter vs. safe-margin heat flux result. The safe margin heat flux was
defined as q "(z)oNB/q "(z) > 4.0. Initially it was suggested that a value of 2.0 would be
acceptable, but it was realized that the optimum core would likely be extremely compact, and
that narrow channels could produce large flow instabilities during a transient. Therefore a higher
ONB margin of 4.0 was applied.
For the purpose of maintaining reasonably low frictional pressure losses, the flow velocities used
for this correlation were set using a frictional pressure loss limit of 4 x 104 Pa. This result can be
used as a limit in step 5b. of the optimization algorithm. Because in the early phases of the
design calculations the fueled region is treated as homogeneous, an additional margin of safety
should be applied to treat radial and in-assembly peaking. For the severely peaked core used to
select the best power map, the radial peaking was 1.7. This value was used to further limit the
average heat flux.
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Figure 3-2: Safe-Margin Heat Flux, as Empirically Related to Channel Hydraulic Diameter
3.4.2 Generation of Training Data Locations
Latin Hypercube Sampling is considered one of the most efficient sampling methods in
existence. A sample is considered a Latin Hypercube if each of the rows and columns which can
be formed in the uniformly divided cube contain no more than a single sample location. Within
each subdivision of the design space, the sample locations are random. The technique ensures
that the design space is completely represented in the ensemble of sample locations.
Earlier papers [Raza, 2008; Kim, 2009] which discuss the use of kriging for design optimization
state that 20 sample sites are sufficient to describe a three-variable design space. Latin hypercube
sampling relies on the division of the design space into cubes, and so a set of 27 (33) sample sites
were found using the MATLAB function lhsdesign. These sample sites, with coordinates ranging
between 0 and 1, are shown in Table 3-1.
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Table 3-1: Training Data Locations
Parameter 1 Parameter 2 Parameter 3
0.258613 0.302355 0.140606
0.511737 0.411626 0.147792
0.751045 0.558285 0.159682
0.398779 0.142822 0.162776
0.88995 0.237623 0.122351
0.178506 0.831254 0.245908
0.327768 0.08093 0.117022
0.121385 0.957348 0.213595
0.340835 0.767399 0.177477
0.680284 0.475145 0.257781
0.549138 0.651467 0.235809
0.963796 0.208062 0.291281
0.645315 0.442813 0.28424
0.15575 0.993143 0.151869
0.925434 0.638188 0.232066
0.97106 0.565327 0.144111
0.69547 0.188202 0.103247
0.054929 0.523757 0.249013
0.424884 0.699041 0.18393
0.584239 0.742573 0.172662
0.771582 0.361407 0.29304
0.441213 0.329883 0.200303
0.797172 1.010926 0.247675
0.836091 0.086126 0.276623
0.267411 0.896033 0.264046
0.088918 0.907695 0.191533
0.470299 0.814049 0.134277
Using the limits discussed previously, these sample points translate into the parameters shown in
Table 3-2.
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Table 3-2: Parameters for Kriging Routine Training Data
Flux trap side length Assembly side length Fuel volume fraction
(cm) (cm)
3.48273 8.023552 0.140606
4.444602 9.116257 0.147792
5.35397 10.58285 0.159682
4.015358 6.428218 0.162776
5.88181 7.376227 0.122351
3.178324 13.31254 0.245908
3.745518 5.809298 0.117022
2.961263 14.57348 0.213595
3.795171 12.67399 0.177477
5.08508 9.751446 0.257781
4.586723 11.51467 0.235809
6.162427 7.080624 0.291281
4.952198 9.42813 0.28424
3.091849 14.93143 0.151869
6.016648 11.38188 0.232066
6.190028 10.65327 0.144111
5.142785 6.882015 0.103247
2.70873 10.23757 0.249013
4.114561 11.99041 0.18393
4.72011 12.42573 0.172662
5.432011 8.614066 0.29304
4.176611 8.298833 0.200303
5.529255 15.10926 0.247675
5.677147 5.86126 0.276623
3.516162 13.96033 0.264046
2.837889 14.07695 0.191533
4.287135 13.14049 0.134277
3.4.3 Results of Training Data Generation
The training data sites listed previously were used to produce MCNP models corresponding to
each set of geometry data. For each site, the eigenvalue and average thermal flux in the peak flux
trap were calculated; the results are displayed in Table 3-3.
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Table 3-3: Results of Training Data Generation
Data Set Eigenvalue Average Thermal Flux in Peak
Trap, n/cm 2 s
1 1.28293 4.98 x 10'
2 1.29685 4.48 x 103
3 1.30858 4.14 x 10'3
4 1.19218 8.41 x 10'3
5 1.11050 1.12 x 1014
6 1.30846 1.71 x 10'3
7 1.15775 1.12 x 1014
8 1.33985 1.37 x 10's
9 1.35003 2.01 x 10'
10 1.25686 4.28 x 10"
11 1.29607 2.86 x 10'3
12 1.10418 1.10 x 1014
13 1.24441 4.34 x 10's
14 1.39437 1.31 x 10'
15 1.27898 3.99 x 10'3
16 1.29200 4.84 x 10"
17 1.12358 1.12 x 1014
18 1.27646 2.64 x 10"
19 1.33762 2.41 x 10"
20 1.34394 2.64 x 10'3
21 1.22262 5.65 x 10'3
22 1.26338 5.00 x 10'3
23 1.30835 2.23 x 10'3
24 0.71399 4.25 x 1014
25 1.30256 1.68 x 10'
26 1.35558 1.43 x 10'
27 1.39117 2.21 x 10'3
Ali flux errors less than 0.1%, all eigenvalue errors less than 0.04%
3.4.4 Selection of Regression Function
The dace MATLAB toolbox permits modeling of the deterministic functionf(x) by polynomials
of up to order 2. The user chooses the desired order and regression proceeds by least squares. It
is instinctive that both eigenvalue and flux should be smoothly varying functions of the design
variables, but not necessarily that the function should be constant or linear. A second order
function then becomes the conservative choice.
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3.4.5 Selection of Correlation Function
After identifying the needed regression function, the logical step is to determine which
correlation function best measures how much the response data changes with physical
separation. This correlation function, or covariogram, is at the heart of the kriging method, and in
essence determines how reliable data points are in prediction of unknown responses. Data points
generated at large physical distances from the prediction site are given the least weight, while
those at zero distance should, logically, be completely reliable.
Covariograms can be anisotropic, with a separate set of parameters in each dimension. The
covariograms in each dimension are then multiplied to yield a complete covariogram for the
system of variables. The covariograms may take one of a number of forms, five of which were
investigated for the present work. These forms are described in Table 3-4.
Table 3-4: Correlation Function Models Available in dace toolbox
Name Formula
Gaussian exp(- 1d )
Exponential 
exp(- 9I d)
Linear maxO,1-6 1 d1 I
Spherical 1-1.5 +0.5#3
(= min1,61 dj }
Spline 1-15 2 +305,O < < 0.2'
a 1.25(1 - i ,0.2 1 < I
Where Oj is the parameter for dimension j and dj is the distance between test site and query site in variable j.
In order to determine which of these covariogram models would be most appropriate for
describing variation in eigenvalue and thermal flux, it was necessary to compare each of the
models to the experimental covariogram. The experimental covariogram can be expressed as
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Equation 3-13
C(d)= C(O) - 0.5{y(x + Ax, y + Ay, z + Az) - y(x, y, z) 2 ,
Where C(O) is the sill, or value of the covariogram at zero.
After being put in this form, the values can be normalized for comparison to the available
models, which all decrease from a maximum value of unity. The generated covariograms in each
variable are shown below.
Experimental covariogram for flux trap
edge length
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Figure 3-3: Flux Trap Edge Length Covariogram
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Figure 3-4: Assembly Side Length Covariogram
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Figure 3-5: Fuel Volume Fraction Covariogram
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These plots can be difficult to interpret, given that they are projections of a four-dimensional
surface onto a plane. However, it can be generally observed that accurate prediction of the
response variables is most closely tied to assembly edge length. The flux covariogram displays
the expected overall downward trend in each variable.
By using the dace toolbox to find the best-fitting parameters for each of the available models, it
is possible to compare these models with the experimental variogram to select most appropriate.
Goodness of fit between model and experimental data was evaluated using squared residuals as
defined by
Equation 3-14
R = - _-
The models generated by dace and their R2 values are shown in Tables 3-5 and 3-6. From this
analysis, it becomes clear that both peak thermal flux and eigenvalue variation are best treated by
exponential covariograms.
Table 3-5: Covariograms Generated for Peak Thermal Flux
Name Function R2
Gaussian e-o.1a2-5.7435b2 _O.1184C2  -2.421
Exponential e -. 2062a-3.2988b-o.1c 0.8371
Linear max(0,l -0. la) max(0,1 -Ob) max(0,l - lOc) -2.6146
Spherical 1-1.5min(1,lOa) + 0.5 min(l,l0a)3 e -2.6146
1-1.5min(1,lOb) + 0.5min(1,10b)3 e
1- 1. 5min(1,10Oc) +0. 5min(1,1Oc) 3
Spline ga -2.6146
I- 155' + 305 ,0 < < 0.2
(=1.25(1 -5 Y,0.2 < f < >,
0,5> 10 j
4a =l0a,4b =10b4g =10,
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Table 3-6: Covariograms Developed for Eigenvalue
Name Function R2
Gaussian e-0.1184a 2 -2.5b 2 -. 1563C 2  0.6288
Exponential e-0.2062a-3.2988b-0.1c 0.8011
Linear max(0,1-0.la)max(0,1-10b)max(0,1-10c) -5.8339
Spherical 11-1.5min(1,10a)+0.5min(1,10a)3 . -5.8339
1[-1.5min(1,10b)+0.5min(1,10b)3 e
1 -1.5min(1,10c)+0.5min(1,10c)']
Spline (;agb4 ' c -5.8339
[I -15 + 30),0 < <0.2
g =< 1.25(1- ' ,0.2 < 1-
ga =Oa, ;b =10b,4'c =10c
3.5 Best Practices for Kriging in Reactor Design
3.5.1 Importance of the Correlation Function
In the first phases of the use of the algorithm, the predicted responses were prone to large errors.
Eigenvalues were often underpredicted by as much as 20%, while average thermal fluxes in the
peak trap were overpredicted to roughly the same extent. In this first phase, the predictions were
being made using a first-order polynomial regression function and a Gaussian correlation
function, recommended by Cressie as being applicable to most physical problems. However, as
shown in the previous section, a second-order polynomial regression and exponential correlation
function actually fit the data better. With these two functions selected, the kriging technique
predicts accurately enough to converge quickly.
In order to make the script more generally applicable to the data at all phases of the optimization
process, and for different types of problems, a step was included in the script in which the code
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tests multiple correlation functions for goodness of fit, selecting the one with the best R2 against
the experimental data, and using it to predict values of the response data at unexplored locations.
3.5.2 The Globality Question
The use of different values of g, the globality factor, is described in section 3.3. Early on, it was
felt that the use of g = 2 was causing the overvaluing of high uncertainty prediction sites over
those with high magnitudes of the improvement factor. This was based on the observation that
the points with the highest MLE of the improvement function tended to wander around the
design space rather than converging, and was even more problematic with the aforementioned
prediction problems.
After the resolution of the prediction problems, a study was undertaken in which the algorithm
was followed to convergence with g equal to values of 0, 1, and 2. The two central questions
were: "Does one technique aid in better or faster optimization?" and "Is there some advantage to
switching between values of g at different stages in the process?"
Beyond the second pass, both the g = 0 and g = 1 algorithms could not detect any improvement
over their training data. The g = 2 pass, however, continued to predict improvement for another
22 passes before reaching a stopping point. The optimized thermal flux ended up being more
than 10% higher than the thermal flux at which the g = 0 and g = 1 algorithms stopped. Clearly,
the use of low values of g results in failure to probe regions of the design space which have low
predicted improvement, high uncertainty, and high payoff. There was no incentive from
dropping to g = 0 or g = 1 late in the g = 2 algorithm, as these values still failed to identify points
with actual improvement, even when "helped along" by the use of g = 2 early in the process. The
use of higher values of g was not explored, as Schonlau's work indicated that higher values
tended to dramatically slow convergence.
Table 3-7 displays the results of early tests on the algorithm. The algorithm with g-2 produced
an average thermal flux of 1.28 x 1014 in the peak assembly after 24 passes through MATLAB
and MCNP.
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Table 3-7: Summary of Early Work on Globality
Pass Number Predicted peak Predicted peak Predicted peak
thermal flux at next thermal flux at next thermal flux at next
point, point, point,
g=2 (n/cm 2s) g=1 (n/cm 2s) g=0 (n/cm 2s)
1 1.28 x 1014 1.32 x 1014 1.32 x 1014
2 1.23 x 1014  1.34 x 1014  1.34 x 1014
3 1.27 x 1014 No improvement on No improvement on
measured measured
*th=1. 13 x 104 th=1. 13 x 10
4 1.21 x 1014 -- --
5 1.21 x 1014 -- --
6 1.19 x 1014 -- --
7 1.22 x 1014 --
8 1.25 x 1014 - -
9 1.16 x 1014 - -
24 1.28 x 1014 - -
3.5.3 Slow script run time
The identification of an optimum set of design parameters with a high degree of confidence
requires small mesh spacing. Since the number of calculations needed for the completion of the
MATLAB script goes as n3, where n is the number of mesh points in each variable, that number
quickly becomes large. When 100 mesh points are used in each variable, the script takes just
under an hour to run on a PC. In order to mitigate this, a coarse mesh was applied to the entire
design space, and a finer mesh applied to the region surrounding the training data location with
the maximum thermal flux, essentially focusing the search space. By doing this, the number of
3 3
calculations scales as n +n23 . If 50 mesh points are used for each, the problem takes only a
quarter of the time to run. Further savings can be achieved by changing the number of points
used.
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The mesh spacing for this fine-mesh region is defined using the number of points desired and the
normalized distance between the best training data location and its nearest neighbor. The
advantage to defining the spacing in this way is that as the problem gets closer and closer to
convergence, the mesh continues to tighten. This increases the certainty with which the final set
of parameters can be considered optimum.
3.6 Results of Optimization
With improvements to the MATLAB prediction and search script complete, optimization of the
neutronic design parameters could be undertaken. The training data was input into the MATLAB
code developed for optimization of these parameters, and the kriging model generated was used
to predict the likely improvement at an array of mesh points. The mesh point which met all
design constraints and displayed the highest MLE of the improvement factor was used to
generate new MCNP data, in order to improve confidence in future predicted improvement
values. This process was repeated until either convergence (A0'/q1th,max<0.01) was achieved or
until no mesh points with further improvement could be identified. In practice, the latter was
true, as there came a point when all remaining predicted points were several standard deviations
below the maximum of the previously calculated values. The data points generated at each pass
through the script are displayed in Table 3-7. It is expected that selection of different initial
training data sites might have changed the path taken to the optimum geometry set, but that such
a change would not impact the values of that set.
As can be seen in the table, the early predictions are high, and come with large measures of
uncertainty. In the second pass, the tendency of the algorithm to prefer points with high variance
over points with high improvement can be observed. The uncertainty of the selected points
oscillates, as the predictions gradually begin to fall more in line with the actual values. By the
time no further improvement can be identified, the predictions of peak thermal flux are just a
fraction of a standard deviation away from the actual value. Note that the data presented in Table
3-8 differs from the results of early studies presented in Table 3-7 due to differences in the
meshing strategies used.
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Table 3-8: Results of MATLAB Kriging Routine, with Neutronic Analysis by MCNP
Previous Peak Predicted New Kriging cT Assembly side Flux trap edge Fuel volume Eigenvalue Actual Peak of
of Average Peak of length (cm) length (cm) fraction Average
Thermal Average Thermal
Fluxes Thermal Fluxes
(n/cm 2s) Fluxes (n/cm 2s)
(n/cm 2s)
1.12 x 1014 2.25 x 1014 7.13 x 1013 5 2.5633 0.18 1.15688 1.13 x 1014
1.13-x 10T' 1.17 x 1014 4.61 x 101 5.0625 2.5475 0.173125 1.16206 6.00 x 1013
1.13 x 1014 8.02 x 1013 4.10 x 1013 5.8125 3.2125 0.14875 1.18973 1.00 x 1014
1.13 x 1014 1.618 x 1014 4.01 x 10' 5.7778 3.7244 0.1617 1.16234 1.13 x 1014
1.13 x 10'4 3.16 x 10 4  5.87 x 101 5 3.34444 0.25 1.12457 1.28 x 1014
1.28 x 1014  1.55 x 10 4.37 x 1013 5.2222 3.4289 0.185 1.14032 1.28 x 1014
1.28 x 1014 1.74 x 1014 4.67 x 1013 5 3.34444 0.235 1.12445 1.30 x 1014
1.30 x 101 1.73 x 1014 4.32 x 101 5.77778 4.18889 0.176667 1.13037 1.25 x 101
1.30 x 101 1.61 x 10 4.48 x 10' 5 3.3075 0.235 1.12544 1.28 x 1014
1.30 x 10 1.54 x 1014 4.16 x 101 5.0625 3.4025 0.235 1.15473 1.01x 1014
1.30 x 1014 1.59 x 1014 3.99 x 1013 5.8125 3.735 0.16 1.16453 1.11 x 1014
1.30 x 1014 1.28 x 1014 4.65 x 1013 5 3.3075 0.233125 1.15657 1.01 x 1014
1.32 x 1014 1.51 x 1014 3.81 x 1013 5.375 3.925 0.235 1.12301 1.32 x 1014
All flux errors less than 0.1%, all eigenvalue errors less than 0.04%
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The final set of parameters represents one of the smallest, most dense assembly designs that is
capable of meeting all of the design constraints. Its small size, high fuel density, and large flux
trap dimension to assembly dimension ratio all lend to this configuration's production of high
peak thermal flux. In addition, it is proliferation resistant, requiring less 2 35U than the MITR-II
fresh core, and just slightly more than the MURR fresh core.
Table 3-9: Loadings of 235U in High Performance Research Reactor Fresh Cores [Burn, 19971
Reactor 23sU mass in fresh core
MITR-II 11.176 kg
MURR 6.240 kg
Present design 7.702 kg
In order to evaluate more completely the other aspects of the design, however, this homogeneous
model needed to be converted to a heterogeneous one which modeled fuel plates explicitly. This
analysis is discussed in Chapter 4.
3.7Application of Algorithm to Existing Designs
While this kriging-based algorithm has been applied to a new reactor concept, it could also be
utilized in optimizing the fuel designs of reactors undergoing conversion to LEU. Reactors still
awaiting conversion include, as mentioned in Chapter 1, the ATR, HFIR, MITR-II and MURR.
Optimization of a conversion design would differ from the work presented here in a few ways.
First, it would likely contain fewer input variables: these reactors aim to undergo conversion via
backfitting, effectively fixing the outer boundaries of the fuel assemblies. Second, it would
incorporate more constraints: excess reactivity, reactivity coefficients, thermal margins, and
pressure drop are all limited by the characteristics of the existing safety systems. Nevertheless,
the method discussed in this Chapter is general enough that it can be used to quickly optimize the
post-conversion design for any of these systems. A list of potential input variables, responses,
and constraints can be found in Table 3-10.
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Table 3-10: Potential Parameters for Kriging-Based Conversion Optimization
Inputs Responses Constraints
* Fuel volume fraction * Eigenvalue * Excess reactivity
or channel thickness * Fast, epithermal, and manageable by
* Reflector composition thermal fluxes at existing controls
and dimension points of interest * Reactivity coefficients
e Reactivity coefficients acceptable
* Pressure drop low
enough for current
system to supply
pumping power
* Thermal hydraulic
margins acceptable
3.8Summary
A methodology for finding the combination of parameters which supplies the optimum research
reactor thermal flux has been outlined. This methodology, based on kriging, a geospatial
prediction technique, uses prediction uncertainty in order to probe areas of the design space for
potential improvements. Various components of the algorithm have been explored to determine
how it can be best applied to the task at hand, while remaining general enough to use for other
types of problems. The method was applied to determine the combination of assembly
dimensions which would produce the optimum thermal flux in the core. The safety of this core
and its applications to science and technology are addressed in later chapters.
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Chapter 4: Neutronic Analysis
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, a homogeneous model of the proposed fuel assembly geometry was
optimized using a kriging-based algorithm. In this chapter, the optimized set of parameters is
converted into a heterogeneous assembly geometry. This geometry is in turn used to evaluate the
neutronic performance of the system on a preliminary basis. Safety coefficients are calculated,
reactivity control structures are designed, and the ability to start up and operate the core is
assessed.
4.2 Conversion to Heterogeneous Model
As fuel meat and clad thickness were both fixed at the beginning of the study, the fuel volume
fraction ends up dictating coolant channel thickness. For the fuel volume fraction determined to
be optimum, the corresponding number of fuel plates was non-discrete. As a result, the assembly
needed to be expanded slightly in order to produce a discrete number of plates with the required
fuel volume fraction. This expansion was achieved reduction in inter-assembly spacing from the
original model (from 4 mm to 2 mm), as well as a slight reduction in flux trap size (from 3.925
cm to 3.725 cm). This reduction is not expected to have a significant impact on eigenvalue or
flux. A sketch of this assembly is shown below, and the new assembly parameters are tabulated.
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Figure 4-1: Sketch of Assembly (Not to scale)
Table 4-1: Revised Assembly Parameters
Assembly short edge length 3.725 cm
Assembly long edge length 5.575 cm
Channel thickness 1 mm
The peak of the average trap thermal fluxes generated by a fresh, fully loaded core was 1.20 x
1014 , lower than that predicted by the homogeneous case, but still high. This difference can also
be attributed to the combined effects of the flux trap size reduction and spectral shift as a result
of increased heterogeneity: lumping of the fuel produces increased fission, reducing the thermal
neutron population slightly. This effect is expected to impact assemblies of differing geometry in
a similar fashion, due to the fixed surface area to volume ratio of the fuel.
The same assembly which produces peak thermal flux produces an average epithermal flux of
8.86 x 101, and an average fast flux of 9.57 x 1013. Clearly, this concept accomplishes its goal of
producing high thermal flux, but still has a large epithermal and fast component available for
activities like isotope production and material damage studies.
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Normalized Flux Spectrum, Assembly 1
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Figure 4-2: Average Flux Spectrum at Peak Flux Trap
4.3 Initial Checks on Assembly Performance
An MCNP model was generated to describe the heterogeneous assembly geometry, with the core
being laid out in the same format as in the homogeneous studies. Preliminary checks to be
performed included eigenvalue, peak thermal flux, spectra in flux traps of interest, and radial and
axial peaking factors.
4.3.1 Excess Reactivity
The eigenvalue calculated for the heterogeneous core was 1.12848, slightly higher than that
calculated for the homogeneous case due to the effects of the assembly dimension increase and
fuel lumping. The magnitude of the difference is small because with fuel meat only a fraction of
a millimeter thick, a very small volume of fuel is shielded by the surface of the fuel meat. There
were concerns about whether this high excess reactivity for a fresh core would render startup and
generation of an equilibrium core impossible. To this end, a calculation was run in which
peripheral assemblies were one-by-one replaced with aluminum dummies of the same geometry
as the fueled assemblies, in order to simulate the startup of a fresh core with fewer than the
maximum load of assemblies. The core achieved slight supercriticality just seven assemblies
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short of a full load, but in order to produce a long cycle length with nearly $3 equilibrium xenon
worth, the core is to be started up with five assemblies short of a full load. This configuration
coincidentally had an identical peaking factor to that calculated for the fresh core. Placement and
sizing of control structures, which is discussed in section 4.6, is expected to result in
controllability of a newly started core.
The results of the calculation are contained in Table 4-2. A key to the assembly ID numbers can
be found in Figure 4-3.
Table 4-2: Results of Start-ip Calculations
ID numbers of removed Eigenvalue
assemblies
None 1.12848 0.00030
24 1.11374 0.00054
24,1 1.09496 0.00051
24,1,23 1.08187 0.00055
24, 1,23, 2 1.05555 0.00055
24, 1, 23, 2, 20 1.03588 0.00050
24,1,23, 2, 20,5 1.02504 0.00051
24, 1, 23, 2, 20, 5, 10 1.01708 0.00049
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Figure 4-3: Guide to Assembly ID Numbers
4.3.2 Radial and axial peaking factors
Determination of radial and axial peaking factors was key in determining whether the design
would meet thermal hydraulic safety limits, which are extremely constraining in plate-fueled
reactor design. In order to determine axial peaking factor, the 60 cm tall fueled region was
divided into 10 slices. As the design does not have axial reflectors, the axial power shape in the
ARO configuration is a near-perfect cosine, with a peak to average ratio of 1.3. The placement of
control rods and their impact on the axial power shape will be discussed in section 4.6.
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Axial Power Shape in Hot Assembly
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Figure 4-4: Unperturbed Axial Power Shape in Hot Assembly
Determination of a radial peaking factor was more complex. In order to calculate it, an inter-
assembly peaking factor was first found by finding the power produced by each assembly in a
1/6 slice of the core, which was symmetric in this 1/6 h. The powers produced by each assembly
are shown below, and produced an inter-assembly peaking factor of 1.279.
0.872
1.034 0.813
Figure 4-5: Assembly Peaking Factors for 1/6 Core (center of core located in lower right corner)
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Following this, the hot assembly was analyzed to find the heat flux produced by each plate. The
results show extreme peaking in the plate facing the flux trap, for two reasons. First, the high
availability of thermal neutrons at the flux trap boundary means that a higher than average power
level is produced by that plate. Second, the plate has a smaller surface area than the others,
owing to its proximity to the short edge of the assembly. This plate produced 1.25 x the average
heat flux of the assembly. When combined with the inter-assembly peaking factor, this makes for
a total radial peak-to-average heat flux ratio of 1.60.
Table 4-3: In-assembly Heat Flux Peaking
Plate length (cm) Plate average Ratio to
heat flux assembly
(MW/m 2) average heat flux
4.2008 0.458 1.25
4.404 0.364 0.993
4.6342 0.322 0.879
4.83745 0.309 0.844
5.0406 0.321 0.876
5.24385 0.351 0.957
5.447 0.436 1.19
This makes the axially averaged heat flux in the hot plate 0.431 MW/m 2. To preserve a factor of
4 in margin of safety to ONB, the axially averaged heat flux of the hot plate must be less than
0.465 MW/m2, as calculated from the correlation developed in chapter 3. According to this
result, the current design meets thermal hydraulic limit on safety margin to ONB.
4.5.1 Reactivity Coefficients
In order to assess the safety of the proposed design, reactivity coefficients were calculated.
Estimation of reactivity coefficients is troublesome no matter what technique is used, but is
particularly difficult when neutronic solutions are generated by Monte Carlo methods. The
uncertainty associated with a single keff calculation is propagated to produce large uncertainties
in Ap Change in reactivity between two calculations can be expressed as
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Equation 4-1
k2 -k 1Ap= k2 1
kIk2
The rules for propagation of uncertainty then require
Equation 4-2
k - C 2 2 ~ )2 \2~
-(p=2 1 1+C2 +2 2 (U+ 2
k1k 2 2 -k 32k 2
In order for estimates of reactivity coefficients to be as reliable as possible, it was desired that
o(Ap), the standard deviation of a change in reactivity between two state points, should be <1
pcm. To calculate what eigenvalue uncertainties would be needed to achieve this goal, a test
high-fuel temperature eigenvalue was generated, and it was assumed that the standard deviations
of the reference and high-temperature cases would be equal. It was found that standard
deviations of Ap< 0.899 pcm would be needed. The usual rule of
Equation 4-3
a oC 4
was applied, where n is the number of histories run.
The delayed neutron fraction was calculated by using the TOTNU NO option of MCNP, which
removes delayed neutrons from the source term. The difference in eigenvalue between this case
and that where the delayed neutrons contribute to the source term is the delayed neutron fraction.
In addition, the prompt removal lifetime was calculated in MCNP for later use in thermal
hydraulic transient analysis using RELAP. The Doppler coefficient is not plotted here because it
is approximately linear over the full range of operation, which was investigated using 4
temperatures. The coolant temperature coefficient, which was evaluated using 5 different
temperatures, is negative at all temperatures within the range of operation. At the average core
coolant temperatures, it is slightly negative, and becomes more dramatically so with increases in
temperature. The results above 85 *C have not been plotted here because they are so much
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greater in magnitude than the rest of the graph. At no time does the coolant temperature
coefficient become positive.
Table 4-4: Reactivity Parameters of Fresh Core
Doppler reactivity coefficient -0.0945 pcm/K + 0.0268 pcm/K
Delayed neutron fraction 0.00664±0.000736
Prompt removal lifetime 1.3018 x 10-4 ± 2.58779 x 107 s
Coolant Temperature Reactivity Coefficients for
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Figure 4-6 Coolant Temperature Coefficient for Fresh Core
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4.6Reactivity control
4.6.1 Sizing and Placement of Control Structures
In order to ensure that the reactor can be operated safely at all phases of its life, it is necessary to
define placement of composition of control structures that meet a few requirements. First and
foremost, the structures must be capable of completely shutting down the reactor under the
highest reactivity conditions. Second, the individual structures must be of low enough reactivity
that ejection of a single structure with insertion of the others still provides for reactor shutdown.
Third, the control structures must not interfere with the experimental capability of the reactor and
must maintain coolability of the power profile of the reactor.
The most difficult of the conditions to meet, given the unusual structure of the core, is the lack of
interference with the experimental capabilities of the reactor. The obvious choice is to place
control blades at the outside edge of the core, where they will absorb neutrons bound for the
water reflector. In order to make sure these blades can be constructed, licensed, and operated,
they are to be composed of the same borated stainless steel used in the MITR-II and other
university research reactors [Newton, 2006].
Table 4-5: Composition of Borated Stainless Steel Control Blade
Constituent Weight Percent
Carbon, natural 0.04%
Manganese 1.62%
Sulfur 0.004%
Silicon 0.64%
Chromium 18.51%
Nickel 13.77%
Phosphorous 0.011%
Iron 64.345%
B-10 0.11954%
B-11 0.8646%
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The next most difficult criterion to meet is the requirement that the core be able to remain shut
down upon sticking of one control blade, a requirement imposed in NRC General Design
Criterion 15, as a result of the SL-1 accident:
Criterion 25-Protection system requirements for reactivity control malfunctions. The
protection system shall be designed to assure that specified acceptable fuel design limits are
not exceeded for any single malfunction of the reactivity control systems, such as accidental
withdrawal (not ejection or dropout) of control rods.
In order to determine the appropriate size of the control blades to meet this limit, a series of
calculations were performed in which control rod thickness was varied, with five blades fully
inserted and one ejected, in a core fully loaded with fresh fuel. The results of this study are
shown in Table 4-6.
Table 4-6: Results of Control Blade Thickness Study
Blade thickness Kff with 5 blades
inserted, fresh core
0.2 cm 0.97740 ± 0.00038
0.25 cm 0.96444 ± 0.00037
0.3 cm 0.95266 ± 0.00038
0.5 0.92462 ± 0.00038
1 cm 0.89396 ± 0.00037
In operating commercial reactors 4% Ak/k is a commonly used shutdown margin [Sesonske,
1973]. For the purposes of the present work, conservatism is desired, and so the control blade
thickness is set at 0.3 cm. This added thickness, while maintaining safety margins, is also desired
due to depletion of the boron in the blade as a function of time. For comparison, the MITR-I
uses blades of 0.762 cm in thickness, each of which provide -$2 reactivity [MITR Staff, 1970].
The resulting control blades produce the control rod worth curve shown in Figure 4-7, for a
beginning of cycle core.
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Figure 4-7: Control Rod Worth Curve for Beginning of Cycle Core
4.6.2 Worst-case axial power shape
The performance of transient analysis on the core requires description of worst-case power
profiles. These worst-case profiles can be conservatively predicted by finding the critical blade
height for a fresh core, and finding the axial power shape under these circumstances. Because the
core will never in practice experience a full loading with fresh assemblies, this exercise is
conducted with the first cycle core described in 4.3.1.
In order to achieve this goal, the critical blade position for a fully-loaded reactor was found using
an iterative scheme. The critical rod position was found to be 49 cm. As can be seen in the axial
power profile, the profile is very slightly bottom peaked, with a peak-to average power of 1.45.
The resulting peaking factors in the thermal, epithermal, and fast fluxes are 1.3, 1.33, and 1.32,
respectively. With this axial peaking factor incorporated, the peak thermal flux achievable by the
design is 1.56 x 1014 n/cm 2s.
It is important to bear in mind that these power profiles are extremely conservative. With blades
used to maintain criticality, the lower regions of each fuel assembly will be preferentially
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depleted over time. This means that the power profile will shift upward due to a combination of
burnup-induced axial enrichment grading, and withdrawal of the control blades to allow
increased fission in the upper region.
Figure 4-8: Axial power shape for first cycle core at startup
Figure 4-9: Axial Flux Peaking, Assembly 1
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4.6.3 Rod Ejection from Critical Reactor
One of the foreseeable transients which must be addressed by research reactor designers and
operators is that of reactivity insertion via control rod ejection. The analysis of the core's ability
to start up (section 4.3.1) shows that beginning of cycle excess reactivity is $5.21. Since the core
has six control blades, this means that ejection of a single control blade from its critical position
can at most result in an addition of 87 cents of reactivity to the core. Since the behavior reactor
with less than $1 of reactivity is controlled by delayed neutrons, such an insertion is expected to
be manageable. Reactivity insertion transients of both ramp and step variety are analyzed in
detail in Chapter 5.
4.7 Summary
The optimum homogenous core geometry from the previous chapter was converted into the
heterogeneous parameters needed for construction and operation. With these parameters in hand,
it was ossible to further assess the Derformance of the core and provide for its safe operation.
via calculation of reactivity coefficients, sizing and placements of control elements, and analysis
of the impacts of these control elements on the reactor's power shape. The results of these
calculations imply that the reactor can be controlled and cooled under both normal and transient
operating conditions, however, these transients must be rigorously analyzed. The results
developed here are applied to analysis of thermal hydraulic transients in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5: Thermal Hydraulic Analysis
5.1 Introduction
In order to ensure viability of the design concept, it must be demonstrated that the core can be
operated safely under all foreseeable conditions. To this end, this chapter explores the thermal
hydraulic parameters needed to ensure that the geometry of the core can be adequately cooled
under steady state operation and in transient situations.
5.2 Steady state operation
5.2.1 Hand Calculations
As a first step in assessing the validity of the design, the thermal hydraulic parameters were
summarized, and used to calculate the margin of safety to ONB under normal operating
conditions. These parameters and the corresponding margins were then compared to those of
previous reactor designs: those of the LEU MITR-II and the HFIR.
The geometry determined to be optimum in Chapter 4's neutronic analysis led to the assembly
parameters shown in Table 5-1.
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Table 5-1: Optimum Assembly Geometry Resulting from Neutronic Analysis
Length of assembly side 0.05575 m
Length of flux trap side 0.03725 m
Fuel volume fraction 0.235
Number of fuel plates 7
Fuel meat thickness 0.000508 m
Clad thickness 0.000254 m
Channel thickness 0.00 1 m, with microfins as in MITR-II
Table 5-2: Nominal Channel Hydraulic Diameters after Neutronic Optimization
Channel # Nominal Hydraulic diameter (m)
1 0.00220
2 0.00114
3 0.00114
4 0.00114
5 0.00114
6 0.00114
7 0.00114
8 0.00220
The sketch of this geometry is repeated below for clarity.
Figure 5-1: Top-view Diagram of Optimized Assembly Design (not to scale)
As mentioned in Chapter 4, the concept produces an axial heat flux peaking factor of 1.3 and a
radial heat flux peaking factor of 1.60, when the fresh core is unperturbed by control blades. The
peak heat flux occurs in the shortest plate of the hot assembly, meaning that ONB should occur
first in the smallest full channel of that assembly. In order to evaluate the heat flux at which that
would occur, two equations were solved simultaneously with the relevant system parameters.
These two equations were the Bergles-Rohsenow correlation
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Equation 5-1
-
-2.83 / P023
q"= 1.76x10-3.1569(TW 
- sat /
_ 5
where q " =heat flux in W/m2
T= wall temperature at point of incipient boiling, *C
Tsat= saturation temperature, *C
P = pressure, Pa.
And the equation for heat flux made possible by use of the Dittus-Boelter correlation.
Equation 5-2
q"= 0.023 Re 0.8 pr0 .4 k T, -,, fl- z
Dh w-i
where q = heat flux in W/m2
Re = Reynolds number, dimensionless
Pr = Prandtl number, dimensionless
k = thermal conductivity of water, W/m*K
Dh = hydraulic diameter, m
T,= wall temperature, *C
Tin= channel inlet temperature, *C
Ph = heated perimeter, m
z = axial height, m
m = mass flow rate
c,= specific heat of water, kJ/kg * K
When these two equations were solved iteratively at multiple locations along the hot channel, the
ONB heat fluxes and wall temperatures were found, and the minimum flow rate for preservation
of the 300% margin to ONB in the hot channel was calculated. When Tin was at 40 "C, this was
found to correspond to a flow velocity of 4.8 m/s. When this flow velocity was used with
conservation of energy, it produced an average core Tour of 55 *C.
This high temperature, in addition to the small width of the reactor's flow channels led to
concerns that the 300% ONB margin was not sufficient to guarantee safety in the event of a loss
of flow transient. Under normal operating conditions, the peak clad temperature in the hot
channel would be 68 *C. In order to assess the ability of the core to be cooled by natural
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circulation following a LOF, the maximum flow velocity, neglecting flow disparities and losses
in pipes, can be estimated by balancing the gravitational pressure loss of the system against the
friction and form pressure losses. This balance predicts that the flow velocity through the hot
channel after loss of flow, when only gravitational head is available as a driving force, is less
than 2.0 m/s. At this low flow velocity, the coolant is slightly below its saturation temperature. It
is important to recall that this analysis has not taken into account factors like non-cosine axial
power shape, frictional pressure losses in regions external to the core, or flow disparity. When
these are accounted for, it is virtually certain that during a LOF transient, flow instability would
render the fuel unable to be cooled.
Figure 5-2: Wall Temperature after Loss of Flow with Presumed Natural Circulation
It is therefore prudent to increase the margin to ONB by an additional factor of 2, via increase of
the flow rate. This increase in flow rate will delay the onset of flow instabilities via two
mechanisms. First, more cooling water will be supplied during the post-LOF pump coastdown.
Second, the fuel will remain cooler during normal operation, meaning that it will take additional
time for decay heat to elevate the clad above saturation temperature.
The new coolant velocity is 9.0 meters per second through the hot channel.
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This rate of flow produces a core AT of 13.9 *C. The heat fluxes and temperatures calculated for
this flow rate are compared with those calculated for steady-state operation in the plots below.
Comparison of Hand-calculated steady
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Figure 5-3: Steady State and ONB Heat Fluxes for Hot Channel
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Figure 5-4: Steady State and ONB Wall Temperatures in Hot Channel
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As the sizing of pumps is a major factor in determining the expense of the facility, the frictional
pressure drop across the core must be assessed. One difficulty involved in making this
calculation is the fact that the Reynolds number,
Equation 5-3
Re pvDH
Where p = water density, kg/m 3
v = flow velocity, m/s
Dh = hydraulic diameter, m
p = viscosity, Ns/m 2
for the core is just 17,200. This leaves the flow through the core in transition, rather than laminar
or turbulent regimes. Few frictional pressure drop correlations apply in this range, particularly
for the unusual geometry of finned rectangular channels. Yang and Webb [Wong, 2008],
however, present a correlation for exactly this situation:
Equation 5-4
f = 0.0814Res 2 2
where Reps is the Reynolds number making use of the pseudo-smooth hydraulic diameter
Equation 5-5
4A
H 2  ch+ch -h,
with Wch = channel width, m
hch = channel thickness, m
hy= fin height, m.
For the specified geometry, the friction factor turns out to be 0.00818, a value nearly 20% lower
than that predicted by the Blasius (Re<30,000) and McAdams (30,000<Re<100,000) relations
frequently applied to research reactor design studies. In other studies, the use of these relations
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makes sense, as the channels are broad and flow is fully turbulent. However, for this problem
involving narrow channels, the Yang-Webb correlation is the only available applicable relation.
The resulting frictional pressure drop is found to be equal to 1.73 x 105 Pa using Equation 5-6,
Equation 5-6
Aj= f L pv 2
DH 2
Where f= friction factor, dimensionless
L = channel length, m
Dh= hydraulic diameter, m
p = density, kg/m 3
v = velocity, m/s
The hand-calculated thermal hydraulic parameters for the max-thermal-flux core with fresh fuel
and without control rods are summarized in Table 5-3.
Table 5-3: Thermal hydraulic parameters from hand calculation
Power density 0.176 MW/i
Average heat flux 0.282 MW/m2
Radial heat flux factor 1.61
Axial heat flux peaking factor 1.3
Peak heat flux 0.454 MW/n 2
Minimum ONB heat flux ratio 8.02
Mass flux 8928 kg/m2s
Flow velocity 9.0 m/s
Flow area 0.0096 m2
Mass flow rate 85.7 kg/s
Frictional pressure loss 1.73 x 105 Pa
h 54.1 kW/m2*K
Tclad, max 56 *C
Tin 40 *C
Tout 53.9 *C
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5.2.2 Comparison to other concepts
In order to assess the merits of this design, its thermal hydraulic parameters are compared to
those of a few existing reactors.
5.2.2.1 MJTR-II
While the HEU MITR-II has years of operating history behind it, the current design's
characteristics would be better suited to comparison with the LEU MITR-II core due to their use
of the same LEU fuel plates. Thermal hydraulic data for the LEU MITR-II is summarized in
Table 5-4.
Table 5-4: Thermal Hydraulic Properties of MITR-11
Power density 0.077 MW/l
Average heat flux 0.207 MW/m2
Radial heat flux factor 1.76
Axial heat flux peaking factor 1.3, assuming cosine power
distribution
Peak heat flux 0.473 MW/n 2
Minimum ONB heat flux ratio 2.89
Mass flux 2060 kg/m2
Volumetric flow rate 1800 gpm
Total flow area 0.128 m2
Frictional pressure loss 1.95 x 104 Pa
Tclad, max 70.8 *C
Tin 40 *C
Tout 49 *C
Despite its more severe peaking than the HEU MITR-II, the LEU MITR-II maintains a large
margin to ONB by means of its low power density. This large margin has led to investigations of
whether an uprate to 10 MW would be possible [Newton, 2006]. The limiting factor in this
decision was economic: uprating to 10 MW would require increased flow rates and therefore
higher frictional pressure losses. These losses would be high enough to require replacement of
both the existing pumps and the existing core tank, due to the forces exerted by the increased
flow.
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5.2.2.2 HFIR
The dimensions of the HFIR's channels set the lower limit on coolant channel thickness for the
present task, since the HFIR has the lowest channel spacing known to be manufacturable. This,
combined with the high power and high thermal flux made available by the reactor make it
useful for comparison against the present design. Thermal hydraulic data for the HFIR is
summarized in Table 5-5.
Table 5-5: Thermal Hydraulic Properties of the High Flux Isotope Reactor
Power density 1.69 MW/l
Average heat flux 2.08 MW/m2
Radial heat flux factor 1.23
Axial heat flux peaking factor 1.3
Peak heat flux 3.32 MW/m2
Minimum ONB heat flux ratio 4.74
Mass flux 1.62 x 104 kg/m2
Volumetric flow rate 1.3 x 104 gVm
Total flow area 0.054 m
Frictional pressure loss 1.43 x 106 Pa
Tclad, max 151 *C
Tin 49 *C
Tout 72 *C
The power density of this reactor is much higher than the concept currently under study, which is
permissible, given that the high operating pressure provides a broad margin to onset of nucleate
boiling at normal operating conditions. The reactor also has one of the highest flow velocities in
an operating reactor, 16.2 m/s. As the flow channels are roughly the same dimension as those of
the present concept, this lends credence to its flow velocity of 10 m/s, and implies that higher
flow velocities could be attained in the present concept, if the economics of installing sufficient
pumping power make an uprate favorable.
It should be noted that while the frictional pressure losses of the present concept are high, they
are just one-fifth those of the HFIR. The fact that the present concept delivers 20% of the thermal
flux of the HFIR to multiple flux traps, and operates at atmospheric pressure, while making use
of fuel that is cheaper to construct and operate (owing to the expediency of fuel shuffling rather
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than full core replacement each cycle), is a strong argument for the economics of the present
concept, despite the need for high pumping power.
5.2.2.3 Summary of Comparison
The concept presently under study has a much higher margin to onset of nucleate boiling than the
other concepts do, at least under the current assumption of an axial cosine shape, which was
necessary because the axial power profile of the HFIR was not known. Recent studies of the
MITR show that axial peaking of up to 1.6 is possible depending on control blade position, and
that radial peaking varies depending upon fuel shuffling patterns, implying that the actual margin
to ONB may be much smaller than that listed here. However, the inclusion of control rods and an
equilibrium fuel composition in the analysis would result in lower peaking for the present
concept because peaking occurs at the outer edge of the core, where the control rods are to be
placed, and where in the fresh fuel calculation the greatest amount of moderation and reflection
exists. Nevertheless, the large margin to ONB is necessary because the system combines the
narrow channel geometry of the HFIR with the inexpensive atmospheric pressure operation of
the MITR-II, implying that the concept may encounter difficulty promoting natural circulation
for passive decay heat removal in the event of loss of flow.
5.3 Vibration of Fuel Assemblies
The need for high velocity flow leads to concerns about the stability of the fuel plates against
flow-induced vibration. In wide, parallel channels, the flow of water in adjacent channels can
produce pressure differentials from channel to channel which cause the fuel plates to deflect. In
practice, these deflections occur in opposite directions, causing alternating channels to narrow
and broaden [Miller, 1958]. At a certain velocity, which Miller derives from Bernoulli's
equation, and names "critical velocity", the channels can collapse altogether. Such a situation is
to be avoided, as it would render the fuel geometry unable to be cooled.
In order to ensure that the velocity assigned to the flow of the coolant would be safe, Miller's
equation for critical flow velocity in an assembly constructed of flat plates with built-in edges
was used:
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Equation 5-7
1= ( 5gEa3h
pb 4(1--v2 t)
Where v= critical flow velocity, m/s
g = gravitational constant, m/s2
E = elastic modulus of fuel plate, Pa
a = fuel plate thickness, m
h = channel thickness, m
p= coolant density, kg/m 3
b= fuel plate width, m
v= Poisson's ratio for fuel plate.
The value of the critical flow velocity was then calculated, using the data in Table 5-6, with fuel
plate properties represented by properties of the clad, which is standard practice in studies of fuel
rod vibration. The geometry of the most susceptible channel, the one with the largest width, was
used.
Table 5-6: Properties for Flow-induced Vibration Calculation
Gravitational Constant 9.81 m/s 2
Elastic modulus of fuel plate 70 GPa
Fuel Plate Thickness 1.016 mm
Channel Thickness 1 mm
Coolant Density 992 kg/m3
Fuel Plate Width 53.75 mm
Poisson's Ratio for Fuel Plate 0.33
The resulting value of the critical flow velocity is 38.2 m/s. This is over 400% of the prescribed
flow velocity. It should be noted that while the calculation neglects the presence of microfins on
the surface of the fuel plate, it is also conservative in that it does not provide for any sort of
stabilization comb at the base of the fuel assembly. The exceptionally large margin of safety to
plate collapse is expected to be bounding of the effects of either of these.
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5.4 RELAP5 Analysis
5.4.1 Model Development
In order to assess the thermal hydraulic behavior of the assemblies during normal and transient
operation, a model was developed which took into account the actual geometry of the fuel plates,
including their finned heat transfer surfaces. To this point, it has been assumed that the channels
are of uniform thickness. However, because the side channels are exposed to only one of the
finned fuel plates, they have both unusually large hydraulic diameter and a large amount of flow
per unit heat flux. In order to mitigate pressure losses, the potential for flow mismatch, and the
amount of heat rejected to the channels per unit flow area, the side channels were made narrower
than average, and the thickness of the full channels was increased from the values used in the
previous hand calculations. The result is a nearly uniform hydraulic diameter across the
assembly. A summary of the geometric parameters used in the construction of this model is
given in Tables 5-7 through 5-9.
r-LrtL- ~ r r nTrLFLFLFLFL
Figure 5-5: Diagram of Channel Geometry, Top-view [Kim, 2010]
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Table 5-7: Whole Assembly Dimensions
Fuel length 60 cm
Fuel plates per assembly 7
Full channels per assembly 6
Side channels per assembly 2
(a) Fuel meat thickness 0.508 mm
(c) Clad thickness 0.254 mm
(d) Plate to plate distance 2.42 mm
(e) Water gap (fin tip-to-tip) 0.896 mm
(h) Fin height 0.254 mm
(i) Fin width 0.125 mm
Single fin area 3.226 x 10- m2
Table 5-8: Full Channel Parameters
Dimension Channel 2 Channel 3 Channel 4 Channel 5 Channel 6 Channel 7
(f) Channel 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15
thickness (mm)
(g) Channel 4.35 4.56 4.73 4.93 5.14 5.39
width (cm)
Flow area (m) 5.55 x 10~' 5.82 x 10-- 6.03 x 10~' 6.29 x 10~5 6.55 x 10-5 6.87 x 10~5
Wetted 0.176 0.184 0.191 0.199 0.207 0.216
perimeter (m)
Heated 0.172 0.181 0.187 0.195 0.203 0.213
perimeter (m)
Hydraulic 1.26 x 10- 1.26 x 10- 1.27 x 10- 1.27 x 103  1.27 x 10-3 1.28 x 10-3
diameter (m)
Thermal 1.29 x 10-3 1.29 x 10~3 1.29 x 10' 1.29 x 10-3 1.29 x 10~3 1.29 x 10-3
hydraulic
diameter (m)
Table 5-9: Side Channel Parameters
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Dimension Channel 1 Channel 8
(k) Channel thickness 0.7 0.7
(mm)
(b) Channel width (cm) 4.16 5.48
Flow area (M2) 3.69 x 10- 4.86 x 10-
Wetted perimeter (m) 0.126 0.165
Heated perimeter (m) 0.0812 0.108
Hydraulic diameter (m) 1.17 x 10- 1.18 x 10-3
Thermal hydraulic 1.81 x 10- 1.81 x 10-3
diameter (m)
These parameters are used to form a lumped approximation to the core, where one lump consists
of the hot channel, and the other represents the average channel. By summing the total wetted
perimeters, flow areas, and heated surface areas, the following average core characteristics were
derived:
Table 5-10: Characteristics of Lumped Average Core Channel for RELAP model
Parameter Value
Flow area 0.0109 m2
Wetted Perimeter 35.034 m
Heated Surface Area 19.181 m 2
Hydraulic Diameter 1.24 x 10-3 m
Since this work is focused on core design, it is assumed that the other components in the primary
coolant systems are similar to those of the MITR for simplicity. For the purposes of setting up a
core model, the fraction of flow which bypasses the core was assumed to be 0.0795. In addition
to flow bypassing the core by flowing between it and the reflector, the value incorporates the
flow which occurs through the flux traps. This flow rate is small due to the high pressure drops
induced by irradiation rigs. The specific design of these rigs is left to future work.
The flow disparity between hot and average channels was assumed to be 0.864. Both values are
taken from studies of the MITR-II, and are expected to be close to the values which will come
out of a steady state thermal hydraulics calculation. Flow through the flux traps was not
considered.
The initial temperatures of the coolant are those stated previously, with a core inlet temperature
of 40 "C, and an outlet temperature of 53.9 'C. The AT across the hot core channel is increased
by a factor of 1.537, as a result of reduced flow area and the higher heat rejected to that channel.
As a result the average temperature in the average channel is set as 44.35 "C, and the average
temperature in the hot channel is set to 50.7 "C.
The fuel temperature is calculated based on
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Equation 5-8
T.,f - T,, = q" / h
And
Equation 5-9
TCL ~~sf = q" k(0. +5tcad kcag d)
The fuel temperature is then an average of 62.82 *C in the average plate and 72.22 *C in the hot
plate.
The hydrodynamic model used for the steady state and transient calculations is shown in Figure
5-6. It is adapted from the hydrodynamic model used for the study for the MITR-II, and while
some changes have been made to the model to improve its performance for use with the present
core design, it is not considered optimal for the present fuel design. The axial power profile
assigned to the core is the "worst case" power profile calculated in Chapter 4, which incorporates
the effects of control blade insertion to produce a critical core when the fresh core is in its most
reactive configuration.
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Figure 5-6: Hydrodynamic Model for RELAP Calculations [Kim, 20101
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5.4.2 Results of Steady State Calculation
The models and correlations used in RELAP-MOD3.3 differ significantly from those used in the
hand calculations presented at the start of the chapter, and the channel dimensions have been
adjusted. As a result, the flow rates, frictional pressure losses, and steady state temperatures vary
from those predicted. For example, the Yang-Webb correlation for frictional pressure loss in
finned channels is not available in RELAP-MOD3.3, and so the Zigrang-Sylvester correlation
available within the code is used. This correlation has been deemed to provide conservatively
high values of the Darcy friction factor [NSAD, 2001].
In order to ensure that the pre-specified values of temperatures and flow rates evolved to an
equilibrium state, the model outlined in section 4.1 was run as a transient problem for a full 300
seconds, and the results evaluated. At this time, the difference between the power generated by
the heated structures and the removal rate of that heat was less than 9 x 10- W, and so the
system was determined to have reached an approximate equilibrium. The steady state values for
thermal hydraulic condition of the system are listed in Table 5-11.
Table 5-11: Steady State System Properties from RELAP-MOD3.3
Hot channel Average channel
q"ave, W/m 2  3.55 x 105 2.59 x 10'
Mass flow rate, kg/s 0.437 0.449
Velocity, m/s 8.00 7.88
Reynolds number 16,676 16,190
h, W/m2C 5.10 x 104 4.70 x 104
Peak clad temperature, C 65.5 58.54
AT, C 20.0 13.8
5.4.3 Loss of Flow Transient
Loss of flow represents the most likely foreseeable transient during operation of a research
reactor. It can occur as a result of either loss of electrical power to the pump, or mechanical
failure of the pump itself. In either case, the normal progression of the transient is for the pump
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to coast down until natural circulation is established. The reactor also trips immediately upon
low-flow signals after pump failure.
In the present work, it is assumed that it takes 1.2 seconds for the scram to occur, as a result of
signal generation via detection of loss of flow, and subsequent transmission of the signal.
Following the scram, decay heat is represented using data generated in MCODE2.2 for the
shutdown of this specific reactor after a long period of operation. This data was used in place of
one of the ANS correlations used by RELAP5/MOD3.3 because those correlations were
generated for LWRs of 3-5% enrichment, and as such overpredict the effects of neutron capture
in actinides. The data used to predict decay heat generation after scram is plotted below.
Figure 5-7: Decay Heat Curve used to Model Reactor SCRAM
Pump coastdown is assumed to follow a linear progression, and completes in ten seconds. Such a
linear coastdown is assumed to be the result of the presence of a flywheel which provides
additional momentum in sustaining forced flow after the primary pump trips. Upon loss of flow,
a set of passively activated ball valves (component 202 in Figure 5-5) open up a flow path to
encourage natural convection flow via increase of the gravitational term in Bernoulli's equation.
Such valves are already in use in the MITR-II.
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Upon loss of forced convection after completion the pump coastdown, the flow rate is low
enough that the coolant begins to boil, and, according to the prediction made by RELAP5, induce
flow instabilities. These predicted instabilities result in oscillations of the flow in both the hot
and average channels. The result is alternating increases and decreases in peak clad temperature
with time. At one point, the instability is severe enough to cause a rapid temperature rise within
the hot channel, however this rise is quickly quenched by flow within the channel. The
maximum of Tclad = 341 *C. Greater than 100 "C remains to the softening temperature of the
cladding, 450 *C [MITR Staff, 1970]. Therefore, under the stated conditions, the reactor can
safely sustain a loss of flow accident.
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Figure 5-8: Peak Clad Temperatures After LOF
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Figure 5-10: Detail of Mass Flow Rate After Pump Coastdown
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5.4.3.1 Potential Steps for Improvement
The correlations used to predict the behavior of the fuel cladding temperatures in the previous
section have been demonstrated conservative [NSAD, 2001]. However, it is still prudent to
explore what avenues might further increase the safety margins of the concept. As stated
previously, the primary system model employed for analysis of this core's safety is adapted from
that of the MITR-II, and is not optimal for the present core design. A number of potential
improvements could be made in order to reduce the potential for flow instability in the event of a
LOF transient. One such improvement would be the changing of the bypass flow and flow
disparity values via the adjustment of the bypass area and hydraulic diameter, or potentially by
using some type of grid-plate orificing scheme. Other variables which could be optimized are the
height and flow characteristics of the inlet plenum and upper mixing areas. A final, and the most
directly linked to the success of preventing flow instability, is increasing the height of the
passively operated ball valves which promote natural circulation flow. The height of these valves
controls the amount of gravitational head available for driving natural circulation. By raising
these valves by an additional three meters, the instability is made short-lived, and the fuel
temperatures hover around the boiling point for the duration of the transient.
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Figure 5-11: Cladding Temperatures for LOF with Increased Valve Height
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This adaptation to the primary system and others which could improve safety margins should be
explored in future work. The deciding factor in whether to pursue increasing the valve height
may be economic, as it would require extending the downcomer and associated piping as well.
5.4.4 Reactivity Insertion Transient
The second type of transient common to research reactors is that of reactivity insertion.
Reactivity insertion can take one of several forms. The first, ejection of a control blade, is
unlikely if the blades are designed to be inserted from the top of the core. In the case of the
MITR-II the control blades are held by electromagnets and upon low of electrical power resulted
in blade insertion by gravity. The same is intended for the present design. The second,
considered more likely, is reactivity introduced via the removal or relocation of an irradiation
specimen. Whether a specimen is intentionally removed or accidentally shifted as a result of
mechanical failure, it may result in displacement of an absorber in favor of cooling (and
moderating) water.
In order to determine the limitations on the reactivity worth of experimental apparatus and on
step control rod reactivity insertion, it is necessary to explore the effects of reactivity insertion
upon fuel temperatures. The softening of the clad, which takes place at 450 0C [MITR Staff,
1970], must be avoided by some margin of safety under the effects of the limiting transient.
The same RELAP system model used previously was adapted to describe the initiation of two
types of reactivity insertion: step and ramp. After initiation of the event, the reactor tripped on a
20% overpower signal with a 0.1 s delay for signal transmission. At all times during the
transient, normal forced convection cooling was maintained.
5.4.4.1 Ramp Insertion of Reactivity
The first type of reactivity insertion accident scenario is that of fast, linear insertion of reactivity
occurring as the result of the ejection of an experiment or control blade. The IAEA defines a fast-
ramp reactivity insertion of $1.5/0.5 s as a test upon the safety of a reactor design [IAEA, 1992].
The concept presently under study was subjected to this test. It should be noted that as RELAP
uses dollars as units of reactivity, the method is insensitive to uncertainty in the calculated value
of p.
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As mentioned previously, the reactor scrammed on 20% overpower with a 0.1 second delay for
transmission of the scram signal. As the reactor reached 20% overpower in just 0.06 s, this meant
that most of the power rise came during the signal delay. The power trace and peak clad
temperature for the hot channel and average channels are shown below.
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Figure 5-11: Reactor Power During Ramp Reactivity Transient
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Figure 5-12: Peak Clad Temperature During Ramp Reactivity Transient
As can be observed, the temperature of the cladding in the hot channel only increases by about
10 0C over the course of the transient, never approaching the softening temperature of the
cladding. The concept's large margin of safety to ONB means that even when reactor power
reaches its maximum during the transient, 9.12 MW, the coolant still does not boil, flow
instabilities are not induced, and the cladding is adequately cooled at all times.
5.4.4.2 Step Reactivity Insertion
More limiting than the ramp reactivity insertion is a sudden step insertion of reactivity. Such
scenarios have been deemed highly unlikely, as they would require the sudden explosive ejection
of a high-reactivity-worth structure from the core. However, analysis of these extremely
improbable transients serves to highlight how safe the core is from clad failure during reactivity
insertion, and so is useful.
Step reactivity insertions of various sizes were analyzed in RELAP-MOD3.3 in order to
determine the limiting insertion magnitude. This magnitude was found to be $2.1. The power and
hot channel peak clad temperatures as a function of time are shown below.
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Figure 5-13: Reactor Power During Step Reactivity Transient
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Figure 5-14: Peak Cladding Temperature During Step Reactivity Transient
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As can be seen in Figure 5-11, reactor power rises to 166.4 MW prior to reactor scram. This
increase quickly leads to boiling, but the peak clad temperature is limited to about 266 *C before
the scram of the reactor allows cooling of the fuel plates. This means that the core retains a 183
*C margin of safety to clad softening over the duration of the transient.
5.4.4.3 Conservatisms Associated with RIA Analysis
It has been mentioned that both of the transients investigated here are conservative and unlikely
to occur. In order to understand why, it's crucial to look at the pathways for reactivity insertion,
and the magnitudes associated with each. The first pathway is control rod ejection. As discussed
in Chapter 4, the worth of each control blade is less than $1, for the purpose of protecting against
just this sort of reactivity insertion. It would be possible for ejection of a control blade to attain a
reactivity insertion rate of $1.5/0.5 s if it were withdrawn quickly enough. However, the step
reactivity analysis asserts that the core can sustain a sudden, explosive insertion of reactivity
with the worth of 3 control blades. Therefore the fast removal of a single blade is considered to
be bounded by the step reactivity insertion transient.
The second pathway for reactivity insertion is the ejection of in-core experiments. However,
most in-core experiments are of low reactivity worth. A recent study at MURR [Ma, 2007] lists a
cadmium target and its location as the most negatively reactive sample routinely inserted into the
core. Upon its ejection, this sample would introduce a reactivity worth of just 1.78 cents. By the
time the ramp reactivity insertion of section 4.4.1 generates enough overpower to trip the reactor,
18 cents of reactivity have been ramped. This means that at least ten high-reactivity experimental
samples must be ejected in order to reproduce the results of 4.4.1, in which the clad simply heats
up by 15 *C. In order to achieve the results of the limiting step reactivity insertion in 4.4.2, over
one hundred of these high worth samples would have to be simultaneously and explosively
ejected from the core. These targets would take up more than the space physically available
within the core's irradiation facilities, and so it is clear that the limiting reactivity transient
cannot be exceeded, or even approached, by sample ejection.
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5.5Summary
The core developed in Chapters 3 and 4 has been subjected to further thermal hydraulic analysis.
While the core is capable of operating at steady state with a flow rate low enough to avoid plate
collapse and a frictional pressure drop low enough to be cooled by a pump, the frictional
pressure loss is too high to permit cooling by natural circulation in the event of loss of flow. As a
result, the core requires a low rate of safety injection flow in order to avoid clad softening
following loss of flow transients. However, the core is capable of surviving protected reactivity
insertion accidents of any foreseeable magnitude without actuation of any additional safety
systems, as a result of the large margin to ONB prescribed early in the design task.
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Chapter 6: Fuel Management and Reactivity
6.1 Introduction
To this point, all analysis of the present concept has dealt with a postulated core containing a full
loading of fresh fuel. As a result, all thermal hydraulic calculations have been conservative,
making use of peaking factors much larger than those which exist in an operating reactor. In
addition, depletion of fuel with time is expected to have a softening effect on the spectra of the
flux traps. This chapter studies the effects of fuel bumup on reactor performance, and addresses
the associated licensing issues.
6.2 Analysis of Fuel Management Criteria
In order to produce a fuel cycle which can be sustained during operation, practical limits on the
various parameters of the cycle must be analyzed.
It was proposed in the early phases of this project that the core be designed with sufficient excess
reactivity that it would be able to withstand a scram event without suffering from xenon
preclusion for any period of time. Such a characteristic is desirable in research reactors, and
would contribute to a high capacity factor for the reactor, and therefore availability to irradiation
services.
In order to determine the shutdown reactivity necessary for the reactor to avoid xenon preclusion
in the event of a scram, the equilibrium xenon worth must first be identified. Duderstadt
approximates the concentration of 135Xe in a reactor as
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Equation 6-1
X(t)= ()1 +)x 1 0 [-exp(-(Ax +xOj#)]+ yfb 0  [exp(-(Ax + or-4)-exp(- Ait)].
l, +a #0Ax -A,1 + U0
Where X(t) = 135Xe concentration, a/cm 3
yr = 135I accumulated fission yield
yx= 13sXe accumulated fission yield
If= one-speed macroscopic fission cross section, cm-1
#, = one-speed flux, n/cm 2s
Ax= decay constant of 135Xe, s~1
A,= decay constant of 1351, s~'
ca'= microscopic absorption cross section, 135Xe, cm2
t = time.
Since the effect of the 135Xe is greatest upon the thermal utilization of the flux, and smaller upon
other components of the four-factor formula, reactivity introduced by the 135Xe can be modeled
as
Equation 6-2
Ap~- Ia
Where p = reactivity
2aX'= macroscopic absorption cross section of 135Xe, cm~1
1a = total macroscopic cross section, cm-
If the reactor is assumed to be critical, the remaining terms in the four-factor formula can be
substituted to produce
Equation 6-3
Ap- 1 T a + 1x - exp(- (AX + 0 )+ A-A,± 7X0 [exp(- (Ax + .0))- exp(- A,t)
Where v = number of neutrons born per fission
p = resonance escape probability
c= fast fission factor.
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It was found that the xenon would produce an equilibrium reactivity decrement of $2.8. This
value was confirmed by observing the change in eigenvalue as the 135Xe comes to equilibrium in
an MCODE calculation. The rise in the reactivity worth of the '3 5Xe is displayed in Figure 6-1.
Negative reactivity introduced by Xe-135
after startup
4A 2.5- - - -
0
0 10 20 30 40 50 60
Time after startup, h
Figure 6-1:Post-startup Xe-135 Reactivity Worth
This equilibrium value allows the estimation of the potential increase in reactivity suffered as a
result of reactor scram. A scram results in the loss of one of the removal mechanisms of the
xenon, and so the remaining concentration can be approximated by simply taking the equilibrium
quantities of both 135Xe and its precursor 1351, and modeling their radioactive decay. Duderstadt
presents an equation for describing the reactivity worth of the concentration of the xenon after
scram:
Erquation 6-4
Ap(t) * + exp(- A. t)+ '"" * [exp(- At)- exp(- A,t)]]
vpe _ , +0, 
-A
As usual, this model produces a peak in the reactivity worth of the xenon at t=10 hours after
shutdown, at a value of Ap=-$17.5. The evolution of the reactivity worth of the xenon can be
seen in Figure 6-2.
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Figure 6-2: Reactivity worth of Xe-135 after scram
This means that after shutdown, the core is confronted by a negative reactivity insertion of up to
-$14.7 compared to its equilibrium state. In order to have sufficient excess reactivity at the end of
cycle to prevent xenon preclusion, the discharge reactivity must then be equal to this value plus
the worth of any experimental apparatus and other structures which have not been included in
analysis up to this point. For the purposes of the present study, it is assumed that these
contributions add up to approximately $1. If reactivity swing over a cycle is on the order of $2,
then, at least $17.7 excess reactivity would need to be present at the beginning of cycle in order
to have a core with sufficient excess reactivity to avoid xenon preclusion at the end of a cycle.
This value is unacceptable because it means that at the beginning of life, each control rod would
be responsible for suppressing nearly $3 of reactivity. Ejection of a single rod could therefore
produce a prompt reactivity excursion in excess of the value found to be survivable in Chapter 5.
Obviously such a situation is to be avoided, and so the possibility of xenon preclusion in the
event of shutdown is accepted. As the xenon decays away rather quickly, the duration of the
preclusion would be short, and would probably fall within the time needed to perform end-of-
cycle maintenance. The preclusion would be longest at the end of a cycle, when the reactor has
just enough excess reactivity to operate at equilibrium xenon concentrations. The xenon present
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after shutdown decays to equilibrium levels by t = 48 hours. At the beginning of cycle, when
around $5.2 of excess reactivity is present, the reactor could be restarted in about 38 hours.
The reactor is intended to be used for a variety of experimental and industrial applications, one
of which is medical isotope production. Production of medical isotopes usually occurs over short
cycles, with frequent shutdowns for discharge. As will be discussed further in Chapter 7, the
production cycle for one of the most demanded medical isotopes, 99Mo, is on the order of seven
days. Clearly xenon preclusion for a matter of days between 7-day operating cycles would lead
to a very low capacity factor. For this reason, it is recommended that when the reactor is tasked
with isotope production, fuel assemblies be switched out for fresh or partially burned ones
between cycles, effectively removing the high levels of xenon from the system. This type of fuel
shuffling activity is already standard practice at the MURR [Burn, 1997].
6.3 Development of Fully Loaded Core Composition
It has been demonstrated in Chapter 4 that the reactor may be started up using a loading of just
19 fuel assemblies. As fuel is depleted, reactivity additions in the form of fresh fuel assemblies
must be made in order to keep the reactor critical. Eventually, beginning of cycle cores will
consist of numerous partially burned fuel assemblies and a small number of fresh fuel
assemblies. No single equilibrium core exists, since at any time fuel may be shuffled, or rotated
in order to meet changing experimental needs, but an example beginning of cycle core is
developed here for the purpose of illustrating the differences from prior analysis of fresh cores.
6.3.1 Method
The Cycle 1 core map developed in Chapter 4 was depleted using MCODE 2.2 as a driver for
MCNP5 and ORIGEN 2.2 calculations. Rather than deplete to the point of zero excess reactivity,
it was decided to provide some margin above that, which would provide for the negative
reactivity worth of in-core experimental apparatus. It makes sense, due to the possibility of
experiment ejection, that the worth of experimental apparatus should be no more than P. Indeed,
this limitation is written into the technical specifications of many operating research reactors
[Ma, 2007]. For this reason, an operating cycle is considered to have ended when excess
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reactivity is equal to $1. Excepting beamline work and training missions, the reactor is not
meeting its experimental or educational goals without a full complement of in-core experiments.
Of course this requirement may be relaxed to suit the needs of the users, but it is a useful
assumption for the time being.
Fuel compositions are averaged over each assembly in the problem. This means that the
calculated critical axial power shape will be conservatively peaked, since fuel is not modeled as
being preferentially depleted in the lower region of the core. In addition, depletion of fuels is
considered to be uniform from plate to plate within an assembly. This means that despite the flux
trap producing high power peaking in the shortest plate of the assembly, that plate is not depleted
any faster than those surrounding it. As a result, the in-assembly peaking factor from the fresh
core is preserved, and produces conservatively high heat flux in the hot channel.
The length of an operating cycle is determined using the linear reactivity model
[qjuation 6-5
p = po - A -BU
after Xe and Sm concentrations have come into equilibrium following startup [Driscoll, 1990].
At the conclusion of an operating cycle, fuel is shuffled in such a way as to move depleted
assemblies into the regions which suffered the highest power peaking in the fresh core. New
assemblies are then added until k is at or below 1.04, a value which provides a reasonable cycle
length and which additionally meets the stuck rod criterion and desired shutdown margin.
Assemblies are discharged and replaced upon meeting their burnup limit, postulated to be 65
MWD/kg [Newton, 2006].
6.3.2 Results of Calculations
The results of the depletion calculations are shown in Table 6-1, and in Figure 6-3. The core was
fully loaded after a total of nine operating cycles. The cycle lengths are long: between one week
and a month per cycle. These lengths are on par with those needed for isotope production, and
with other high flux reactors (see Chapter 1).
Beyond these first cycles, fuel can be shuffled internally, or shuffled out of the core in order to
obtain the configuration and power peaking desired by users. As stated previously, the fuel
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management operations used to reach a full core loading represent just one of thousands of
potential pathways to the generation of such a core. However, they are used as an example here,
for the purpose of demonstrating the impact of depletion on the fresh-fuel core previously
designed.
An equilibrium core shuffling operation is expected to entail the loading of one or two fresh fuel
assemblies at the center of the core, transfer of central assemblies to the periphery, and removal
of assemblies at the periphery. In the event of frequent shutdowns for medical isotope
production, large sections of the core may be shuffled out in order to prevent xenon preclusion.
The equilibrium cycle is expected to last 20-30 days, depending on the relative worths of the
assemblies loaded and removed. It is not possible at the present time to present an equilibrium
cycle with any measure of confidence due to the sensitivity of system eigenvalue to core loading
pattern (see Appendix C) and to the number and position of targets. Longer cycle lengths than
those presented here would be possible with higher BOC excess reactivity or with relaxation of
the study parameters, but analysis of this is left to future due to the fact that the achieved cycles
are long enough to permit efficient isotope production.
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Table 6-1: Description of Fuel Management Operations Prior to Full Core
Cycle Assembly moves Cycle length Days of operation @
5MW * fraction of
core loaded
1 NA 110 MWD 27.8
2 Fuel in location 10 150 MWD 37.9
moved to location 21
3 Partially burned fuel 50 MWD 12
added, location 10
4 Fuel in location 5 175 MWD 42
moved to location 2
5 Partially burned fuel 175 MWD 40
added to location 23
6 Partially burned fuel 150 MWD 32.7
added to location 5
7 Fuel in location 8 135 MWD 29.5
moved to location 1
8 Partially burned fuel 75 MWD 15.7
added to location 8
9 Partially burned fuel 130 MWD 26
added to location 24
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Figure 6-2: Diagram of Assembly Positions
Fuel cycles prior to equilibrium
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Figure 6-3: Plot of Cycle Reactivities
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6.4Impact on Thermal Hydraulics
The analysis of Chapter 5 was prepared under the assumption of a core consisting entirely of
fresh fuel. It was predicted at the time of that analysis that the results would be conservative.
Over time, as assemblies are depleted of fuel, their share of power production decreases. As a
result, it becomes possible to shape the radial flux in such a way as to reduce power peaking.
The fresh-fuel assumption used previously resulted in an inter-assembly peaking factor of 1.28
and an in-assembly heat flux peaking factor of 1.25 in the hot assembly. This in-assembly
peaking factor was high as a result of the fact that the hottest assembly had a flux trap facing out
onto the beryllium reflector; the combination of increased moderation and reflection at that
location produced a higher power density than elsewhere in the core.
It should be noted that this power peaking factor is still conservatively high as a result of the fact
that the present analysis has treated the fuel within each assembly as being uniformly depleted.
In reality, as a result of the fact that the shortest plate in each assembly produces the highest
power density when fresh, this plate is depleted the most quickly. With continued irradiation, the
power profile within the assembly should begin to flatten out somewhat.
In order to investigate this effect, the hot assembly from the first cycle was assigned a unique
fuel mixture for each plate, and depleted for the length of that first operating cycle. As expected,
the in-assembly peaking factor decreased slightly as the fuel depleted, reaching a value of 1.241
by the end of the cycle. This effect is small, but demonstrates the conservatism involved in the
previously-used in-assembly peaking factor. With continued depletion of the assembly, it is to be
expected that the heat flux distribution will flatten out even further.
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Table 6-2: EOC In-assembly Power Distribution, Cycle I
Plate length (cm) Ratio to
assembly
average heat flux
4.2008 1.241
4.404 0.992
4.6342 0.884
4.83745 0.851
5.0406 0.880
5.24385 0.966
5.447 1.180
Likewise, depletion of full assemblies should render the inter-assembly peaking factors lower
than those produced in a core fully loaded with fresh elements. In order to investigate this
possibility, the fuel assemblies present at the start of cycle 13 were shuffled so as to place the
most depleted assemblies at the corners of the core, where the beryllium reflector serves to
maximize flux. This calculation once again did not take into account in-assembly depletion. The
result of this calculation operation was a 2.1% decrease in power produced by the hot assembly.
The corresponding inter-assembly peaking factor decreased to 1.25. Once again, conservatism in
the fresh-fuel thermal hydraulic calculations is observed.
6.5Impact on Flux Spectra
It is to be expected that as fuel in the plates nearest the flux traps is depleted, some shift may
occur in the spectrum of those traps. Some spectral softening can be expected to occur as the
result of the fact that less fission is occurring in the nearby fuel plates. Additionally, the total
absorption rate for thermal neutrons in those plates decreases as 235U is replaced by fission
products. On the other hand, a decrease in fission neutrons produced by neighboring plates may
harm the thermal component of the flux by reducing the population of neutrons available for
thermalization. It is unclear which effect should dominate.
It was therefore necessary to ascertain whether this would have a reinforcing or deleterious
effect on the peak thermal flux predicted before depletion calculations were undertaken. To this
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end, the average fluxes in the equilibrium core were calculated. The results, for one sixth of a
near-symmetric core, are shown below. As can be seen, the spectra of the traps are very similar,
and so for clarity, the total thermal, epithermal, and fast fluxes are tabulated in Table 6-4.
Spectra in Four Flux Traps of Full Core
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Figure 6-4: Spectra in Full Core
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Table 6-3: Tabulated Fluxes for Full and Fresh Cores
Trap 1 Trap 6 Trap 7 Trap 8
Thermal flux 1.19 x 1014 1.14 x 1014 7.79 x 10" 9.40 x 101
(<0.625 eV),
n/cm 2s
Epithermal flux, 8.98 x 1013  9.17 x 1013 1.11 x 1014  1.20 x 1014
n/cm2 s
Fast flux (>0.1 9.66 x 1013  9.71 x 10'3  1.34 x 1014 1.36 x 1014
MeV), n/cm2 s
Thermal flux 1.20 x 1014  1.13 x 1014 7.77 x 103 9.33 x 1013
from fresh core,
n/cm 2 s
Epithermal flux 8.86 x 1013 9.02 x 1013  1.08 x 1014  1.17 x 1014
from fresh core,
n/cm 2s
Fast flux from 9.57 x 1014 9.59 x 10'3  1.31 x 1014  1.32 x 1014
fresh core,
n/cm 2s
As can be seen in the table, the maximum achievable thermal flux does not change significantly
between equilibrium and fresh fueled cores. However, epithermal and fast fluxes at the center of
the core increase significantly over the fresh fueled case. As such, the experimental worth of the
reactor is not expected to decrease with irradiation time. In fact, it may increase as a result of the
utilization of fast flux for material damage studies.
This calculation made use of the same core map used for the analysis in Chapters 3-5. Additional
core configurations are discussed in Chapter 7, as part of an analysis into the experimental
applications of the various core maps.
6.6 Licensing Issues Related To Fuel Management
The fact that the fuel assemblies may be rotated into different positions may appear to produce a
uniquely complicated fuel cycle which challenges the existing procedures for licensing.
However, to adopt this perception is to lose sight of the realities of those very licensing
procedures. It is common practice for both research and commercial power reactors to change
their core loading patterns between operating cycles. In most cases, refueling involves rotations
of fuel assemblies from their orientations in previous cycles [Knief, 1992]. As such, there is no
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difference between the rotation of the assemblies in this concept during refueling and that of any
other concept, except that it changes the structures of the flux traps.
In order to ensure safe operation after refueling, both commercial and research reactors file
records of their analysis of the new core, along with limiting conditions of operation which apply
to the core configuration [Hopper, 2003]. So long as the analysis is sufficient to demonstrate that
the limiting conditions of operation allow the core to operate within the bounds of the technical
specifications contained in its Safety Analysis Report, the core is allowed to operate in the
specified configuration [Cochran, 1990].
Research reactor cores already frequently permit a great deal of flexibility in their core
configurations. As is stated in the MITR-II SAR:
Fuel element positions may be occupied by fuel elements, in-core sample assemblies
(ICSA) or dummy elements... There is no limit on the number of non-fueled positions
provided that thermal-hydraulic, reactivity, and shutdown margin requirements are met.
The challenge then becomes definition of technical specifications which allow freedom in the
core's configuration while still maintaining safety. Once these specifications are set for the most
limiting (worst-peaked) configuration of the core, all other configurations should then be
considered safe. As the fresh core analyzed in Chapter 5 exhibits worse peaking than the
depleted full core, it is bounding, and the core should be licensable using the fresh core analysis.
6.7 Summary
Fuel cycle analysis for the concept under study has been performed. The cycle 1 core identified
in Chapter 4 was subjected to depletion analysis and used to find a depleted full-core
composition. The impacts of this composition upon radial peaking factors were assessed, and the
fresh fuel case subjected to thermal hydraulic analysis in Chapter 5 was found to be conservative.
Flux spectra for the core were also analyzed, with the result that the concept can provide
comparable thermal fluxes at to the fresh fuel case, and greater fast flux than the fresh fuel case.
The licensing issues associated with this type of core were addressed, and it was found that this
core would be licensable so long as the Safety Analysis Report were structured to provide for
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flexibility and safety under the most limiting operating conditions. The full core developed here
is used in Chapter 7 to evaluate its potential scientific and industrial applications.
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Chapter 7: Application to Scientific Mission
7.1 Introduction
The purpose of the present design task has been to develop a research reactor core which would
be capable of meeting a series of experimental, educational, and industrial needs. To this point,
the measure of how well the reactor meets those needs has been limited to evaluation of fluxes
and cycle lengths. In this chapter, the effect of the flux spectra upon discharge radionuclide
activity and material sample damage is assessed.
7.2 Spectral Analysis
As has been discussed in previous chapters, the core's assemblies can be rotated into a variety of
positions in order to produce flux traps of differing size, shape, and spectrum. So far, however,
the actual shapes of the spectra and the magnitudes of the available fluxes have not been
presented.
If the core is assumed to be 1/6 symmetric, there are a total of 15 unique flux trap configurations
which can be formed. It is important to keep in mind that as fuel is depleted, and an equilibrium
composition is obtained, the core will not in fact be perfectly 1/6 symmetric. However, the
results of depletion results described in the previous chapter show that it is quite close to
symmetric, and so only a 1/6 slice of the core, with the burnups shown in Table 6-2 is analyzed.
The study of asymmetric cores, and those with different fuel burnup patterns, is left to future
analysts.
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7.2.1 Summary of Spectral Analysis
The results of this study are presented, along with maps of the various cores, in Appendix C.
They are summarized in Table 7-1.
Table 7-1: Summary of Core Map Analysis
Configuration Peak of Peak of Peak of BOC keff Inter-assembly
Average Trap Average Trap Average Trap peaking factor
Thermal Flux, Epithermal Fast Flux,
n/cm 2s Flux, n/cm 2 s n/cm 2s
1 1.19 x 1014 1.20 x 1014 1.36 x 1014  1.01733 1.25
2 1.10 X 1014  1.14 x 1014  1.29 x 1014  1.04296 1.14
3 1.09 x 1014  1.09 x 1014  1.23 x 1014  1.03512 1.24
4 1.00 x 1014  9.84 x 1013  1.12 x 1014  1.0789 1.14
5 1.05 x 1014  1.04 x 1014  1.18 x 104  1.05961 1.24
6 1.14 x 1014  1.18 x 1014  1.41 x 1014  1.04139 1.14
7 1.18 x 1014 1.20 x 1014  1.35 x 1014 1.00197 1.08
8 1.14 x 1014 1.18 x 1014  1.40 x 1014 1.03156 1.31
9 1.14 x 1014  1.19 x 1014  1.41 x 1014  1.02027 1.27
10 1.18 x 1014 1.18 x 1014  1.33 x 1014 1.00523 1.27
11 1.10 x 104  1.15 x 1014  1.34 x 1014  1.04887 1.09
12 9.21 x 103  1.11 x 1014  1.29 x 1014 1.07596 1.20
13 8.36 x 10" 1.05 x 1014  1.22 x 1014  1.09099 1.14
14 9.40 x 10" 1.11 x 1014  1.28 x 1014  1.05487 1.29
15 1.10 x 1014 1.14 x 1014 1.32 x 1014 1.05091 1.15
The various 1/6-symmetric core
loading patterns. However, they
configurations represent just a small sample of the potential core
demonstrate the ability of the concept to produce a broad range
of combinations of different sizes, shapes, and spectra of flux traps. This lends to the versatility
of the design in meeting present and unforeseen future irradiation needs.
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Configurations 1, 7, and 10 produce the highest thermal fluxes as a result of their use of a few
large flux traps. Configuration 7 delivers average thermal fluxes in excess of 1 x 1014 n/cm 2s to
each trap in the reactor, making it very attractive for production of medical isotopes via fission or
activation, and for experimental work such as neutron activation analysis. It also demonstrates
very low inter-assembly peaking. However, with the fuel loading pattern used in the analysis, it
does not have sufficient excess reactivity to allow for long-term operation. If this configuration is
intended to be used, fuel management operations would have be modified to provide a core with
more excess reactivity.
A number of configurations, those with small flux traps situated at the center of the core, are
capable of producing higher fast fluxes. Configuration 6, 8 and 9 perform the best of these, with
a peak average fast flux in excess of 1.40 x 1014, but there are others in the range 1.3-1.4 x 1014
as well. These maps could be used to produce increased damage rates in material specimens, but
as the spectrum is still much softer than that of materials test reactors like the ATR and the JHR,
the process is likely to be inefficient. It's most likely that maximum utilization of the reactor will
occur when the reactor is in a high thermal flux configuration, and material damage is treated as
a secondary goal.
7.3 Production of Radionuclides
7.3.1 Background
Production of medical isotopes can be achieved via one of two mechanisms: fission of a heavy
isotope, or activation of a light isotope. While it might seem that activation would be the more
favorable of the two because of its lower proliferation risk and reduced need for chemical
separation on the back-end of the production cycle, this is frequently not the case. The cross
sections of many of the desirable activation targets are extremely low, even in the thermal range.
Take for example the target that would be required for production of 99Mo via activation: Mo
highly enriched in 98Mo. This expensively enriched target would have an average thermal cross
section of 0.13 b [CMIPWHEU, 2009].
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Figure 7-1: Mo-98 Radiative Capture Cross Section(red), and U-235 Fission Cross Section (green), ENDF7
However, the 2 35U fission cross section in the same range is on the order of hundreds of barns,
and the accumulated fission yield of 99Mo from thermal fission is 6.1% [CSWEG, 1991]. It is
clear that the production rate of 99Mo via fission will produce many times the amount that can be
produced via activation, with all other conditions being equal. As stated in Chapter 2, the
discharge activity of a radionuclide corresponds directly to the rate of its production, and so
fission will produce the highest possible discharge activation, and therefore the best possible
supply of pharmaceutical after processing and transportation.
In addition, the fact that activation targets, upon discharge, include multiple isotopes of Mo,
means that the 99mTc generators used for therapy and imaging would be of lower specific activity
than those produced using fission targets. This would require the use of larger, more expensive
generators, the change of all current 99mTc elution procedures, and more frequent replacement of
generators due to the increased probability of contaminant breakthrough [CMIPWHEU, 2009].
All of these add up to greatly increased costs, and help explain why production of 99Mo via
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fission is currently the industry standard. As a result, the remainder of this analysis will center
upon production of 99Mo via fission.
7.3.2 Analytical Assumptions
The development of medical isotope targets is a complex process outside the scope of the present
work. However, some general traits of these targets can be used to assess the worth of this
research reactor core in supplying a source of medical isotopes. Because of the difficulty of
cooling these targets, they are most often constructed as thin foils of uranium clad in some other
metal, often aluminum. Most of these foils are currently constructed at 125-130 pm
[CMIPWHEU, 2009], but the IAEA lists ideal foil thickness as 125-180 pm [IAEA, 2010]. As
with fuel materials, it is desired to eliminate the use of more efficient highly enriched uranium in
these targets, and so a target of 19.9% 23 5U by weight is assumed. This foil must be composed of
some material other than the U-Mo alloy used to fuel the core, because the presence of stable
isotopes of Mo will render the produced Mo nearly useless as a pharmaceutical. As a result, U-Al
is commonly used, though pure U foils are presently under study as a means of increasing target
(and thereby product) density [CMIPWHEU, 2009].
Targets take one of several geometric forms, including plates, pins, and cylinders. Cylinders are
among the most popular, as their large surface areas make them easily coolable and also subject
to less spatial self-shielding than other designs. In addition, their shape suits them well to the
triangular flux trap concept.
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Weld end closed-
U foil located between tubes
Figure 7-2: Diagram of Cylindrical Targets [CMIPWHEU, 20091.
For these reasons, analysis of radionuclide production in this core will make use of an assumed
target with the properties listed in Table 7-2. The radius of the target was chosen to allow it to fit
within a single flux trap, with 2 mm clearance between the target and the boundary of the trap
filled by cooling water.
Table 7-2: Dimensions of Assumed LEU Mo-99 Production Target
Shape Cylindrical
Foil composition U
Clad composition Al
U Mass 26.9 g
Foil thickness 0.18 mm
Clad thickness 0.25 mm
Height 15 cm
Inner radius 0.8 cm
Outer radius 0.86 cm
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This target is inserted into each flux trap of the reactor. Core map 7 is used for this study, as a
result of its very thermal spectrum. MCNP and MCODE2.2 were used to simulate irradiation of
the targets over the course of a 7-day cycle, as this is the optimum irradiation time for the
production of 99Mo [CMIPWHEU, 2009]. As can be seen in the figure below, beyond this point
there are significantly diminishing returns.
Mo-99 Activity vs. Fission Target
Irradiation Time, 4.51 x 1014 fsn/s
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Figure 7-3: Mo-99 Activity vs. Fission Target Irradiation Time, 4.51 x 10" fsn/s
7.3.3 Results
When a single target was placed at the location with the highest thermal flux, the midplane of the
flux trap of assembly 1, the target produced 99Mo activity of 491 Ci upon discharge after 7 days.
Cooling and chemical processing are completed in roughly a day after discharge from the
reactor. Fabrication of elution generators and transportation to a hospital for use, take another six
days before the pharmaceutical can be used, and so produced amounts of 99Mo are often reported
in 6-day Curies. A single target irradiated for a week at this position is therefore capable of
producing 95 6-day Ci, when 10% losses during target processing are assumed.
This is a useful, amount of the medical isotope, though nowhere near the 6,000 6-day Ci per
week currently demanded by the U.S. However, by loading multiple assemblies or perhaps a full
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core with targets, a much greater quantity could potentially be produced. In order to evaluate this
possibility, the flux traps of configuration 3 were filled with three targets each, evenly spaced in
the axial direction to allow for cooling. This calculation found that irradiation of a full core
loading of 72 LEU fission targets could potentially produce 3,980 6-day Ci per week.
Table 7-3: Summary of Mo99 Production Calculations
Fission rate in single target 4.51 x 1014 fsns
Fission rate in 72 targets 1.89 x 1016 fsn/s
Accumulated yield, 99Mo 6.11%
Decay constant, 9Mo 2.917 x 10-6 s-
Thermal absorption cross section, "Mo 8.000 b
Flux in target 5.91 x 1014 n/cm 2s
Mo-99 Activity vs. Time for 7 d cycle at 4.51 x
1014 fsn/s, 10% processing losses
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Figure 7-4: Mo-99 Activity vs. Time for 7 Day Cycle at 4.51 x 1014 fsn/s, 10% Processing Losses
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7.3.4 Reactivity Worth of Targets and Safety Implications
The targets, as designed, add on average 20 cents of positive reactivity each to the core, and
perturb the thermal flux by 30%. These targets could potentially produce reactivity insertions
during an operating cycle by shifting in such a fashion that they transport fuel from an area of
low neutron flux to one of higher neutron flux. However, this is not considered likely, and due to
the low degree of axial peaking within the core, the effects of this should be small.
The control blades sized and placed in Chapter 4 do have sufficient negative reactivity worth to
safely shut down the core even when it is loaded with a full contingent of fission targets.
However, the loading of the core with this number of targets would render the critical blade
height much lower than has been analyzed thus far. This would worsen axial peaking and could
potentially leave the reactor in a configuration which would make it difficult to cool in the event
of loss of flow. Further analysis is needed to assess how many targets could be installed while
still maintaining adequate margins of safety in the event of a loss of flow transient or reactivity
insertion transient.
7.3.4 Comparison to Other Designs
At present, most of the medical isotopes produced in the world are supplied by just a few major
suppliers, shown in Table 7-3.
Table 7-3: Characteristics of the Major Mo-99 Production Reactors [CMIPWHEU, 20091.
Reactor Thermal power Thermal Flux Supply (6 Day Ci)
NRU 135 MW 4.0 x 1014 4800/wk
HFR 45 MW 2.7 x 1014 3600/wk
BR-2 100 MW 1.0 x 10l 1500/wk
Safari 20 MW 2.4 x 1014 1500/wk
OSIRIS 70 MW 1.7 x 1014 600/wk
Proposed 5 MW 1.2 x 1014  Up to 3980/wk
Design
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In addition to these major suppliers, there are a number of small regional producers adding a few
hundred 6-day Ci apiece to the supply chain. Furthermore, several existing research and test
reactor facilities have endeavored to take part in stabilizing the Mo-99 supply. The MURR, for
example, has requested $40 million in funding in order to develop its capacity to supply as much
as 3,000 6-day Ci per week.
The present concept stands to meet over 60% of U.S. demands for 99Mo if tasked exclusively
with isotope production. This is remarkable, considering a few things. First, this concept is of
much lower power than the major producers. The OSIRIS produces just 8.7 6-day Ci per
megawatt, and the present design is much more efficient than that value. This is particularly
interesting given that the reactors listed in Table 7-3 all currently make use of more efficient
HEU targets. Finally, this study has not included any efforts at optimization of target design. The
targets used in this study are hypothetical, intended simply for estimation of the validity of the
core design.
7.4 Material Damage
7.4.1 Background and Assumptions
Neutron damage studies of materials are one of the key goals of research reactors. Measurement
of the fluence and corresponding number of displacements per atom then becomes a crucial tool
in evaluating the success of any research reactor design.
The tools available for analysis, namely ORIGEN2.2, do not incorporate measures of material
damage. Rather, one must rely on fluence and the knowledge of displacement cross sections ad,
determined experimentally or calculated using a molecular dynamics simulation.
Estimation of the cycle or annual DPA is made quite simple by the establishment of a differential
equation for the concentration of atoms which remain bound in their lattice sites. When the rate
of displacement of atoms from their lattice positions is defined as
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Equation 7-1
dA
dt
Where A is the number density of atoms in the lattice, a/b*cm
crd(E) = energy-dependent displacement cross section, b
#(E) = energy-dependent flux, n/cm2 s.
This means the number of atoms remaining in the lattice at time t is
Equation 7-2
A~~~t) ' A~ (E)O6(e)tA(t) = A,,e~"**
assuming that the damage rate is constant with time. Using this formula, the spectra calculated in
section 7.2, and damage cross sections calculated in MD simulations, it is possible to predict the
damage produced in a specimen during an operating cycle.
A wide variety of materials are under study in material research reactors at present, but it is
illustrative to look at a few classes of these materials. The first, silicon carbide, is being studied
for use in several reactor concepts because it is chemically inert, and therefore corrosion resistant
in a variety of hostile environments. It is however, brittle, and the behavior of its composite
forms in irradiation fields is not fully understood.
The displacement cross section for stoichiometric SiC is known, allowing a rough prediction of
the damange rates which could be sustained by a specimen irradiated in one of the flux traps.
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Figure 7-5: SiC displacement cross section [Greenwood, 20031
In addition to SiC, a number of new steel alloys are currently under development for service in
hostile environments over long periods of time. The irradiation behavior of these alloys is much
different from the ceramic SiC, and so they make for an interesting addition to this study of
damage rates. Because the displacement cross sections for 18-10 stainless steel have been
extensively modeled, the study of steel will be limited to this class of compositions.
Stainless Steel Displacement Cross
Section
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Figure 7-6: Stainless Steel Cross Sections from Lindhard Model [Doran, 1975]
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7.4.2 Results of Analysis
The flux spectrum at the center of core loading pattern 6 was used with the cross sections in
Figures 7-5 and 7-6 to calculate the maximum rate of displacement in both SiC and 18-10
stainless steels. It was found that the average flux spectrum in this trap (i.e., not taking into
account the effects of peaking or leakage upon the spectrum) produced damage rates of 1.02 x
10-9 dpa/s in SiC and 2.09 x 10~7 dpa/s in steel.
These damage rates mean that over the course of a year, material samples can sustain damage of
around 2.79 dpa for SiC and 5.76 dpa for stainless steel.
7.4.3 Comparison to Needs and to Other Designs
Our current knowledge limit on steel cladding materials is around 200 dpa. Some advanced
reactor designs such as TerraPower's proposed self-sustaining breed-burn concept require metal
materials to be able to sustain damage in excess of 500 dpa, or comparable levels of fluence to
alternative materials like SiC [Weaver, 2010]. As such, the present concept would prove
somewhat slower at expanding our fundamental knowledge on neutron damage than higher
power reactors. For example, the Jules Horowitz Reactor (#th: 5.2 x 1014, *f : 5 x 1014) is
expected by its designers to produce 17 dpa/year in metals, three times the level of the present
design [Parratt, 2003]. Recent experimental work at the ATR indicates that achievable damage
rates in steels are in excess of 12 dpa/year [Thomas, 2003]. Similar work at the EBR-II
demonstrated damage rates of greater than 18 dpa/year [Cole, 2001]. The reference SiC damage
rate for the MITR-II is 1.19 dpa/year [Carpenter, 2010].
The difference between the metal damage rates achievable by the present design and high power
reactors does not imply that the reactor is not suited to material damage studies. While it is true
that the frontiers of our knowledge lie at high levels of atomic displacement, a survey of the
program of a conference on nuclear materials reveals that the majority of ongoing materials
studies terminate at less than 50 dpa [ASTM, 2001]. A great number of those terminate at under
10 dpa. As such, the present concept can meet the requirements of a multitude of different
studies in a reasonable time scale.
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In addition, because the spectrum is similar to that of an LWR, it may be well suited to
predicting the behavior of materials in response to the combined stimuli of neutron damage,
radiation damage, corrosion, and temperature transients upon cladding and structural materials.
7.5 Summary
A range of potential core loading patterns have been identified, and their value in supplying the
desired high thermal flux assessed. Analysis revealed that several of these loading patterns were
capable of producing comparable thermal fluxes to the pattern used for optimization. One of
these patterns was selected and used to evaluate the worth of the concept in producing the
medical isotope 99Mo via fission. It was found that the concept could meet up to 66% of the U.S.
demand for 99Mo per year. Analysis of the concept's worth in materials testing showed that it is
capable of producing high displacement rates in both metals and ceramics.
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Chapter 8 : Summary
8.1 Introduction
The growing demand for the services of research reactors, combined with the development of a
new high-density monolithic fuel material have inspired the design of a high thermal flux
research reactor for suitable for global deployment. The proposed assembly design consists of
trapezoidal fueled regions which occupy a triangular footprint. These can be installed in one of
three positions within a full core, and used to produce flux traps of a variety of shapes, sizes, and
neutron flux spectra. The result is a core which can be customized to suit changing experimental
needs. In the present work, this innovative concept has been optimized using a kriging-based
algorithm, subjected to safety analysis, and assessed for its utility in providing irradiation
services.
Figure 8-1: Assembly and Full Core Concept Sketch
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8.2Neutronic Optimization via Kriging-Based Algorithm
Optimization of nuclear reactor geometric parameters is computationally intensive. For this
reason, a tool which would predict the peak thermal flux for untested combinations of the design
variables was sought. An interpolation technique known as kriging was selected, because it
explicitly treats the uncertainty associated with measurements [Cressie, 1991]. Its attachment of
uncertainty to each predicted value makes it uniquely suited to treatment of reactor physics
calculations, and additionally lends to its use in a powerful search algorithm.
This algorithm, developed by Schonlau, searches the design space for the highest value of the
MLE of the improvement factor, a parameter which depends upon the uncertainty attached to the
predicted fluxes [Schonlau, 1998]. During the present work, best practices for the use of this
algorithm in reactor physics design problems have been identified. These practices include the
selection of regression and correlation functions based on residual analysis, and the use of
multiple mesh spacings in order to speed convergence. Additionally, it was found that the use of
globality factors greater than unity produces the best results, as the algorithm is permitted to
probe regions of the design space with high levels of uncertainty.
With these best practices in place, constrained optimization of the reactor's assembly geometry
was undertaken. Training data was generated in MCNP and used to drive the prediction of fluxes
and eigenvalues at untested sets of geometric parameters via kriging. The set with the greatest
maximum likelihood estimator of the improvement function was used as the input to a new
MCNP calculation. Prediction and search was alternated with physics calculations until
convergence or until no further improvement could be identified.
Table 8-1: Kriging Algorithm Inputs, Outputs, and Constraints
Inputs Outputs Constraints
* Assembly short edge e Predicted flux e Fuel and clad thickness
length fixed
" Assembly long edge * Predicted eigenvalue * 300% margin to ONB
length
* Fuel volume fraction * Site of predicted * k>1.07
maximum likelihood of
improvement
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The optimization problem completed in just thirteen passes through the prediction and search
routine and MCNP, requiring roughly 24 hours of computing time after generation of training
data. The resulting homogeneous assembly displayed the following characteristics.
Table 8-2: Summary of Optimum Honogeneous Assembly Characteristics
Assembly edge length 5.375 cm
Flux trap edge length 3.925 cm
Fuel volume fraction 0.235
Peak of average trap 1.20 x 1014
thermal fluxes
Eigenvalue 1.12848*
*Adjusted for dimension change, see Section 8.4
This combination of parameters was optimum within 0.025 cm in each dimension, and 0.00075
in fuel volume fraction. The achievement of this level of certainty using brute force MCNP
calculations at each of 2003 mesh points would have required 8 million calculations.
Optimization using a stochastic algorithm would have required hundreds of thousands of physics
calculations.
In light of the algorithm's fast optimization of this problem, and the generality of the method, it
is recommended that the method be applied to other computationally expensive nuclear
engineering design tasks in the future.
8.4 Safety Analysis
Following optimization, the assembly dimensions were adjusted slightly, a result of the fact that
the optimum fuel volume fraction does not correspond with a discrete number of plates. The
number of plates was rounded up to seven. In order to preserve the fuel volume fraction, the
assembly edge length was increased to 5.575 cm, and the flux trap edge length reduced to 3.725
cm. This, combined with the effects of fuel lumping, decreased the achievable average flux in the
peak flux trap by 10%, and increased the eigenvalue by 67 cents. When the effects of axial, but
not radial, peaking were included, the peak thermal flux achievable by the design was found to
be 1.56 x 1014 n/cm 2s.
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An MCNP model of a full fresh core was constructed. This model was used to calculate a
number of core properties, including reactivity coefficients, and delayed neutron fraction and
prompt neutron removal lifetime. These properties, which are summarized in the table below,
meet the requirements posed in Chapter 2 for reactor safety.
Table 8-3: Summary Table of Neutronic Properties
Fuel meat thickness 0.508 mm
Clad thickness 0.254 mm
Number of plates 7
Channel width 0.861 mm
Doppler coefficient -0.0945 pcm/K ± 0.0268 pcm/K
Delayed neutron fraction 0.00664+0.000736
Prompt removal lifetime 1.3018 x 104 ± 2.58779 x 10-7 s
In addition, the core was subjected to tests intended to ensure it could start up safely. It was
found that the core achieved slight supercriticality five assemblies short of a full load, and that
the corresponding loading pattern had the same radial heat flux peaking factor as the fully loaded
core, 1.6.
Finally, control structures were sized and placed at the periphery of the core, where they would
absorb neutrons on their way to the reflector. The sizing of these control structures ensured that
the reactor would still be able to achieve an acceptable shutdown margin upon ejection of a
single control blade, and also that the maximum reactivity insertion by ejection of a single blade
by a clean, critical core with no targets would be just 87 cents.
The heterogeneous core was subjected to further thermal hydraulic analysis using both hand
calculation techniques and RELAP. It was found during hand calculations that in the event of
loss of flow, the flow channels were too narrow to promote natural circulation without
introducing instabilities that would render the core unable to be cooled. For this reason, the mass
flow rate of coolant through the core was increased, in order to prevent or delay the onset of
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nucleate boiling even further, and thereby prevent flow instability. The resulting core properties
are presented in Table 8-4.
Table 8-4: Core Average Properties from RELAP5/MOD3.3
Power density 0.176 MW/i
Average heat flux 0.282 MW/m2
Radial heat flux factor 1.61
Axial heat flux peaking factor 1.3
Peak heat flux 0.451 MW/m2
Minimum ONB heat flux ratio 8.02
Mass flux 8928 kg/m2s
Flow velocity 9.0 m/s
Flow area 0.0106 m2
Frictional pressure loss 1.73 x 10 Pa
h 47 kW/m2 *K
Tclad, max 65.5 *C
Tin 40 *C
Tout 53.8 *C
It was found during RELAP calculations that in the event of a LOF, the core would be able to
cool itself via natural circulation without the need for safety injection. The maximum cladding
temperature in the event of a LOF leaves a greater than 100 *C margin to clad softening.
Reactivity insertion transients were also analyzed. The $1.5/0.5 s ramp insertion prescribed by
the IAEA was deemed to be a conservatively high, yet plausible transient. In response to this
reactivity insertion, reactor power increased by a factor of 1.8 for a short period of time, and
cladding temperatures reached 65 *C. This still left a large margin to the clad softening
temperature. The limiting step reactivity insertion which could be sustained without clad
softening was found to be $2.1. Such a reactivity insertion is unrealistically high, as the
maximum worth of a control blade at the beginning of cycle is 87 cents, and it would take the
simultaneous ejection of over one hundred experimental samples to equal that reactivity. As a
result, the core can survive any forseeable reactivity insertion transient.
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8.5 Fuel Management
The optimized core was subjected to depletion calculations in order to approximate the
composition of a fully loaded core. Though the 19.9% enrichment of the fresh fuel assemblies
renders changes in their compositions slight from cycle to cycle, these changes would still have
an impact on the flux spectra and power peaking factors in the operating core. The analysis was
conducted in order to demonstrate the conservatism in the previous set of calculations.
The core was filled after 8 operating cycles. The lengths of the operating cycles were sufficient
to enable production of medical isotopes including 99Mo, which is frequently produced in 7-day
cycles. The cycles near equilibrium were on the order of one month long.
As fuel depleted, it was demonstrated that the power peaking would decrease. This effect was
observed on both a full core level and on the plate-to-plate level within the assembly. The
reduction in the radial power peaking factor was small, but was sufficient to demonstrate that the
calculations performed in Chapter 5 were conservative.
Depletion of the assemblies had only a slight impact on the resulting flux spectra delivered to the
flux traps. The thermal flux in the peak trap ended up being just 1% lower than that in the fresh
fueled core by the time the core reached its full fuel loading.
8.6 Supply of Irradiation Services
In order to examine the potential applications of the concept to ever-changing experimental
needs, a set of fifteen different 1/6th symmetric core maps was generated. The flux spectra
produced by each of these configurations was determined and analyzed. It was found that a few
core loadings, those with large, open flux traps produced fluxes roughly equal to those obtained
in the previously analyzed configuration. Additionally, a number of other configurations were
identified which do not deliver high thermal flux, but which could be employed in applications
which require an increased epithermal or fast flux component. In these configurations, trap
average fast fluxes of up to 1.41 x 1014 n/cm2s can be achieved.
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The core configuration which produced the maximum thermal fluxes was used to assess the
potential of the core for producing 99Mo. A hypothetical LEU fission target was assumed, and it
was found that a single target in the highest thermal flux trap could produce 95 6-day Curies per
week. If the entire core were to be loaded down with targets, the throughput would increase to
3,980 6-day Ci per week. It is expected that it would not be possible to load the entire core with
targets due to reactivity management and heat transfer limitations. Because analysis of this
would depend upon design of targets, and design of targets is outside the scope of the present
task, this is left to future work.
The core configuration with the highest fast flux was employed to determine the worth of the
design in studying material damage. The damage rates achievable by the concept are on the level
of 2.79 dpa/y in SiC and 5.76 dpa/y in steels. This means that the reactor can be used to complete
studies of materials in 2-3 times the length of time required to complete the same studies in high-
powered material test reactors. This is remarkable considering the reactor's low power rating and
economy.
8.7 Summary of Contributions
A LEU fueled new research reactor concept, with uniquely customizable experimental facilities
has been conceptualized. Its design has been optimized via the use of an algorithm not previously
applied in nuclear engineering and design. Best practices for the use of this algorithm have
identified, and the result is a computationally inexpensive method for optimization which can be
generalized and applied to a wide variety of design problems. The optimized assembly design
can be used to produce core loading patterns which produce thermal fluxes of up to 1.56 x 1014
2
n/cm s, 50% greater than that achieved by the McMaster University research reactor, the highest
flux reactor of the same power rating. Its flux trap area of 144.2 cm2 is greater than that of most
existing research reactors. The reactor has negative safety coefficients over the full range of
operation, and can be adequately cooled during loss of flow transients, ramp reactivity insertion
transients, and large step reactivity insertion transients.
Depletion calculations revealed that the reactor can sustain equilibrium cycle lengths of
approximately one month. These same calculations identified conservatisms in the power
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peaking values previously used to ensure safety during transient conditions. Analysis of the
utility of the reactor in producing medical isotopes and performing material damage studies
revealed that the reactor can produce up to 3,980 6-day Ci of 99Mo per week. A high-fast-flux
configuration of the reactor can produce damage of 5.76 dpa per year in steels and 2.78 dpa per
year in SiC, exceptional when compared with the damage rates of high-powered reactors. The
reactor, owing to its high flux trap volume, flexibility, and high thermal flux is a versatile and
economical experimental tool for a number of applications.
8.8 Future Work
As in any endeavor, there remain a considerable number of tasks which could develop this work
further, but which must be left to future investigators.
8.8.1 Neutronic Optimization via Kriging Based Algorithm
The optimization procedure here was pursued as a means to an end, and has not been streamlined
for maximum efficiency. First, the algorithm should be used with higher values of the globality
factor, in order to determine whether their use might improve upon the results obtained here.
Schonlau's own work indicates that this is not likely to be promising, but this should be
confirmed using the design problems common to nuclear engineers. Second, the algorithm
should be used to obtain multiple "guesses" at the maximum improvement factor per pass
through the prediction routine. This would allow the generation of multiple new data points per
pass, and would likely have the effect of accelerating the convergence upon a global maximum.
In addition, it would also be prudent to explore acceleration of the method via distributed
computing. Finally, the method should be extended to other types of design problems in order to
further develop the knowledge of its range of applicability, and the best practices to be used in
specific classes of problems.
8.8.2 Neutronic Analysis
While the present work has delved further into the effects of depletion on core performance than
many recent design projects, there still remains significant work to be done prior to deployment
of the concept. An in-depth study of the depletion of the assemblies on a plate by plate level,
with axial nodalization, would be highly instructive in determining just how conservative the
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present neutronic and thermal hydraulic calculations are. In addition, for a more full
development of the safety characteristics of the operating core, it would be useful to more fully
determine both the reactivity worths of various irradiation targets, and the flux perturbations
which they produce.
8.8.3 Thermal Hydraulics
The present work determined that the core is safe under the conditions of the most limiting
foreseeable transients, but improvements could still be made regarding the flow instabilities
which accompany a LOF. For the purposes of licensing, it would also be wise to explore
unprotected transients and also the possibility of a rare, though serious, blockage of the flow
paths through the reactor core. Such a blockage is listed in the SAR of the MITR-II.
In addition, while the present work consists of analysis for operation of the core at 5 MWth,
pressurization would allow the same core to operate at 10 MWth with approximately double the
fluxes. A 10 MW version of this same core would prove an incredibly useful tool for scientific
experiment and supply of industrial goods. Yet it would be of much higher cost as a result of the
need for a pressure vessel, increased safety equipment (since a LOCA becomes a possibility in a
pressurized system) and increased supplies of fresh fuel.
8.8.4 Applications
This work has addressed the utility of the design in supplying medical isotopes, and in irradiation
of material specimens. The design of targets and irradiation rigs for service in the reactor, along
with limits upon their use, are left to future analysts. In addition, as mentioned in the first chapter
of this thesis, research reactors serve a variety of other roles. The design of any beamports, beam
tubes, and medical facilities for use with this core design is left to future engineers.
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Appendix A: MCNP and MCODE Input Decks
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c Full core Model of High Flux Research Reactor, with Spectrum Flux Trap Tallies
c Assembly 1
c North flux trap
1 1 -0.992 -20065 -20039 10108 -10017 102 -103
2 2 -2.714296 -10108 10116 -20065 -20039 -103 102
3 2 -2.714296 -10015 10014 -20065 -20039 102 -103
4 2 -2.714296 20038 -20039 -10116 10015 -103 102
5 2 -2.714296 20064 10015 -20065 -10116 -103 102
c 6 0 -10116 -20038 10015 -20064 -103 102 fill=3
6001 0 -10116 -20038 10015 -20064 -108 102 fill=3
6002 0 -10116 -20038 10015 -20064 -109 108 fill=3
6003 0 -10116 -20038 10015 -20064 -110 109 fill=3
6004 0 -10116 -20038 10015 -20064 -111 110 fill=3
6005 0 -10116 -20038 10015 -20064 -112 111 fill=3
6006 0 -10116 -20038 10015 -20064 -113 112 fill=3
6007 0 -10116 -20038 10015 -20064 -114 113 fill=3
6008 0 -10116 -20038 10015 -20064 -115 114 fill=3
6009 0 -10116 -20038 10015 -20064 -116 115 fill=3
6010 0 -10116 -20038 10015 -20064 -103 116 fill=3
c replace by water for startup
c 1 1 -0.992 -20065 -20039 10108 -10017 102 -103
c 2 1 -0.992 -10108 10116 -20065 -20039 -103 102
c 3 1 -0.992 -10015 10014 -20065 -20039 102 -103
c 4 1 -0.992 20038 -20039 -10116 10015 -103 102
c 5 1 -0.992 20064 10015 -20065 -10116 -103 102
c 6 1 -0.992 -10116 -20038 10015 -20064 -103 102
c Southeast flux trap
c 1 1 -0.992 -40014 -20039 10014 102 -103
c 2 2 -2.714296446 40014 -40013 10014 -20039 102 -103
c 3 2 -2.714296446 20064 -20065 10014 -20039 102 -103
c 4 2 -2.714296446 10014 -10015 40013 -20064 102 -103
c 5 2 -2.714296446 20038 -20039 40013 -20064 102 -103
c 6 0 10015 -20064 -20038 40013 102 -103 fill=12
c Southwest flux trap
c 1 1 -0.992 -40025 -20065 10014 102 -103
c 2 2 -2.714296446 40025 -40026 -20065 10014 102 -103
c 3 2 -2.714296446 20038 -20039 -20065 10014 102 -103
c 4 2 -2.714296446 10014 -10015 -20038 40026 102 -103
c 5 2 -2.714296446 20064 -20065 -20038 40026 102 -103
c 6 0 -20064 10015 -20038 40026 102 -103 fill=21
c Assembly 2
c South flux trap
c 7 1 -0.992 -10107 20022 20040 102 -103
c 8 2 -2.714296446 (10107 -10115 20022 20040 102 -103
c (10016 -10017 20022 20040 -103 102 ):(-20023 20022 -10016 10115 102
c -103 ):(-20041 20040 -10016 10115 102 -103
c Missing fuel block here
c 81 0 10115 -10016 20041 20023 102 -103 fill=4
c Northeast flux trap
c 7 1 -0.992 40035 20022 -10017 102 -103
c 8 2 -2.714296446 (40036 -40035 20022 -10017 102 -103
c (20040 -20041 20022 -10017 102 -103 ):(10016 -10017 -40036 20041 10
c -103 ):(20022 -20023 -40036 20041 102 -103
c 81 0 20023 -10016 -40036 20041 102 -103 fill=17
c Northwest flux trap
c 7 1 -0.992 40011 20040 -10017 102 -103
c 8 2 -2.714296 (40012 -40011 20040 -10017 102 -103
c (20022 -20023 20040 -10017 102 -103 ):(10016 -10017 -40012 20023 102
c -103 ):(20040 -20041 -40012 20023 102 -103
c 81 0 20041 -10016 -40012 20023 102 -103 fill=li
c Replace with water for startup
7 1 -0.992 40011 20040 -10017 102 -103
8 1 -0.992 (40012 -40011 20040 -10017 102 -103 )
172
(20022 -20023 20040 -10017 102 -103 ):(10016 -10017 -40012 20023 102
-103 ):(20040 -20041 -40012 20023 102 -103
81 0 20041 -10016 -40012 20023 102 -103 fill=11
Assembly 3
North flux trap
9 1 -0.992 -20021 -20047 10108 102 -103
10 2 -2.714296446 (-10108 10116 -20047 -20021 102 -103 ):(10014 -10015
-20047 -20021 102 -103 ):(-20021 20020 -10116 10015 102 -103
(-20047 20046 10015 -10116 102 -103 )
11 0 -10116 10015 -20046 -20020 102 -103 fill=3
Southeast flux trap
9 1 -0.992 -40018 -20047 10014 102 -103
10 2 -2.714296446 (40018 -40017 10014 -20047 102 -103
(20020 -20021 10014 -20047 102 -103 ):(10014 -10015 -20020
40017 102 -103 ):(20046 -20047 -20020 40017 102 -103
11 0 -20046 40017 10015 -20020 102 -103 fill=10
Southwest flux trap
9 1 -0.992 -40038 -20021 10014 102 -103
10 2 -2.714296 (40038 -40037 -20021 10014 102 -103
(20046 -20047 -20021 10014 102 -103 -10017 ):(10014 -10015 -20046
40037 102 -103 ):(20020 -20021 -20046 40037 102 -103
11 0 -20020 10015 -20046 40037 102 -103 fill=18
Assembly 4
South flux trap
12 1 -0.992 -10107 20048 20014 102 -103
13 2 -2.714296446 (10107 -10115 20014 20048 -103 102
(-10017 10016 20014 20048 102 -103 ):(-20015 20014 -10016
10115 102 -103 ):(20048 -20049 10115 -10016 102 -103
14 0 10115 -10016 20049 20015 102 -103 fill=4
Northeast flux trap
12 1 -0.992 40031 20014 -10017 102 -103
13 2 -2.714296 (40032 -40031 20014 -10017 102 -103
(20048 -20049 20014 -10017 102 -103 ):(10016 -10017 -40032
-103 ):(-20015 20014 -40032 20049 102 -103
14 0 20015 -10016 -40032 20049 102 -103 fill=19
20049 102
Northwest flux trap
12 1 -0.992 40015 20048 -10017 102 -103
13 2 -2.714296446 (40016 -40015 20048 -10017 102 -103
(20015 -20014 20048 -10017 102 -103 ):(10016 -10017 -40016 20014 10
-103 ):(20048 -20049 -40016 20014 102 -103
14 0 20049 -10016 -40016 20014 102 -103 fill=9
Assembly 5
South flux trap
15 1 -0.992 10108 -20068 -20013 -10017 102 -103
16 2 -2.714296 (-10108 10116 -20068 -20013 102 -103
(-10015 10014 -20013 -20068 102 -103 ):(-20068 20061 -10116 10015
-103 102 ):(20012 -20013 -10116 10015 102 -103
17 0 -20061 10015 -10116 -20012 -103 102 fill=305
Northeast flux trap
15 1 -0.992 -40005 -20068 10014 102 -103
16 2 -2.714296446 (40005 -40006 10014 -20068 102 -103
(20012 -20013 10014 -20068 102 -103 ):(10014 -10015 40006 -20012 10
-103 ):(20061 -20068 40006 -20012 102 -103
17 0 10015 -20013 40006 -20012 102 -103 fill=16
Northwest flux trap
15 1 -0.992 -40034 -20013 10014 102 -103
16 2 -2.714296446 (40034 -40033 -20013 10014 102 -103 ):(20061 -20068
-20013 10014 102 -103 ):(10014 -10015 40033 -20061 102 -103 )
(20012 -20013 40033 -20061 102 -103 )
17 0 -20012 10015 40033 -20061 102 -103 fill=20
Assembly 6
North flux trap
18 1 -0.992 10114 -20031 -20065 102 -103
173
c 19 2 -2.714296446 (-10114 10106 -20031 -20065 102 -103 ):(10010 -10011
c -20031 -20065 102 -103 ):(-20065 20064 -10106 10011 102 -103
c (-20031 20030 10011 -10106 102 -103 )
c 20 0 -10106 10011 -20030 -20064 102 -103 fill=1
c Southeast flux trap
c 18 1 -0.992 -40014 -20031 10010 102 -103
c 19 2 -2.714296446 (40014 -40013 10010 -20031 102 -103
c (20064 -20065 10010 -20031 102 -103 ):(10010 -10011 40013 -20064 10
c -103 ):(20030 -20031 40013 -20064 102 -103
c 20 0 10011 -20064 40013 -20030 102 -103 fill=12
c Southwest flux trap
18 1 -0.992 -40021 -20065 10010 102 -103
19 2 -2.714296 (40021 -40022 -20065 10010 102 -103
(20030 -20031 -20065 10010 102 -103 ):(10010 -10011 40022 -20030 102
-103 ):(20064 -20065 40022 -20030 102 -103
c 20 0 10011 -20064 40022 -20030 102 -103 fill=23
2001 0 10011 -20064 40022 -20030 -108 102 fill=23
2002 0 10011 -20064 40022 -20030 -109 108 fill=23
2003 0 10011 -20064 40022 -20030 -110 109 fill=23
2004 0 10011 -20064 40022 -20030 -111 110 fill=23
2005 0 10011 -20064 40022 -20030 -112 111 fill=23
2006 0 10011 -20064 40022 -20030 -113 112 fill=23
2007 0 10011 -20064 40022 -20030 -114 113 fill=23
2008 0 10011 -20064 40022 -20030 -115 114 fill=23
2009 0 10011 -20064 40022 -20030 -116 115 fill=23
2010 0 10011 -20064 40022 -20030 -103 116 fill=23
c Assembly 7
c South flux trap
c 21 1 -0.992 -10113 20032 20022 102 -103
c 22 2 -2.714296446 (10113 -10105 20022 20032 102 -103
c (10012 -10013 20022 20032 102 -103 ):(20022 -20023 -10012 10105 102
c -103 ):(-20033 20032 10105 -10012 102 -103
c 23 0 -10012 10105 20033 20023 102 -103 fill=2
c Northeast flux trap
21 1 -0.992 40028 20022 -10013 102 -103
22 2 -2.714296 (40027 -40028 20022 -10013 102 -103
(20032 -20033 20022 -10013 102 -103 ):(10012 -10013 -40027 20033 102
-103 ):(20022 -20023 -40027 20033 102 -103
c 23 0 20023 -10012 -40027 20033 102 -103 fill=22
2301 0 20023 -10012 -40027 20033 102 -108 fill=22
2302 0 20023 -10012 -40027 20033 108 -109 fill=22
2303 0 20023 -10012 -40027 20033 109 -110 fill=22
2304 0 20023 -10012 -40027 20033 110 -111 fill=22
2305 0 20023 -10012 -40027 20033 111 -112 fill=22
2306 0 20023 -10012 -40027 20033 112 -113 fill=22
2307 0 20023 -10012 -40027 20033 113 -114 fill=22
2308 0 20023 -10012 -40027 20033 114 -115 fill=22
2309 0 20023 -10012 -40027 20033 115 -116 fill=22
2310 0 20023 -10012 -40027 20033 116 -103 fill=22
c Northwest flux trap
c 21 1 -0.992 40011 20032 -10013 102 -103
c 22 2 -2.714296446 (40012 -40011 20032 -10013 102 -103
c (20022 -20023 20032 -10013 102 -103 ):(10012 -10013 -40012 20023 10
c -103 ):(20032 -20033 -40012 20023 102 -103
c 23 0 20033 -10012 -40012 20023 102 -103 fill=11
c Assembly 8
c North flux trap
24 1 -0.992 10114 -20021 -20039 102 -103
25 2 -2.714296 (-10114 10106 -20039 -20021 102 -103 )
(-10011 10010 -20039 -20021 -103 102 ):(20038 -20039 -10106 10011
-103 102 ):(20020 -20021 10011 -10106 -103 102 )
c 26 0 -10106 10011 -20038 -20020 102 -103 fill=1
2601 0 -10106 10011 -20038 -20020 102 -108 fill=1
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2602 0 -10106 10011 -20038 -20020 108 -109 fill=1
2603 0 -10106 10011 -20038 -20020 109 -110 fill=1
2604 0 -10106 10011 -20038 -20020 110 -111 fill=1
2605 0 -10106 10011 -20038 -20020 111 -112 fill=1
2606 0 -10106 10011 -20038 -20020 112 -113 fill=1
2607 0 -10106 10011 -20038 -20020 113 -114 fill=1
2608 0 -10106 10011 -20038 -20020 114 -115 fill=1
2609 0 -10106 10011 -20038 -20020 115 -116 fill=1
2610 0 -10106 10011 -20038 -20020 116 -103 fill=1
c Southeast flux trap
c 24 1 -0.992 -40018 -20039 10010 102 -103
c 25 2 -2.714296446 (40018 -40017 10010 -20039 102 -103
c (20020 -20021 10010 -20039 102 -103 ):(10010 -10011 -20020 40017 102
c -103 ):(20038 -20039 -20020 40017 102 -103
c 26 0 10011 -20038 -20020 40017 102 -103 fill=10
c Southwest flux trap
c 24 1 -0.992 -40025 -20021 10010 102 -103
c 25 2 -2.714296446 (40025 -40026 -20021 10010 102 -103 ):(20038 -20039
c -20021 10010 102 -103 ):(10010 -10011 -20038 40026 102 -103
c (20020 -20021 -20038 40026 102 -103 )
c 26 0 -20020 10011 -20038 40026 102 -103 fill=21
c Assembly 10
c North flux trap
c 27 1 -0.992 10114 -20013 -20047 -103 102
c 28 2 -2.714296446 (-10114 10106 -20047 -20013 -103 102 ):(-10011 10010
c -20047 -20013 -103 102 ):(-20047 20046 10011 -10106 102 -103
c (-20013 20012 10011 -10106 -103 102 )
c 29 0 -10106 10011 -20046 -20012 -103 102 fill=1
c Southeast flux trap
27 1 -0.992 -40005 -20047 10010 102 -103
28 2 -2.714296 (40005 -40006 10010 -20047 102 -103
(20012 -20013 10010 -20047 102 -103 ):(10010 -10011 40006 -20012 102
-103 ):(20046 -20047 40006 -20012 102 -103
29 0 10011 40006 -20012 -20046 102 -103 fill=16
c Southwest flux trap
c 27 1 -0.992 -40038 -20013 10010 102 -103
c 28 2 -2.714296446 (40038 -40037 -20013 10010 102 -103 ):(20046 -20047
c -20013 10010 102 -103 ):(10010 -10011 40037 -20046 102 -103
c (20012 -20013 40037 -20046 102 -103 )
c 29 0 -20012 10011 40037 -20046 102 -103 fill=16
c Assembly 9
c South flux trap
c 30 1 -0.992 -10113 20040 20014 -103 102
c 31 2 -2.714296446 (-10105 10113 20014 20040 -103 102
c (-10013 10012 20014 20040 -103 102 ):(20014 -20015 -10012 10105 -103
c 102 ):(20040 -20041 10105 -10012 -103 102
c 32 0 10105 20041 -10012 20015 102 -103 fill=2
c Northeast flux trap
c 30 1 -0.992 40035 20014 -10013 102 -103
c 31 2 -2.714296446 (40036 -40035 20014 -10013 102 -103
c (20040 -20041 20014 -10013 102 -103 ):(10012 -10013 -40036 20041 102
c -103 ):(20014 -20015 -40036 20041 102 -103
c 32 0 20015 -10012 -40036 20041 102 -103 fill=17
c Northwest flux trap
30 1 -0.992 40015 20040 -10013 102 -103
31 2 -2.714296 (40016 -40015 20040 -10013 102 -103
(20015 -20014 20040 -10013 102 -103 ):(10012 -10013 -40016 20014 102
-103 ):(20040 -20041 -40016 20014 102 -103
32 0 20041 -10012 -40016 20014 102 -103 fill=9
c Assembly 11
c South flux trap
33 1 -0.992 -10113 20006 20048 -103 102
34 2 -2.714296 (-10105 10113 20006 20048 102 -103 )
175
(10012 -10013 20006 20048 -103 102 ):(-20007 20006 -10012 10105 -103
102 ):(-20049 20048 -10012 10105 -103 102
35 0 -10012 10105 20049 20007 -103 102 fill=2
c Northeast flux trap
c 33 1 -0.992 40031 20006 -10013 102 -103
c 34 2 -2.714296446 (40032 -40031 20006 -10013 102 -103
c (20048 -20049 20006 -10013 102 -103 ):(10012 -10013 -40032 20049 102
c -103 ):(20006 -20007 -40032 20049 102 -103
c 35 0 20007 -10012 -40032 20049 102 -103 fill=19
c Northwest flux trap
c 33 1 -0.992 40008 20048 -10013 102 -103
c 34 2 -2.714296446 (40007 -40008 20048 -10013 102 -103
c (20006 -20007 20048 -10013 102 -103 ):(10012 -10013 -40007 20007 102
c -103 ):(20048 -20049 -40007 20007 102 -103
c 35 0 20049 -10012 -40007 20007 102 -103 fill=13
c Assembly 12
c North flux trap
c 36 1 -0.992 10114 -20005 -20068 102 -103
c 37 2 -2.714296446 (-10114 10106 -20068 -20005 102 -103 ):(-10011 1001
c -20068 -20005 -103 102 ):(-20068 20061 10011 -10106 -103 102
c (-20005 20004 -10106 10011 -103 102
c Missing fuel box here?
c 3701 0 -10106 10011 -20004 -20061 102 -103 fill=1
c Southeast flux trap
36 1 -0.992 -40001 -20068 10010 102 -103
37 2 -2.714296 (40001 -40002 -20068 10010 102 -103
(20004 -20005 -20068 10010 102 -103 ):(10010 -10011 40001 -20004 102
-103 ):(20061 -20068 40002 -20004 102 -103
3701 0 10011 40002 -20004 -20061 102 -103 fill=14
c Southwest flux trap
c 36 1 -0.992 -40034 -20005 10010 102 -103
c 37 2 -2.714296446 (40034 -40033 -20005 10010 102 -103 ):(20061 -20068
c -20005 10010 102 -103 ):(10010 -10011 40033 -20061 102 -103
c (20004 -20005 40033 -20061 102 -103 )
c 3701 0 10011 -20004 40033 -20061 102 -103 fill=20
c Assembly 13
c South flux trap
c 38 1 -0.992 -10111 20067 20022 -103 102
c 39 2 -2.714296446 (10111 -10103 20022 20067 102 -103
c (10008 -10009 20022 20067 -103 102 ):(20022 -20023 -10008 10103 -103
c 102 ):(-20062 20067 10103 -10008 -103 102
c 40 0 -10008 10103 20062 20023 -103 102 fill=6
c Northeast flux trap
c 38 1 -0.992 40024 20022 -10009 102 -103
c 39 2 -2.714296446 (40023 -40024 20022 -10009 102 -103
c (20067 -20062 20022 -10009 102 -103 ):(10008 -10009 -40023 20062 102
c -103 ):(20022 -20023 -40023 20062 102 -103
c 40 0 20023 -10008 -40023 20062 102 -103 fill=24
c Northwest flux trap
38 1 -0.992 40011 20067 -10009 102 -103
39 2 -2.714296 (40012 -40011 20067 -10009 102 -103
(20022 -20023 20067 -10009 102 -103 ):(10008 -10009 -40012 20023 102
-103 ):(20067 -20062 -40012 20023 102 -103
40 0 20062 -10008 -40012 20023 102 -103 fill=113
c Assembly 14
c North flux trap
c 41 1 -0.992 10112 -20021 -20031 -103 102
c 42 2 -2.714296446 (-10112 10104 -20031 -20021 -103 102 ):(-10007 1000
c -20031 -20021 -103 102 ):(-20031 20030 -10104 10007 -103 102 )
c (-20021 20020 10007 -10104 -103 102 )
c 43 0 -10104 10007 -20030 -20020 102 -103 fill=5
c Southeast flux trap
41 1 -0.992 -40018 -20031 10006 102 -103
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42 2 -2.714296 (40018 -40017 10006 -20031 102 -103 ):
(20020 -20021 10006 -20031 102 -103 ):(10006 -10007 40017 -20020 102
-103 ):(20030 -20031 40017 -20020 102 -103
43 0 10007 -20030 -20020 40017 102 -103 fill=10
c Southwest flux trap
c 41 1 -0.992 -40021 -20021 10006 102 -103
c 42 2 -2.714296446 (40021 -40022 -20021 10006 102 -103 ):(20030 -20031
c -20021 10006 102 -103 ):(10006 -10007 40022 -20030 102 -103
c (20020 -20021 40022 -20030 102 -103 )
c 43 0 10007 -20020 40022 -20030 102 -103 fill=23
c Assembly 15
c South flux trap
44 1 -0.992 -10111 20014 20032 -103 102
45 2 -2.714296 (-10103 10111 20014 20032 -103 102
(10008 -10009 20014 20032 102 -103 ):(20014 -20015 10103 -10008 102
-103 ):(20032 20032 20032 20032 -20033 -10008 10103 102 -103
46 0 -10008 10103 20033 20015 102 -103 fill=5
c Northeast flux trap
c 44 1 -0.992 40028 20014 -10009 102 -103
c 45 2 -2.714296446 (40027 -40028 20014 -10009 102 -103
c (20032 -20033 20014 -10009 102 -103 ):(10008 -10009 -40027 20033 102
c -103 ):(20015 -20014 -40027 20033 102 -103
c 46 0 20014 -10008 -40027 20033 102 -103 fill=22
c Northwest
c 44 1 -0.992 40015 20032 -10009 102 -103
c 45 2 -2.714296446 (40016 -40015 20032 -10009 102 -103
c (20015 -20014 20032 -10009 102 -103 ):(10008 -10009 -40016 20014 10
c -103 ):(20032 -20033 -40016 20014 102 -103
c 46 0 20033 -10008 -40016 20014 102 -103 fill=9
c Assembly 16
c North flux trap
c 47 1 -0.992 10112 -20039 -20013 102 -103
c 48 2 -2.714296446 (-10112 10104 -20039 -20013 102 -103 ):(-10007 1000
c -20039 -20013 -103 102 ):(-20039 20038 10007 -10104 102 -103
c (-20013 20012 -10104 10007 102 -103 )
c 49 0 -10104 10007 -20038 -20012 -103 102 fill=5
c Southeast flux trap
c 47 1 -0.992 -40005 -20039 10006 102 -103
c 48 2 -2.714296446 (40005 -40006 10006 -20039 102 -103
c (20012 -20013 10006 -20039 102 -103 ):(10006 -10007 -20012 40006 10
c -103 ):(20038 -20039 -20012 40006 102 -103
c 49 0 40006 -20012 -20038 10007 102 -103 fill=16
c Southwest flux trap
47 1 -0.992 -40025 -20013 10006 102 -103
48 2 -2.714296 (40025 -40026 -20013 10006 102 -103
(20038 -20039 -20013 10006 102 -103 ):(10006 -10007 40026 -20038 102
-103 ):(20012 -20013 40026 -20038 102 -103
49 0 10007 -20012 40026 -20038 102 -103 fill=21
c Assembly 17
c South flux trap
c 50 1 -0.992 -10111 20006 20040 102 -103
c 51 2 -2.714296446 (10111 -10103 20006 20040 102 -103
c (10008 -10009 20006 20040 102 -103 ):(20006 -20007 -10008 10103 -103
c 102 ):(20040 -20041 -10008 10103 -103 102
c 52 0 -10008 10103 20007 20041 102 -103 fill=6
c Northeast flux trap
50 1 -0.992 40035 20006 -10009 102 -103
51 2 -2.714296 (40036 -40035 20006 -10009 102 -103 )
(20040 -20041 20006 -10009 102 -103 ):(10008 -10009 -40036 20041 102
-103 ):(20006 -20007 -40036 20041 102 -103
52 0 20007 -10008 -40036 20041 102 -103 fill=17
c Northwest flux trap
c 50 1 -0.992 40008 20040 -10009 102 -103
177
51 2 -2.714296446 (40007 -40008 20040 -10009 102 -103 ):
(20006 -20007 20040 -10009 102 -103 ):(10008 -10009 -40007 20007 10
-103 ):(20040 -20041 -40007 20007 102 -103
52 0 20041 -10008 -40007 20007 102 -103 fill=13
Assembly 18
North flux trap
53 1 -0.992 10112 -20047 -20005 102 -103
54 2 -2.714296 (-10112 10104 -20005 -20047 -103 102
(-10007 10006 -20047 -20005 -103 102 ):(-20047 20046 10007 -10104
-103 102 ):(-20005 20004 -10104 10007 -103 102
55 0 -10104 10007 -20046 -20004 -103 102 fill=6
Southeast flux trap
53 1 -0.992 -40001 -20047 10006 102 -103
54 2 -2.714296446 (40001 -40002 -20047 10006 102 -103 ):(20004 -20005
-20047 10006 102 -103 ):(10006 -10007 -20004 40002 102 -103
(20046 -20047 -20004 40002 102 -103 )
55 0 40002 10007 -20004 -20046 102 -103 fill=14
Southwest flux trap
53 1 -0.992 -40038 -20005 10006 102 -103
54 2 -2.714296446 (40038 -40037 -20005 10006 102 -103 ):(20046 -20047
-20005 10006 102 -103 ):(10006 -10007 40037 -20046 102 -103
(20004 -20005 40037 -20046 102 -103 )
55 0 10007 -20004 40037 -20046 102 -103 fill=18
Assembly 19
South flux trap
56 1 -0.992 -10111 20066 20048 102 -103
57 2 -2.714296446 (-10103 10111 20066 20048 -103 102
(10008 -10009 20066 20048 -103 102 ):(20066 -20063 10103 -10008 102
-103 ):(20048 -20049 -10008 10103 -103 102
5701 0 10103 -10008 20049 20063 102 -103 fill=6
Northeast flux trap
56 1 -0.992 40031 20066 -10009 102 -103
57 2 -2.714296 (40032 -40031 20066 -10009 102 -103
(20048 -20049 20066 -10009 102 -103 ):(10008 -10009 -40032 20049 102
-103 ):(20066 -20063 -40032 20049 102 -103
5701 0 20063 -10008 -40032 20049 102 -103 fill=119
Northwest flux trap
56 1 -0.992 40004 20048 -10009 102 -103
57 2 -2.714296446 (40003 -40004 20048 -10009 102 -103
(20066 -20063 20048 -10009 102 -103 ):(10008 -10009 -40003 20063 102
-103 ):(20048 -20049 -40003 20063 102 -103
5701 0 20049 -10008 -40003 20063 102 -103 fill=15
Assembly 20
South flux trap
58 1 -0.992 -10101 20067 20014 10002 102 -103
59 2 -2.714296 (10101 -10109 20014 20067 -103 102
(10004 -10005 20014 20067 -103 102 ):(-20015 20014 -100
102 ):(20067 -20062 -10004 10109 -103 102
60 0 -10004 10109 20015 20062 -103 102 fill=7
58 1 -0.992 -10101 20067 20014 10002 102 -103
59 1 -0.992 (10101 -10109 20014 20067 -103 102
(10004 -10005 20014 20067 -103 102 ):(-20015 20014 -10
102 ):(20067 -20062 -10004 10109 -103 102
60 1 -0.992 -10004 10109 20015 20062 -103 102
Northeast flux trap
58 1 -0.992 40024 20014 -10005 102 -103
59 2 -2.714296446 (40023 -40024 20014 -10005 102 -103
(20067 -20062 20014 -10005 102 -103 ):(10004 -10005 -40
-103 ):(20015 -20014 -40023 20062 102 -103
60 0 20014 -10004 -40023 20062 102 -103 fill=24
Northwest
58 1 -0.992 40015 20067 -10005 102 -103
59 2 -2.714296446 (40016 -40015 20067 -10005 102 -103 )
04 10109 -103
004 10109 -103
023 20062 102
178
c (20015 -20014 20067 -10005 102 -103 ):(10004 -10005 -40016 20014 10
c -103 ):(20067 -20062 -40016 20014 102 -103
c 60 0 20062 -10004 -40016 20014 102 -103 fill=9
c Assembly 21
c North flux trap
c 61 1 -0.992 10102 -20013 -20031 102 -103
c 62 2 -2.714296446 (-10102 10110 -20031 -20013 -103 102 ):(-10003 1000
c -20031 -20013 -103 102 ):(-20013 20012 10003 -10110 -103 102
c (20030 -20031 10003 -10110 102 -103 )
c 63 0 -10110 10003 -20030 -20012 102 -103 fill=8
c Southeast flux trap
c 61 1 -0.992 -40005 -20031 10002 102 -103
c 62 2 -2.714296446 (40005 -40006 10002 -20031 102 -103
c (20012 -20013 10002 -20031 102 -103 ):(10002 -10003 40006 -20012 102
c -103 ):(20030 -20031 40006 -20012 102 -103
c 63 0 40006 -20030 10003 -20012 102 -103 fill=16
c Southwest flux trap
61 1 -0.992 -40021 -20013 10002 102 -103
62 2 -2.714296 (40021 -40022 -20013 10002 102 -103
(20030 -20031 -20013 10002 102 -103 ):(10002 -10003 40022 -20030 102
-103 ):(20012 -20013 40022 -20030 102 -103
63 0 10003 -20012 40022 -20030 102 -103 fill=221
c Assembly 22
c South flux trap
c 64 1 -0.992 -10101 20006 20032 102 -103
c 65 2 -2.714296446 (10101 -10109 20006 20032 102 -103
c (10004 -10005 20006 20032 102 -103 ):(20006 -20007 -10004 10109 102
c -103 ):(20032 -20033 -10004 10109 -103 102
c 66 0 -10004 20007 20033 -103 102 10109 fill=7
c Northeast flux trap
c 64 1 -0.992 40028 20006 -10005 102 -103
c 65 2 -2.714296446 (40027 -40028 20006 -10005 102 -103
c (20032 -20033 20006 -10005 102 -103 ):(10004 -10005 -40027 20033 102
c -103 ):(20006 -20007 -40027 20033 102 -103
c 66 0 20007 -10004 -40027 20033 102 -103 fill=22
c Northwest flux trap
64 1 -0.992 40008 20032 -10005 102 -103
65 2 -2.714296 (40007 -40008 20032 -10005 102 -103
(20006 -20007 20032 -10005 102 -103 10002 ):(10004 -10005 -40007
20007 102 -103 ):(20032 -20033 -40007 20007 102 -103
66 0 20033 -10004 -40007 20007 102 -103 fill=13
c Assembly 23
c North flux trap
c 67 1 -0.992 10102 -20005 -20039 -103 102
c 68 2 -2.714296446 (-10102 10110 -20005 -20039 -103 102 ):(-10003 1000
c -20005 -20039 -103 102 ):(-20039 20038 -10110 10003 -103 102
c (-20005 20004 10003 -10110 -103 102 )
c 69 0 -10110 10003 -20004 -20038 -103 102 fill=8
c Southeast flux trap
67 1 -0.992 -40001 -20039 10002 102 -103
68 2 -2.714296 (40001 -40002 -20039 10002 102 -103
(20004 -20005 -20039 10002 102 -103 ):(10002 -10003 40002 -20004 102
-103 ):(20038 -20039 40002 -20004 102 -103
69 0 10003 40002 -20038 -20004 102 -103 fill=123
c Southwest flux trap
c 67 1 -0.992 -40025 -20005 10002 102 -103
c 68 2 -2.714296446 (40025 -40026 -20005 10002 102 -103 ):(20038 -20039
c -20005 10002 102 -103 ):(10002 -10003 40026 -20038 102 -103 )
c (20004 -20005 40026 -20038 102 -103 )
c 69 0 10003 -20004 40026 -20038 102 -103 fill=21
c Assembly 24
c South flux trap
70 1 -0.992 -10101 20066 20040 10002 -103 102
179
71 2 -2.714296 (10101 -10109 20066 20040 -103 102 ):
(10004 -10005 20066 20040 -103 102 ):(-20063 20066 -10004 10109 -103
102 ):(-20041 20040 10109 -10004 -103 102
72 0 -10004 10109 20041 20063 -103 102 fill=724
c 70 1 -0.992 -10101 20066 20040 10002 -103 102
c 71 1 -0.992 (10101 -10109 20066 20040 -103 102
c (10004 -10005 20066 20040 -103 102 ):(-20063 20066 -10004 10109 -103
c 102 ):(-20041 20040 10109 -10004 -103 102
c 72 1 -0.992 -10004 10109 20041 20063 -103 102
c Northeast flux trap
c 70 1 -0.992 40035 20066 -10005 102 -103
c 71 2 -2.714296446 (40036 -40035 20066 -10005 102 -103
c (20040 -20041 20066 -10005 102 -103 ):(10004 -10005 -40036 20041 102
c -103 ):(20066 -20063 -40036 20041 102 -103
c 72 0 20063 -10004 -40036 20041 102 -103 fill=17
c Northwest flux trap
c 70 1 -0.992 40004 20040 -10005 102 -103
c 71 2 -2.714296446 (40003 -40004 20040 -10005 102 -103
c (20066 -20063 20040 -10005 102 -103 ):(10004 -10005 -40003 20063 10
c -103 ):(20040 -20041 -40003 20063 102 -103
c 72 0 20041 -10004 -40003 20063 102 -103 fill=15
73 1 -0.992 (10017 -10018 -20069 -20072 102 -103
(-10002 10001 20070 20071 102 -103 ):(10002 -20072 20070 -20067 102
-103 ):(20067 -20072 20065 -10017 102 -103 ):(-10017 20068 -20069
20071 102 -103 ):(-20068 -20066 10002 20071 102 -103
7301 1 -0.992 10018 -10019 -20069 -20072 120 -103
7302 1 -0.992 10020 -10001 20070 20071 120 -103
7303 1 -0.992 10001 -20072 -20070 20074 120 -103
7304 1 -0.992 20070 -20076 20072 -10018 120 -103
7305 1 -0.992 -10018 20069 -20073 20071 120 -103
7306 1 -0.992 -20069 -20071 10001 20075 120 -103
7307 1 -0.992 10018 -10019 -20069 -20072 102 -120
7308 1 -0.992 10020 -10001 20070 20071 102 -120
7309 1 -0.992 10001 -20072 -20070 20074 102 -120
7310 1 -0.992 20070 -20076 20072 -10018 102 -120
7311 1 -0.992 -10018 20069 -20073 20071 102 -120
7312 1 -0.992 -20069 -20071 10001 20075 102 -120
74 1 -0.992 (-10017 -20040 20039 10002 102 -103 -20065 20066
(20047 -20048 -10017 20066 102 -103 ):(-20065 20031 -20032 10002
-103 102 )
75 1 -0.992 (-20022 20021 -10017 -20047 20040 -103 102
(-20022 20021 -20039 20032 -103 102 ):(20021 -20022 20067 -20031
-103 102 )
76 1 -0.992 (-10017 20013 -20014 20048 -103 102 -20068
(-20014 20013 -20047 20040 -103 102 ):(20013 -20014 -20039 20032
-103 102 ):(-20014 20013 20067 10002 -20031 -103 102
77 1 -0.992 (10002 -20006 20005 -20039 20032 -103 102 ):
(-20006 20005 20040 -20047 -103 102 ):(-20006 20005 20048 10002
-20068 20032 -103 102 )
78 1 -0.992 (-10014 10013 -20065 20032 20022 -20039 102 -103
(-10014 10013 20040 -20021 20014 -20047 -103 102
(-10014 10013 20048 -20013 -20068 20006 -103 102
79 1 -0.992 (-10010 10009 -20065 20067 20022 -20031 -103 102
(-10010 10009 20032 -20021 20014 -20039 -103 102
(-10010 10009 20040 -20013 20006 -20047 -103 102
(-10010 10009 20048 -20005 -20068 20066 -103 102
80 1 -0.992 (-10006 10005 -20021 20067 20014 -20031 -103 102
(-20013 20032 -10006 10005 20006 -20039 -103 102 )
(-10006 10005 -20047 20066 -20005 20040 -103 102
82 4 -1.85 (-106 20075 -10020 20074 -103 102 ):(-106 -20074 102 -103
):(-106 20076 20074 102 -103 ):(-106 -20075 -20073 102 -103 )
(-106 20073 -10019 102 -103 ):(10019 -20076 -106 102 -103 ):
(20074 -20070 20072 -20076 102 -103 ):(10020 -10001 20074 -20070 102
180
-103 ):(20069 -20073 20075 -20071 102 -103 ):
(20072 -20076 10018 -10019 102 -103 ):(10018 -10019 20069 -20073 102
-103 ) :(10020 -10001 20075 -20071 102 -103)
83 4 -1.85 106 -105 102 -103
84 1 -0.992 105 -107 102 -103
85 1 -0.992 -107 101 -102
86 1 -0.992 -107 103 -104
c South fuel, row 2
87 1 -0.992 -50002 u=1
88 2 -2.714296 50002 -50003 u=1
89 111 -17.2 50003 -50004 u=1
90 2 -2.714296 50004 -50005 u=1
91 1 -0.992 50005 -50006 u=1
92 2 -2.714296 50006 -50007 u=1
93 111 -17.2 50007 -50008 u=1
94 2 -2.714296 50008 -50009 u=1
95 1 -0.992 50009 -50010 u=1
96 2 -2.714296 50010 -50011 u=1
111 -17.2 50011 -50012 u=1
2 -2.714296 50012 -50013 u=1
1 -0.992 50013 -50014 u=1
2 -2.714296 50014 -50015 u=1
111 -17.2 50015 -50016 u=1
2 -2.714296 50016 -50017 u=1
1 -0.992 50017 -50018 u=1
2 -2.714296 50018 -50019 u=1
111 -17.2 50019 -50020 u=1
2 -2.714296 50020 -50021 u=1
1 -0.992 50021 -50022 u=1
2 -2.714296 50022 -50023 u=1
111 -17.2 50023 -50024 u=1
2 -2.714296 50024 -50025 u=1
1 -0.992 50025 -50026 u=1
2 -2.714296 50026 -50027 u=1
111 -17.2 50027 -50028 u=1
2 -2.714296 50028 -50029 u=1
115 1
c North
116 1
117 2
118 11
119 2
120 1
121 2
122 11
123 2
124 1
125 2
11
2
1
2
11
2
1
2
11
2
1
2
11
2
-0.992 50029 u=1
fuel, row 2
-0.992 -50102 u=2
-2.714296 50102 -50103 u=2
5 -17.2 50103 -50104 u=2
-2.714296 50104 -50105 u=2
-0.992 50105 -50106 u=2
-2.714296 50106 -50107 u=2
5 -17.2 50107 -50108 u=2
-2.714296 50108 -50109 u=2
-0.992 50109 -50110 u=2
-2.714296
5 -17.2
-2.714296
-0.992 501
-2.714296
5 -17.2
-2.714296
-0.992 501
-2.714296
5 -17.2
-2.714296
-0.992 501
-2.714296
5 -17.2
-2.714296
50110 -50111 u=2
50111 -50112 u=2
50112 -50113 u=2
13 -50114 u=2
50114 -50115 u=2
50115 -50116 u=2
50116 -50117 u=2
17 -50118 u=2
50118 -50119 u=2
50119 -50120 u=2
50120 -50121 u=2
21 -50122 u=2
50122 -50123 u=2
50123 -50124 u=2
50124 -50125 u=2
1 -0.992 50125 -50126 u=2
181
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141 2 -2.714296 50126 -50127 u=2
142 115 -17.2 50127 -50128 u=2
143 2 -2.714296 50128 -50129 u=2
144 1 -0.992 50129 u=2
c South Fuel, row 1
145 1 -0.992 -50202 u=3
146 2 -2.714296 50202 -50203 u=3
147 102 -17.2 50203 -50204 u=3
148 2 -2.714296 50204 -50205 u=3
149 1 -0.992 50205 -50206 u=3
150 2 -2.714296 50206 -50207 u=3
151 102 -17.2 50207 -50208 u=3
152 2 -2.714296 50208 -50209 u=3
153 1 -0.992 50209 -50210 u=3
154 2 -2.714296 50210 -50211 u=3
155 102 -17.2 50211 -50212 u=3
156 2 -2.714296 50212 -50213 u=3
157 1 -0.992 50213 -50214 u=3
158 2 -2.714296 50214 -50215 u=3
159 102 -17.2 50215 -50216 u=3
160 2 -2.714296 50216 -50217 u=3
161 1 -0.992 50217 -50218 u=3
162 2 -2.714296 50218 -50219 u=3
163 102 -17.2 50219 -50220 u=3
164 2 -2.714296 50220 -50221 u=3
165 1 -0.992 50221 -50222 u=3
166 2 -2.714296 50222 -50223 u=3
167 102 -17.2 50223 -50224 u=3
168 2 -2.714296 50224 -50225 u=3
169 1 -0.992 50225 -50226 u=3
170 2 -2.714296 50226 -50227 u=3
171 102 -17.2 50227 -50228 u=3
172 2 -2.714296 50228 -50229 u=3
173 1 -0.992 50229 u=3
c North Fuel, row 1
174 1 -0.992 -50302 u=4
175 2 -2.714296 50302 -50303 u=4
176 3 -17.2 50303 -50304 u=4
177 2 -2.714296 50304 -50305 u=4
178 1 -0.992 50305 -50306 u=4
179 2 -2.714296 50306 -50307 u=4
180 3 -17.2 50307 -50308 u=4
181 2 -2.714296 50308 -50309 u=4
182 1 -0.992 50309 -50310 u=4
183 2 -2.714296 50310 -50311 u=4
184 3 -17.2 50311 -50312 u=4
185 2 -2.714296 50312 -50313 u=4
186 1 -0.992 50313 -50314 u=4
187 2 -2.714296 50314 -50315 u=4
188 3 -17.2 50315 -50316 u=4
189 2 -2.714296 50316 -50317 u=4
190 1 -0.992 50317 -50318 u=4
191 2 -2.714296 50318 -50319 u=4
192 3 -17.2 50319 -50320 u=4
193 2 -2.714296 50320 -50321 u=4
194 1 -0.992 50321 -50322 u=4
195 2 -2.714296 50322 -50323 u=4
196 3 -17.2 50323 -50324 u=4
197 2 -2.714296 50324 -50325 u=4
198 1 -0.992 50325 -50326 u=4
199 2 -2.714296 50326 -50327 u=4
200 3 -17.2 50327 -50328 u=4
201 2 -2.714296 50328 -50329 u=4
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202 1 -0.992 50329 u=4
c north fuel, row 3
203 1 -0.992 50402 u=5
204 2 -2.714296 -50402 50403 u=5
205 119 -17.2 -50403 50404 u=5
206 2 -2.714296 -50404 50405 u=5
207 1 -0.992 -50405 50406 u=5
208 2 -2.714296 -50406 50407 u=5
209 119 -17.2 -50407 50408 u=5
210 2 -2.714296 -50408 50409 u=5
211 1 -0.992 -50409 50410 u=5
212 2 -2.714296 -50410 50411 u=5
213 119 -17.2 -50411 50412 u=5
214 2 -2.714296 -50412 50413 u=5
215 1 -0.992 -50413 50414 u=5
216 2 -2.714296 -50414 50415 u=5
217 119 -17.2 -50415 50416 u=5
218 2 -2.714296 -50416 50417 u=5
219 1 -0.992 -50417 50418 u=5
220 2 -2.714296 -50418 50419 u=5
221 119 -17.2 -50419 50420 u=5
222 2 -2.714296 -50420 50421 u=5
223 1 -0.992 -50421 50422 u=5
224 2 -2.714296 -50422 50423 u=5
225 119 -17.2 -50423 50424 u=5
226 2 -2.714296 -50424 50425 u=5
227 1 -0.992 -50425 50426 u=5
228 2 -2.714296 -50426 50427 u=5
229 119 -17.2 -50427 50428 u=5
230 2 -2.714296 -50428 50429 u=5
231 1 -0.992 -50429 u=5
c South fuel, row 3
232 1 -0.992 50502 u=6
233 2 -2.714296 -50502 50503 u=6
234 127 -17.2 -50503 50504 u=6
235 2 -2.714296 -50504 50505 u=6
236 1 -0.992 -50505 50506 u=6
237 2 -2.714296 -50506 50507 u=6
238 127 -17.2 -50507 50508 u=6
239 2 -2.714296 -50508 50509 u=6
240 1 -0.992 -50509 50510 u=6
241 2 -2.714296 -50510 50511 u=6
242 127 -17.2 -- 50511 50512 u=6
243 2 -2.714296 -50512 50513 u=6
244 1 -0.992 -50513 50514 u=6
245 2 -2.714296 -50514 50515 u=6
246 127 -17.2 -50515 50516 u=6
247 2 -2.714296 -50516 50517 u=6
248 1 -0.992 -50517 50518 u=6
249 2 -2.714296 -50518 50519 u=6
250 127 -17.2 -50519 50520 u=6
251 2 -2.714296 -50520 50521 u=6
252 1 -0.992 -50521 50522 u=6
253 2 -2.714296 -50522 50523 u=6
254 127 -17.2 -50523 50524 u=6
255 2 -2.714296 -50524 50525 u=6
256 1 -0.992 -50525 50526 u=6
257 2 -2.714296 -50526 50527 u=6
258 127 -17.2 -50527 50528 u=6
259 2 -2.714296 -50528 50529 u=6
260 1 -0.992 -50529 u=6
c North fuel, row 4
261 1 -0.992 50602 u=7
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262 2 -2.714296 -50602 50603 u=7
263 120 -17.2 -50603 50604 u=7
264 2 -2.714296 -50604 50605 u=7
265 1 -0.992 -50605 50606 u=7
266 2 -2.714296 -50606 50607 u=7
267 120 -17.2 -50607 50608 u=7
268 2 -2.714296 -50608 50609 u=7
269 1 -0.992 -50609 50610 u=7
270 2 -2.714296 -50610 50611 u=7
271 120 -17.2 -50611 50612 u=7
272 2 -2.714296 -50612 50613 u=7
273 1 -0.992 -50613 50614 u=7
274 2 -2.714296 -50614 50615 u=7
275 120 -17.2 -50615 50616 u=7
276 2 -2.714296 -50616 50617 u=7
277 1 -0.992 -50617 50618 u=7
278 2 -2.714296 -50618 50619 u=7
279 120 -17.2 -50619 50620 u=7
280 2 -2.714296 -50620 50621 u=7
281 1 -0.992 -50621 50622 u=7
282 2 -2.714296 -50622 50623 u=7
283 120 -17.2 -50623 50624 u=7
284 2 -2.714296 -50624 50625 u=7
285 1 -0.992 -50625 50626 u=7
286 2 -2.714296 -50626 50627 u=7
287 120 -17.2 -50627 50628 u=7
288 2 -2.714296 -50628 50629 u=7
289 1 -0.992 -50629 u=7
c South fuel, row 4
290 1 -0.992 50702 u=8
291 2 -2.714296 -50702 50703 u=8
292 3 -17.2 -50703 50704 u=8
293 2 -2.714296 -50704 50705 u=8
294 1 -0.992 -50705 50706 u=8
295 2 -2.714296 -50706 50707 u=8
296 3 -17.2 -50707 50708 u=8
297 2 -2.714296 -50708 50709 u=8
298 1 -0.992 -50709 50710 u=8
299 2 -2.714296 -50710 50711 u=8
300 3 -17.2 -50711 50712 u=8
301 2 -2.714296 -50712 50713 u=8
302 1 -0.992 -50713 50714 u=8
303 2 -2.714296 -50714 50715 u=8
304 3 -17.2 -50715 50716 u=8
305 2 -2.714296 -50716 50717 u=8
306 1 -0.992 -50717 50718 u=8
307 2 -2.714296 -50718 50719 u=8
308 3 -17.2 -50719 50720 u=8
309 2 -2.714296 -50720 50721 u=8
310 1 -0.992 -50721 50722 u=8
311 2 -2.714296 -50722 50723 u=8
312 3 -17.2 -50723 50724 u=8
313 2 -2.714296 -50724 50725 u=8
314 1 -0.992 -50725 50726 u=8
315 2 -2.714296 -50726 50727 u=8
316 3 -17.2 -50727 50728 u=8
317 2 -2.714296 -50728 50729 u=8
318 1 -0.992 -50729 u=8
C
319 1 -0.992 -60002 u=9
320 2 -2.714296 60002 -60003 u=9
321 112 -17.2 60003 -60004 u=9
322 2 -2.714296 60004 -60005 u=9
184
1 -0.992 60005 -60006 u=9
2 -2.714296 60006 -60007 u=9
112 -17.2 60007 -60008 u=9
2 -2.714296 60008 -60009 u=9
1 -0.992 60009 -60010 u=9
2 -2.714296 60010 -60011 u=9
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
60011 -60012 u=9
60012 -60013 u=9
13 -60014 u=9
60014 -60015 u=9
60015 -60016 u=9
60016 -60017 u=9
17 -60018 u=9
60018 -60019 u=9
60019 -60020 u=9
60020 -60021 u=9
21 -60022 u=9
60022 -60023 u=9
60023 -60024 u=9
60024 -60025 u=9
25 -60026 u=9
60026 -60027 u=9
60027 -60028 u=9
2 -2.714296 60028 -60029 u=9
1 -0.992 60029 u=9
1 -0.992 -60102 u=10
2 -2.714296 60102 -60103 u=10
116 -17.2 60103 -60104 u=10
2 -2.714296 60104 -60105 u=10
1 -0.992 60105 -60106 u=10
2 -2.714296 60106 -60107 u=10
116 -17.2 60107 -60108 u=10
2 -2.714296 60108 -60109 u=10
1 -0.992 60109 -60110 u=10
2 -2.714296 60110 -60111 u=10
16 -17.2
-2.714296
-0.992 6011
-2.714296
16 -17.2
-2.714296
-0.992 6011
-2.714296
16 -17.2
-2.714296
-0.992 6012
-2.714296
16 -17.2
-2.714296
-0.992 6012
-2.714296
16 -17.2
-2.714296
60111 -60112 u=10
60112 -60113 u=10
3 -60114 u=10
60114 -60115 u=10
60115 -60116 u=10
60116 -60117 u=10
7 -60118 u=10
60118 -60119 u=10
60119 -60120 u=10
60120 -60121 u=10
1 -60122 u=10
60122 -60123 u=10
60123 -60124 u=10
60124 -60125 u=10
5 -60126 u=10
60126 -60127 u=10
60127 -60128 u=10
60128 -60129 u=10
-0.992 60129 u=10
-0.992 -60202 u=11
-2.714296 60202 -60203
-17.2 60203 -60204
-2.714296 60204 -60205
-0.992 60205 -60206 u=11
-2.714296 60206 -60207
-17.2 60207 -60208 u
u=11
u=l
u=11
u=11
=11
185
112 -17.2
2 -2.714296
1 -0.992 600
2 -2.714296
112 -17.2
2 -2.714296
1 -0.992 600
2 -2.714296
112 -17.2
2 -2.714296
1 -0.992 600
2 -2.714296
112 -17.2
2 -2.714296
1 -0.992 600
2 -2.714296
112 -17.2
c
C
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
110
2
1
2
110
386 2 -2.714296 60208 -60209 u=11
387 1 -0.992 60209 -60210 u=11
388 2 -2.714296 60210 -60211 u=11
389 110 -17.2 60211 -60212 u=11
390 2 -2.714296 60212 -60213 u=11
391 1 -0.992 60213 -60214 u=11
392 2 -2.714296 60214 -60215 u=1l
393 110 -17.2 60215 -60216 u=11
394 2 -2.714296 60216 -60217 u=11
395 1 -0.992 60217 -60218 u=11
396 2 -2.714296 60218 -60219 u=11
397 110 -17.2 60219 -60220 u=1l
398 2 -2.714296 60220 -60221 u=11
399 1 -0.992 60221 -60222 u=11
400 2 -2.714296 60222 -60223 u=11
401 110 -17.2 60223 -60224 u=11
402 2 -2.714296 60224 -60225 u=11
403 1 -0.992 60225 -60226 u=11
404 2 -2.714296 60226 -60227 u=11
405 110 -17.2 60227 -60228 u=11
406 2 -2.714296 60228 -60229 u=11
407 1 -0.992 60229 u=11
c
408 1 -0.992 -60302 u=12
409 2 -2.714296 60302 -60303 u=12
410 2 -2.714296 60303 -60304 u=12
411 2 -2.714296 60304 -60305 u=12
412 1 -0.992 60305 -60306 u=12
413 2 -2.714296 60306 -60307 u=12
414 2 -2.714296 60307 -60308 u=12
415 2 -2.714296 60308 -60309 u=12
416 1 -0.992 60309 -60310 u=12
417 2 -2.714296 60310 -60311 u=12
418 2 -2.714296 60311 -60312 u=12
419 2 -2.714296 60312 -60313 u=12
420 1 -0.992 60313 -60314 u=12
421 2 -2.714296 60314 -60315 u=12
422 2 -2.714296 60315 -60316 u=12
423 2 -2.714296 60316 -60317 u=12
424 1 -0.992 60317 -60318 u=12
425 2 -2.714296 60318 -60319 u=12
426 2 -2.714296 60319 -60320 u=12
427 2 -2.714296 60320 -60321 u=12
428 1 -0.992 60321 -60322 u=12
429 2 -2.714296 60322 -60323 u=12
430 2 -2.714296 60323 -60324 u=12
431 2 -2.714296 60324 -60325 u=12
432 1 -0.992 60325 -60326 u=12
433 2 -2.714296 60326 -60327 u=12
434 2 -2.714296 60327 -60328 u=12
435 2 -2.714296 60328 -60329 u=12
436 1 -0.992 60329 u=12
c
437 1 -0.992 60402 u=13
438 2 -2.714296 -60402 60403 u=13
439 122 -17.2 -60403 60404 u=13
440 2 -2.714296 -60404 60405 u=13
441 1 -0.992 -60405 60406 u=13
442 2 -2.714296 -60406 60407 u=13
443 122 -17.2 -60407 60408 u=13
444 2 -2.714296 -60408 60409 u=13
445 1 -0.992 -60409 60410 u=13
446 2 -2.714296 -60410 60411 u=13
186
122 -17.2 -60411 60412 u=13
2 -2.714296 -60412 60413 u=13
1 -0.992 -60413 60414 u=13
447
448
449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478
479
480
481
482
483
484
485
486
487
488
489
490
491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498
499
500
501
502
503
504
505
506
507
-60414 60415 u=13
-60415 60416 u=13
-60416 60417 u=13
417 60418 u=13
-60418 60419 u=13
-60419 60420 u=13
-60420 60421 u=13
421 60422 u=13
-60422 60423 u=13
-60423 60424 u=13
-60424 60425 u=13
425 60426 u=13
-60426 60427 u=13
-60427 60428 u=13
-60428 60429 u=13
1 -0.992 -60429 u=13
1 -0.992 60502 u=14
2 -2.714296 -60502 60503 u=14
124 -17.2 -60503 60504 u=14
2 -2.714296 -60504 60505 u=14
1 -0.992 -60505 60506 u=14
2 -2.714296 -60506 60507 u=14
124 -17.2 -60507 60508 u=14
2 -2.714296 -60508 60509 u=14
1 -0.992 -60509 60510 u=14
2 -2.714296 -60510 60511 u=14
124 -17.2
2 -2.714296
1 -0.992 -605
2 -2.714296
124 -17.2
2 -2.714296
1 -0.992 -605
2 -2.714296
124 -17.2
2 -2.714296
1 -0.992 -605
2 -2.714296
124 -17.2
2 -2.714296
1 -0.992 -605
2 -2.714296
124 -17.2
2 -2.714296
-60511 60512 u=14
-60512 60513 u=14
13 60514 u=14
-60514 60515 u=14
-60515 60516 u=14
-60516 60517 u=14
17 60518 u=14
-60518 60519 u=14
-60519 60520 u=14
-60520 60521 u=14
21 60522 u=14
-60522 60523 u=14
-60523 60524 u=14
-60524 60525 u=14
25 60526 u=14
-60526 60527 u=14
-60527 60528 u=14
-60528 60529 u=14
1 -0.992 -60529 u=14
-0.992 60602 u=15
-2.714296 -60602 60603 u=15
-17.2 -60603 60604 u=15
-2.714296 -60604 60605 u=15
-0.992 -60605 60606 u=15
-2.714296 -60606 60607 u=15
-17.2 -60607 60608 u=15
-2.714296 -60608 60609 u=15
-0.992 -60609 60610 u=15
-2.714296 -60610 60611 u=15
-17.2 -60611 60612 u=15
-2.714296 -60612 60613 u=15
-0.992 -60613 60614 u=15
187
2 -2.714296
122 -17.2
2 -2.714296
1 -0.992 -60
2 -2.714296
122 -17.2
2 -2.714296
1 -0.992 -60
2 -2.714296
122 -17.2
2 -2.714296
1 -0.992 -60
2 -2.714296
122 -17.2
2 -2.714296
c
c
508 2 -2.714296 -60614 60615 u=15
509 3 -17.2 -60615 60616 u=15
510 2 -2.714296 -60616 60617 u=15
511 1 -0.992 -60617 60618 u=15
512 2 -2.714296 -60618 60619 u=15
513 3 -17.2 -60619 60620 u=15
514 2 -2.714296 -60620 60621 u=15
515 1 -0.992 -60621 60622 u=15
516 2 -2.714296 -60622 60623 u=15
517 3 -17.2 -60623 60624 u=15
518 2 -2.714296 -60624 60625 u=15
519 1 -0.992 -60625 60626 u=15
520 2 -2.714296 -60626 60627 u=15
521 3 -17.2 -60627 60628 u=15
522 2 -2.714296 -60628 60629 u=15
523 1 -0.992 -60629 u=15
c
524 1 -0.992 60702 u=16
525 2 -2.714296 -60702 60703 u=16
526 114 -17.2 -60703 60704 u=16
527 2 -2.714296 -60704 60705 u=16
528 1 -0.992 -60705 60706 u=16
529 2 -2.714296 -60706 60707 u=16
530 114 -17.2 -60707 60708 u=16
531 2 -2.714296 -60708 60709 u=16
532 1 -0.992 -60709 60710 u=16
533 2 -2.714296 -60710 60711 u=16
534 114 -17.2 -60711 60712 u=16
535 2 -2.714296 -60712 60713 u=16
536 1 -0.992 -60713 60714 u=16
537 2 -2.714296 -60714 60715 u=16
538 114 -17.2 -60715 60716 u=16
539 2 -2.714296 -60716 60717 u=16
540 1 -0.992 -60717 60718 u=16
541 2 -2.714296 -60718 60719 u=16
542 114 -17.2 -60719 60720 u=16
543 2 -2.714296 -60720 60721 u=16
544 1 -0.992 -60721 60722 u=16
545 2 -2.714296 -60722 60723 u=16
546 114 -17.2 -60723 60724 u=16
547 2 -2.714296 -60724 60725 u=16
548 1 -0.992 -60725 60726 u=16
549 2 -2.714296 -60726 60727 u=16
550 114 -17.2 -60727 60728 u=16
551 2 -2.714296 -60728 60729 u=16
552 1 -0.992 -60729 u=16
c
553 1 -0.992 -60802 u=17
554 2 -2.714296 60802 -60803 u=17
555 125 -17.2 60803 -60804 u=17
556 2 -2.714296 60804 -60805 u=17
557 1 -0.992 60805 -60806 u=17
558 2 -2.714296 60806 -60807 u=17
5508 125 -17.2 60807 -60808 u=17
559 2 -2.714296 60808 -60809 u=17
560 1 -0.992 60809 -60810 u=17
561 2 -2.714296 60810 -60811 u=17
562 125 -17.2 60811 -60812 u=17
563 2 -2.714296 60812 -60813 u=17
564 1 -0.992 60813 -60814 u=17
565 2 -2.714296 60814 -60815 u=17
566 125 -17.2 60815 -60816 u=17
567 2 -2.714296 60816 -60817 u=17
188
568
569
570
571
572
573
574
575
576
577
578
579
580
581
582
583
584
585
586
587
588
589
590
591
592
593
594
595
596
597
598
599
600
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
2 -2.714296
107 -17.2
2 -2.714296
1 -0.992 6091
2 -2.714296
107 -17.2
2 -2.714296
1 -0.992 6091
2 -2.714296
107 -17.2
2 -2.714296
1 -0.992 6092
2 -2.714296
107 -17.2
2 -2.714296
1 -0.992 6092
2 -2.714296
107 -17.2
60910 -60911 u=18
60911 -60912 u=18
60912 -60913 u=18
3 -60914 u=18
60914 -60915 u=18
60915 -60916 u=18
60916 -60917 u=18
7 -60918 u=18
60918 -60919 u=18
60919 -60920 u=18
60920 -60921 u=18
1 -60922 u=18
60922 -60923 u=18
60923 -60924 u=18
60924 -60925 u=18
5 -60926 u=18
60926 -60927 u=18
60927 -60928 u=18
608 2 -2.714296 60928 -60929 u=18
609 1 -0.992 60929 u=18
c
1 -0.992 -61002 u=19
2 -2.714296 61002 -61003 u=19
101 -17.2 61003 -61004 u=19
2 -2.714296 61004 -61005 u=19
1 -0.992 61005 -61006 u=19
2 -2.714296 61006 -61007 u=19
101 -17.2 61007 -61008 u=19
2 -2.714296 61008 -61009 u=19
1 -0.992 61009 -61010 u=19
2 -2.714296 61010 -61011 u=19
101 -17.2 61011 -61012 u=19
2 -2.714296 61012 -61013 u=19
1 -0.992 61013 -61014 u=19
2 -2.714296 61014 -61015 u=19
101 -17.2 61015 -61016 u=19
2 -2.714296 61016 -61017 u=19
1 -0.992 61017 -61018 u=19
2 -2.714296 61018 -61019 u=19
101 -17.2 61019 -61020 u=19
189
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
c
-0.992 60817 -60818 u=17
-2.714296 60818 -60819 u=17
25 -17.2 60819 -60820 u=17
-2.714296 60820 -60821 u=17
-0.992 60821 -60822 u=17
-2.714296 60822 -60823 u=17
25 -17.2 60823 -60824 u=17
-2.714296 60824 -60825 u=17
-0.992 60825 -60826 u=17
-2.714296 60826 -60827 u=17
25 -17.2 60827 -60828 u=17
-2.714296 60828 -60829 u=17
-0.992 60829 u=17
-0.992 -60902 u=18
-2.714296 60902 -60903 u=18
07 -17.2 60903 -60904 u=18
-2.714296 60904 -60905 u=18
-0.992 60905 -60906 u=18
-2.714296 60906 -60907 u=18
07 -17.2 60907 -60908 u=18
-2.714296 60908 -60909 u=18
-0.992 60909 -60910 u=18
610
611
612
613
614
615
616
617
618
619
620
621
622
623
624
625
626
627
628
629 2 -2.714296 61020 -61021 u=19
630 1 -0.992 61021 -61022 u=19
631 2 -2.714296 61022 -61023 u=19
632 101 -17.2 61023 -61024 u=19
633 2 -2.714296 61024 -61025 u=19
634 1 -0.992 61025 -61026 u=19
635 2 -2.714296 61026 -61027 u=19
636 101 -17.2 61027 -61028 u=19
637 2 -2.714296 61028 -61029 u=19
638 1 -0.992 61029 u=19
C
639 1 -0.992 -61102 u=20
640 2 -2.714296 61102 -61103 u=20
641 3 -17.2 61103 -61104 u=20
642 2 -2.714296 61104 -61105 u=20
643 1 -0.992 61105 -61106 u=20
644 2 -2.714296 61106 -61107 u=20
645 3 -17.2 61107 -61108 u=20
646 2 -2.714296 61108 -61109 u=20
647 1 -0.992 61109 -61110 u=20
648 2 -2.714296 61110 -61111 u=20
649 3 -17.2 61111 -61112 u=20
650 2 -2.714296 61112 -61113 u=20
651 1 -0.992 61113 -61114 u=20
652 2 -2.714296 61114 -61115 u=20
653 3 -17.2 61115 -61116 u=20
654 2 -2.714296 61116 -61117 u=20
655 1 -0.992 61117 -61118 u=20
656 2 -2.714296 61118 -61119 u=20
657 3 -17.2 61119 -61120 u=20
658 2 -2.714296 61120 -61121 u=20
659 1 -0.992 61121 -61122 u=20
660 2 -2.714296 61122 -61123 u=20
661 3 -17.2 61123 -61124 u=20
662 2 -2.714296 61124 -61125 u=20
663 1 -0.992 61125 -61126 u=20
664 2 -2.714296 61126 -61127 u=20
665 3 -17.2 61127 -61128 u=20
666 2 -2.714296 61128 -61129 u=20
667 1 -0.992 61129 u=20
c
668 1 -0.992 61202 u=21
669 2 -2.714296 -61202 61203 u=21
670 121 -17.2 -61203 61204 u=21
671 2 -2.714296 -61204 61205 u=21
672 1 -0.992 -61205 61206 u=21
673 2 -2.714296 -61206 61207 u=21
674 121 -17.2 -61207 61208 u=21
675 2 -2.714296 -61208 61209 u=21
676 1 -0.992 -61209 61210 u=21
677 2 -2.714296 -61210 61211 u=21
678 121 -17.2 -61211 61212 u=21
679 2 -2.714296 -61212 61213 u=21
680 1 -0.992 -61213 61214 u=21
681 2 -2.714296 -61214 61215 u=21
682 121 -17.2 -61215 61216 u=21
683 2 -2.714296 -61216 61217 u=21
684 1 -0.992 -61217 61218 u=21
685 2 -2.714296 -61218 61219 u=21
686 121 -17.2 -61219 61220 u=21
687 2 -2.714296 -61220 61221 u=21
688 1 -0.992 -61221 61222 u=21
689 2 -2.714296 -61222 61223 u=21
190
C690
691
692
693
694
695
696
697
698
699
700
701
702
703
704
705
706
707
708
709
710
711
712
713
714
715
716
717
718
719
720
721
722
723
724
725
726
727
728
729
730
731
732
733
734
735
736
737
738
739
740
741
742
743
744
745
746
747
748
749
750
-61310 61311 u=22
-61311 61312 u=22
-61312 61313 u=22
13 61314 u=22
-61314 61315 u=22
-61315 61316 u=22
-61316 61317 u=22
17 61318 u=22
-61318 61319 u=22
-61319 61320 u=22
-61320 61321 u=22
21 61322 u=22
-61322 61323 u=22
-61323 61324 u=22
-61324 61325 u=22
25 61326 u=22
-61326 61327 u=22
-61327 61328 u=22
-61328 61329 u=22
1 -0.992 -61329 u=22
1 -0.992 61402 u=23
2 -2.714296 -61402 61403 u=23
109 -17.2 -61403 61404 u=23
2 -2.714296 -61404 61405 u=23
1 -0.992 -61405 61406 u=23
2 -2.714296 -61406 61407 u=23
109 -17.2 -61407 61408 u=23
2 -2.714296 -61408 61409 u=23
1 -0.992 -61409 61410 u=23
2 -2.714296 -61410 61411 u=23
109 -17.2 -61411 61412 u=23
2 -2.714296 -61412 61413 u=23
1 -0.992 -61413 61414 u=23
2 -2.714296 -61414 61415 u=23
109 -17.2 -61415 61416 u=23
2 -2.714296 -61416 61417 u=23
1 -0.992 -61417 61418 u=23
2 -2.714296 -61418 61419 u=23
109 -17.2 -61419 61420 u=23
2 -2.714296 -61420 61421 u=23
1 -0.992 -61421 61422 u=23
2 -2.714296 -61422 61423 u=23
109 -17.2 -61423 61424 u=23
2 -2.714296 -61424 61425 u=23
1 -0.992 -61425 61426 u=23
191
2 -2.714296
104 -17.2
2 -2.714296
1 -0.992 -613
2 -2.714296
104 -17.2
2 -2.714296
1 -0.992 -613
2 -2.714296
104 -17.2
2 -2.714296
1 -0.992 -613
2 -2.714296
104 -17.2
2 -2.714296
1 -0.992 -613
2 -2.714296
104 -17.2
2 -2.714296
c
121 -17.2 -61223 61224 u=21
2 -2.714296 -61224 61225 u=21
1 -0.992 -61225 61226 u=21
2 -2.714296 -61226 61227 u=21
121 -17.2 -61227 61228 u=21
2 -2.714296 -61228 61229 u=21
1 -0.992 -61229 u=21
1 -0.992 61302 u=22
2 -2.714296 -61302 61303 u=22
104 -17.2 -61303 61304 u=22
2 -2.714296 -61304 61305 u=22
1 -0.992 -61305 61306 u=22
2 -2.714296 -61306 61307 u=22
104 -17.2 -61307 61308 u=22
2 -2.714296 -61308 61309 u=22
1 -0.992 -61309 61310 u=22
751 2 -2.714296 -61426 61427 u=23
752 109 -17.2 -61427 61428 u=23
753 2 -2.714296 -61428 61429 u=23
754 1 -0.992 -61429 u=23
c
755 1 -0.992 61502 u=24
756 2 -2.714296 -61502 61503 u=24
757 3 -17.2 -61503 61504 u=24
758 2 -2.714296 -61504 61505 u=24
759 1 -0.992 -61505 61506 u=24
760 2 -2.714296 -61506 61507 u=24
761 3 -17.2 -61507 61508 u=24
762 2 -2.714296 -61508 61509 u=24
763 1 -0.992 -61509 61510 u=24
764 2 -2.714296 -61510 61511 u=24
765 3 -17.2 -61511 61512 u=24
766 2 -2.714296 -61512 61513 u=24
767 1 -0.992 -61513 61514 u=24
768 2 -2.714296 -61514 61515 u=24
769 3 -17.2 -61515 61516 u=24
770 2 -2.714296 -61516 61517 u=24
771 1 -0.992 -61517 61518 u=24
772 2 -2.714296 -61518 61519 u=24
773 3 -17.2 -61519 61520 u=24
774 2 -2.714296 -61520 61521 u=24
775 1 -0.992 -61521 61522 u=24
776 2 -2.714296 -61522 61523 u=24
777 3 -17.2 -61523 61524 u=24
778 2 -2.714296 -61524 61525 u=24
779 1 -0.992 -61525 61526 u=24
780 2 -2.714296 -61526 61527 u=24
781 3 -17.2 -61527 61528 u=24
782 2 -2.714296 -61528 61529 u=24
783 1 -0.992 -61529 u=24
c South Fuel, row 1, DUPLICATE COPY FOR ASSM5
784 1 -0.992 -50202 u=305
785 2 -2.714296 50202 -50203 u=305
786 108 -17.2 50203 -50204 u=305
787 2 -2.714296 50204 -50205 u=305
788 1 -0.992 50205 -50206 u=305
789 2 -2.714296 50206 -50207 u=305
790 108 -17.2 50207 -50208 u=305
791 2 -2.714296 50208 -50209 u=305
792 1 -0.992 50209 -50210 u=305
793 2 -2.714296 50210 -50211 u=305
794 108 -17.2 50211 -50212 u=305
795 2 -2.714296 50212 -50213 u=305
796 1 -0.992 50213 -50214 u=305
797 2 -2.714296 50214 -50215 u=305
798 108 -17.2 50215 -50216 u=305
799 2 -2.714296 50216 -50217 u=305
800 1 -0.992 50217 -50218 u=305
801 2 -2.714296 50218 -50219 u=305
802 108 -17.2 50219 -50220 u=305
803 2 -2.714296 50220 -50221 u=305
804 1 -0.992 50221 -50222 u=305
805 2 -2.714296 50222 -50223 u=305
806 108 -17.2 50223 -50224 u=305
807 2 -2.714296 50224 -50225 u=305
808 1 -0.992 50225 -50226 u=305
809 2 -2.714296 50226 -50227 u=305
810 108 -17.2 50227 -50228 u=305
811 2 -2.714296 50228 -50229 u=305
192
812 1
c Duplicate
813 1
814 2
815 11
816 2
817 1
818 2
819 11
820 2
821 1
2
11
2
1
2
11
2
1
2
11
2
1
2
11
2
1
2
2
-0.992 50229 u=305
of u=11 for assembly 13
-0.992 -60202 u=113
-2.714296 60202 -60203 u=113
7 -17.2 60203 -60204 u=113
-2.714296 60204 -60205 u=113
-0.992 60205 -60206 u=113
-2.714296 60206 -60207 u=113
7 -17.2 60207 -60208 u=113
-2.714296 60208 -60209 u=113
-0.992 60209 -60210 u=113
-2.714296 60210 -60211 u=113
7 -17.2 60211 -60212 u=113
-2.714296 60212 -60213 u=113
-0.992 60213 -60214 u=113
-2.714296 60214 -60215 u=113
7 -17.2 60215 -60216 u=113
-2.714296 60216 -60217 u=113
-0.992 60217 -60218 u=113
-2.714296 60218 -60219 u=113
7 -17.2 60219 -60220 u=113
-2.714296 60220 -60221 u=113
-0.992 60221 -60222 u=113
-2.714296 60222 -60223 u=113
7 -17.2 60223 -60224 u=113
-2.714296 60224 -60225 u=113
-0.992 60225 -60226 u=113
-2.714296 60226 -60227 u=113
7 -17.2 60227 -60228 u=113
-2.714296 60228 -60229 u=113
822
823
824
825
826
827
828
829
830
831
832
833
834
835
836
837
838
839
840
841
c Dupli
842
843
844
845
846
847
848
849
850
851
1 -0.992 60229 u=113
cate of 19 for ASSM19
1 -0.992 -61002 u=119
2 -2.714296 61002 -61003 u=119
118 -17.2 61003 -61004 u=119
2 -2.714296 61004 -61005 u=119
1 -0.992 61005 -61006 u=119
2 -2.714296 61006 -61007 u=119
118 -17.2 61007 -61008 u=119
2 -2.714296 61008 -61009 u=119
1 -0.992 61009 -61010 u=119
852 1
853 2
854 1
855 2
856 1
857 2
858 1
859 2
860 1
861 2
862 1
863 2
864 1
865 2
866 1
867 2
868 1
869 2
870 1
c Duplicate
871 1
2 -2.714296
1
1
1
1
1
8 -17.2
-2.714296
-0.992 610
-2.714296
8 -17.2
-2.714296
-0.992 610
-2.714296
8 -17.2
-2.714296
-0.992 610
-2.714296
8 -17.2
-2.714296
-0.992 610
-2.714296
8 -17.2
61010 -61011 u=119
61011 -61012 u=119
61012 -61013 u=119
13 -61014 u=119
61014 -61015 u=119
61015 -61016 u=119
61016 -61017 u=119
17 -61018 u=119
61018 -61019 u=119
61019 -61020 u=119
61020 -61021 u=119
21 -61022 u=119
61022 -61023 u=119
61023 -61024 u=119
61024 -61025 u=119
25 -61026 u=119
61026 -61027 u=119
61027 -61028 u=119
-2.714296 61028 -61029 u=119
-0.992 61029 u=119
of u=23 for ASSM 21
-0.992 61402 u=221
193
2 -2.714296 -61402 61403 u=221
126 -17.2 -61403 61404 u=221
2 -2.714296 -61404 61405 u=221
1 -0.992 -61405 61406 u=221
2 -2.714296 -61406 61407 u=221
126 -17.2 -61407 61408 u=221
2 -2.714296 -61408 61409 u=221
1 -0.992 -61409 61410 u=221
2 -2.714296 -61410 61411 u=221
126 -17.2 -61411 61412 u=221
2 -2.714296 -61412 61413 u=221
1 -0.992 -61413 61414 u=221
2 -2.714296 -61414 61415 u=221
872
873
874
875
876
877
878
879
880
881
882
883
884
885
886
887
888
889
890
891
892
893
894
895
896
897
898
899
900
901
902
903
904
905
906
907
908
-61415 61416 u=221
-61416 61417 u=221
417 61418 u=221
-61418 61419 u=221
-61419 61420 u=221
-61420 61421 u=221
421 61422 u=221
-61422 61423 u=221
-61423 61424 u=221
-61424 61425 u=221
425 61426 u=221
-61426 61427 u=221
-61427 61428 u=221
-61428 61429 u=221
1 -0.992 -61429 u=221
1 -0.992 60502 u=123
2 -2.714296 -60502 60503 u=123
113 -17.2 -60503 60504 u=123
2 -2.714296 -60504 60505 u=123
1 -0.992 -60505 60506 u=123
2 -2.714296 -60506 60507 u=123
113 -17.2 -60507 60508 u=123
2 -2.714296 -60508 60509 u=123
1 -0.992 -60509 60510 u=123
909 2 -2.714296
113 -17.2
2 -2.71429
1 -0.992 -6
2 -2.714296
113 -17.2
2 -2.714296
1 -0.992 -6
2 -2.714296
113 -17.2
2 -2.714296
1 -0.992 -6
2 -2.714296
113 -17.2
2 -2.714296
1 -0.992 -6
2 -2.714296
113 -17.2
2 -2.714296
-60510 60511 u=123
-60511 60512 u=123
6 -60512 60513 u=123
0513 60514 u=123
-60514 60515 u=123
-60515 60516 u=123
-60516 60517 u=123
0517 60518 u=123
-60518 60519 u=123
-60519 60520 u=123
-60520 60521 u=123
0521 60522 u=123
-60522 60523 u=123
-60523 60524 u=123
-60524 60525 u=123
0525 60526 u=123
-60526 60527 u=123
-60527 60528 u=123
-60528 60529 u=123
928 1 -0.992 -60529 u=123
c North fuel, row 4 duplicate of u=7 for ASSM24
929 1 -0.992 50602 u=724
930 2 -2.714296 -50602 50603 u=724
931 123 -17.2 -50603 50604 u=724
932 2 -2.714296 -50604 50605 u=724
194
126 -17.2
2 -2.714296
1 -0.992 -61
2 -2.714296
126 -17.2
2 -2.714296
1 -0.992 -61
2 -2.714296
126 -17.2
2 -2.714296
1 -0.992 -61
2 -2.714296
126 -17.2
2 -2.714296
c
910
911
912
913
914
915
916
917
918
919
920
921
922
923
924
925
926
927
1 -0.992 -50605 50606 u=724
2 -2.714296 -50606 50607 u=724
123 -17.2 -50607 50608 u=724
2 -2.714296 -50608 50609 u=724
1 -0.992 -50609 50610 u=724
2 -2 -50610 50611 u=724
933
934
935
936
937
938
939
940
941
942
943
944
945
946
947
948
949
950
951
952
953
954
955
956
957
958
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
Surfaces o
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
-11.3562 $lower y edge of assembly
-10.3562
-10.2562
-5.428
-5.328
-5.128
-5.028
-0.2
-0.1
0.1
0.2
5.028
5.128
5.328
5.428
10.2562
10.3562
11.3562
12.009
-12.009
f flux traps represented by y planes
-6.93
-8.754
-1.602
-3.525
3.525
1.602
8.754
6.93
-6.83
-8.854
-1.702
-3.426
3.426
1.702
8.854
195
123 -17.2 -50611 50612 u=724
2 -2.714296 -50612 50613 u=724
1 -0.992 -50613 50614 u=724
2 -2.714296 -50614 50615 u=724
123 -17.2 -50615 50616 u=724
2 -2.714296 -50616 50617 u=724
1 -0.992 -50617 50618 u=724
2 -2.714296 -50618 50619 u=724
123 -17.2 -50619 50620 u=724
2 -2.714296 -50620 50621 u=724
1 -0.992 -50621 50622 u=724
2 -2.714296 -50622 50623 u=724
123 -17.2 -50623 50624 u=724
2 -2.714296 -50624 50625 u=724
1 -0.992 -50625 50626 u=724
2 -2.714296 -50626 50627 u=724
123 -17.2 -50627 50628 u=724
2 -2.714296 -50628 50629 u=724
1 -0.992 -50629 u=724
0 107 :104 :-101
10001
10002
10003
10004
10005
10006
10007
10008
10009
10010
10011
10012
10013
10014
10015
10016
10017
10018
10019
10020
c
10101
10102
10103
10104
10105
10106
10107
10108
10109
10110
10111
10112
10113
10114
10115
10116
c Diagona
20004
20005
20006
20007
20012
20013
20014
20015
20020
20021
20022
20023
20030
20031
20032
20033
20038
20039
20040
20041
20046
20047
20048
20049
20061
20062
20063
20064
20065
20066
20067
20068
20069
20070
20071
20072
20073
20074
20075
20076
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
120
c Addi
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
c
40001
40002
tional
py 6.83
L surfaces of assembly boxes
p -1.732050808 1 0 -10.856
p -1.732050808 1 0 -10.656
p -1.732050808 1 0 -10.256
p -1.732050808 1 0 -10.056
p -1.732050808 1 0 -0.4
p -1.732050808 1 0 -0.2
p -1.732050808 1 0 0.2
p -1.732050808 1 0 0.4
p -1.732050808 1 0 10.056
p -1.732050808 1 0 10.256
p -1.732050808 1 0 10.656
p -1.732050808 1 0 10.856
p 1.732050808 1 0 -10.856
p 1.732050808 1 0 -10.656
p 1.732050808 1 0 -10.256
p 1.732050808 1 0 -10.056
p 1.732050808 1 0 -0.4
p 1.732050808 1 0 -0.2
p 1.732050808 1 0 0.2
p 1.732050808 1 0 0.4
p 1.732050808 1 0 10.056
p 1.732050808 1 0 10.256
p 1.732050808 1 0 10.656
p 1.732050808 1 0 10.856
p 1.732050808 1 0 20.512
p 1.732050808 1 0 -20.512
p -1.732050808 1 0 -20.512
p -1.732050808 1 0 20.512
p -1.732050808 1 0 20.712
p -1.732050808 1 0 -20.712
p 1.732050808 1 0 -20.712
p 1.732050808 1 0 20.712
p 1.732050808 1 0 22.712
p 1.732050808 1 0 -22.712
p -1.732050808 1 0 -22.712
p -1.732050808 1 0 22.712
p 1.732050808 1 0 23.712
p 1.732050808 1 0 -22.712
p -1.732050808 1 0 -22.712
p -1.732050808 1 0 22.712
pz 0
pz 50
pz 110
pz 160
cz 31
cz 16
cz 41
pz 72.8
axial sections for axial power shape
pz 56
pz 62
pz 68
pz 74
pz 80
pz 86
pz 92
pz 98
pz 104
This section reserved for planes which define rotated assemblies
p -1.732050808 1 0 -13.86
p -1.732050808 1 0 -13.66
196
40003
40004
40005
40006
40007
40008
40011
40012
40013
40014
40015
40016
40017
40018
40021
40022
40023
40024
40025
40026
40027
40028
40031
40032
40033
40034
40035
40036
40037
40038
c
50001
50002
50003
50004
50005
50006
50007
50008
50009
50010
50011
50012
50013
50014
50015
50016
50017
50018
50019
50020
50021
50022
50023
50024
50025
50026
50027
50028
50029
50030
c
50101
p -1.732050808 3
p -1.732050808 3
p -1.732050808 3
p -1.732050808 3
p -1.732050808 3
p -1.732050808 3
p -1.732050808 ]
p -1.732050808 ]
p -1.732050808 ]
p -1.732050808 ]
p -1.732050808 ]
p -1.732050808 3
p -1.732050808 3
p -1.732050808 1
p 1.732050808 1
p 1.732050808 1
p 1.732050808 1
p 1.732050808 1
p 1.732050808 1
p 1.732050808 1
p 1.732050808 1
p 1.732050808 1
p 1.732050808 1
p 1.732050808 1
p 1.732050808 1
p 1.732050808 1
p 1.732050808 1
p 1.732050808 1
p 1.732050808 1
p 1.732050808 1
surfaces to be used for
py 0.2
py 0.3
py 0.3254
py 0.3762
py 0.4016
py 0.5016
py 0.527
py 0.5778
py 0.6032
py 0.7032
py 0.7286
py 0.7794
py 0.8048
py 0.9048
py 0.9302
py 0.981
py 1.0064
py 1.1064
py 1.1318
py 1.1826
py 1.208
py 1.308
py 1.334
py 1.3842
py 1.4096
py 1.5096
py 1.535
py 1.5858
py 1.6112
py 1.7112
py 3.525
0 -17.508
0 -17.308
0 -3.604
0 -3.404
0 -7.051
0 -6.851
0 13.86
0 13.66
0 17.508
0 17.308
0 3.604
0 3.404
0 7.051
0 6.851
0 -13.86
0 -13.66
0 -17.508
0 -17.308
0 -3.604
0 -3.404
0 -7.051
0 -6.851
0 13.86
0 13.66
0 17.508
0 17.308
0 3.604
0 3.404
0 7.051
0 6.851
universes
197
50102
50103
50104
50105
50106
50107
50108
50109
50110
50111
50112
50113
50114
50115
50116
50117
50118
50119
50120
50121
50122
50123
50124
50125
50126
50127
50128
50129
50130
c
50201
50202
50203
50204
50205
50206
50207
50208
50209
50210
50211
50212
50213
50214
50215
50216
50217
50218
50219
50220
50221
50222
50223
50224
50225
50226
50227
50228
50229
50230
c
50301
50302
py 3.625
py 3.6504
py 3.7012
py 3.7266
py 3.8266
py 3.852
py 3.9028
py 3.9282
py 4.0282
py 4.0536
py 4.1044
py 4.1298
py 4.2298
py 4.2552
py 4.306
py 4.3314
py 4.4314
py 4.4568
py 4.5076
py 4.533
py 4.633
py 4.6584
py 4.7092
py 4.7346
py 4.8346
py 4.86
py 4.9108
py 4.9362
py 5.0362
py 5.428
py 5.528
py 5.5534
py 5.6042
py 5.6296
py 5.7296
py 5.755
py 5.8058
py 5.8312
py 5.9312
py 5.9566
py 6.0074
py 6.0328
py 6.1328
py '6.1582
py 6.209
py 6.2344
py 6.3344
py 6.3598
py 6.4106
py 6.436
py 6.536
py 6.5614
py 6.6122
py 6.6376
py 6.7376
py 6.763
py 6.8138
py 6.8392
py 6.9392
py 8.754
py 8.854
198
50303
50304
50305
50306
50307
50308
50309
50310
50311
50312
50313
50314
50315
50316
50317
50318
50319
50320
50321
50322
50323
50324
50325
50326
50327
50328
50329
50330
c
50401
50402
50403
50404
50405
50406
50407
50408
50409
50410
50411
50412
50413
50414
50415
50416
50417
50418
50419
50420
50421
50422
50423
50424
50425
50426
50427
50428
50429
50430
C
50501
50502
50503
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
-0.2
-0.3
-0.3254
-0.3762
-0.4016
-0.5016
-0.527
-0.5778
-0.6032
-0.7032
-0.7286
-0.7794
-0.8048
-0.9048
-0.9302
-0.981
-1.0064
-1.1064
-1.1318
-1.1826
-1.208
-1.308
-1.334
-1.3842
-1.4096
-1.5096
-1.535
-1.5858
-1.6112
-1.7112
-3.525
-3.625
-3.6504
199
8.8794
8.9302
8.9556
9.0556
9.081
9.1318
9.1572
9.2572
9.2826
9.3334
9.3588
9.4588
9.4842
9.535
9.5604
9.6604
9.6858
9.7366
9.762
9.862
9.8874
9.9382
9.9636
10.0636
10.089
10.1398
10.1652
10.2652
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
py
50504
50505
50506
50507
50508
50509
50510
50511
50512
50513
50514
50515
50516
50517
50518
50519
50520
50521
50522
50523
50524
50525
50526
50527
50528
50529
50530
c
50601
50602
50603
50604
50605
50606
50607
50608
50609
50610
50611
50612
50613
50614
50615
50616
50617
50618
50619
50620
50621
50622
50623
50624
50625
50626
50627
50628
50629
50630
c
50701
50702
50703
50704
-3.7012
-3.7266
-3.8266
-3.852
-3.9028
-3.9282
-4.0282
-4.0536
-4.1044
-4.1298
-4.2298
-4.2552
-4.306
-4.3314
-4.4314
-4.4568
-4.5076
-4.533
-4.633
-4.6584
-4.7092
-4.7346
-4.8346
-4.86
-4.9108
-4.9362
-5.0362
-5.428
-5.528
-5.5534
-5.6042
-5.6296
-5.7296
-5.755
-5.8058
-5.8312
-5.9312
-5.9566
-6.0074
-6.0328
-6.1328
-6.1582
-6.209
-6.2344
-6.3344
-6.3598
-6.4106
-6.436
-6.536
-6.5614
-6.6122
-6.6376
-6.7376
-6.763
-6.8138
-6.8392
-6.9392
-8.754
-8.854
-8.8794
-8.9302
200
50705 py -8.9556
50706 py -9.0556
50707 py -9.081
50708 py -9.1318
50709 py -9.1572
50710 py -9.2572
50711 py -9.2826
50712 py -9.3334
50713 py -9.3588
50714 py -9.4588
50715 py -9.4842
50716 py -9.535
50717 py -9.5604
50718 py -9.6604
50719 py -9.6858
50720 py -9.7366
50721 py -9.762
50722 py -9.862
50723 py -9.8874
50724 py -9.9382
50725 py -9.9636
50726 py -10.0636
50727 py -10.089
50728 py -10.1398
50729 py -10.1652
50730 py -10.2652
c SE fuel, diag r2
60001 p -1.732050808 1 0 0.4
60002 p -1.732050808 1 0 0.6
60003 p -1.732050808 1 0 0.6508
60004 p -1.732050808 1 0 0.7524
60005 p -1.732050808 1 0 0.8032
60006 p -1.732050808 1 0 1.0032
60007 p -1.732050808 1 0 1.054
60008 p -1.732050808 1 0 1.1556
60009 p -1.732050808 1 0 1.2064
60010 p -1.732050808 1 0 1.4064
60011 p -1.732050808 1 0 1.4574
60012 p -1.732050808 1 0 1.5588
60013 p -1.732050808 1 0 1.6096
60014 p -1.732050808 1 0 1.8096
60015 p -1.732050808 1 0 1.8604
60016 p -1.732050808 1 0 1.962
60017 p -1.732050808 1 0 2.0128
60018 p -1.732050808 1 0 2.2128
60019 p -1.732050808 1 0 2.2636
60020 p -1.732050808 1 0 2.3652
60021 p -1.732050808 1 0 2.416
60022 p -1.732050808 1 0 2.616
60023 p -1.732050808 1 0 2.6668
60024 p -1.732050808 1 0 2.7684
60025 p -1.732050808 1 0 2.8192
60026 p -1.732050808 1 0 3.0192
60027 p -1.732050808 1 0 3.07
60028 p -1.732050808 1 0 3.1716
60029 p -1.732050808 1 0 3.2224
60030 p -1.732050808 1 0 3.4224
c NW fuel, diag r2
60101 p -1.732050808 1 0 7.051
60102 p -1.732050808 1 0 7.251
60103 p -1.732050808 1 0 7.3018
60104 p -1.732050808 1 0 7.4034
60105 p -1.732050808 1 0 7.4542
201
60106 p -1.732050808 1 0 7.6542
60107 p -1.732050808 1 0 7.705
60108 p -1.732050808 1 0 7.8066
60109 p -1.732050808 1 0 7.8574
60110 p -1.732050808 1 0 8.0574
60111 p -1.732050808 1 0 8.1082
60112 p -1.732050808 1 0 8.2098
60113 p -1.732050808 1 0 8.2606
60114 p -1.732050808 1 0 8.4606
60115 p -1.732050808 1 0 8.5114
60116 p -1.732050808 1 0 8.613
60117 p -1.732050808 1 0 8.6638
60118 p -1.732050808 1 0 8.8638
60119 p -1.732050808 1 0 8.9146
60120 p -1.732050808 1 0 9.0162
60121 p -1.732050808 1 0 9.067
60122 p -1.732050808 1 0 9.267
60123 p -1.732050808 1 0 9.3178
60124 p -1.732050808 1 0 9.4194
60125 p -1.732050808 1 0 9.4702
60126 p -1.732050808 1 0 9.6702
60127 p -1.732050808 1 0 9.721
60128 p -1.732050808 1 0 9.8226
60129 p -1.732050808 1 0 9.8734
60130 p -1.732050808 1 0 10.0734
c se fuel, diag r1
60201 p -1.732050808 1 0 10.856
60202 p -1.732050808 1 0 11.056
60203 p -1.732050808 1 0 11.1068
60204 p -1.732050808 1 0 11.2084
60205 p -1.732050808 1 0 11.2592
60206 p -1.732050808 1 0 11.4592
60207 p -1.732050808 1 0 11.51
60208 p -1.732050808 1 0 11.6116
60209 p -1.732050808 1 0 11.6624
60210 p -1.732050808 1 0 11.8624
60211 p -1.732050808 1 0 11.9132
60212 p -1.732050808 1 0 12.0148
60213 p -1.732050808 1 0 12.0656
60214 p -1.732050808 1 0 12.2656
60215 p -1.732050808 1 0 12.3164
60216 p -1.732050808 1 0 12.418
60217 p -1.732050808 1 0 12.4688
60218 p -1.732050808 1 0 12.6688
60219 p -1.732050808 1 0 12.7196
60220 p -1.732050808 1 0 12.8212
60221 p -1.732050808 1 0 12.872
60222 p -1.732050808 1 0 13.072
60223 p -1.732050808 1 0 13.1228
60224 p -1.732050808 1 0 13.2244
60225 p -1.732050808 1 0 13.2752
60226 p -1.732050808 1 0 13.4752
60227 p -1.732050808 1 0 13.526
60228 p -1.732050808 1 0 13.6276
60229 p -1.732050808 1 0 13.6784
60230 p -1.732050808 1 0 13.8784
c NW fuel, diag r1
60301 p -1.732050808 1 0 17.508
60302 p -1.732050808 1 0 17.708
60303 p -1.732050808 1 0 17.7588
60304 p -1.732050808 1 0 17.8604
60305 p -1.732050808 1 0 17.9112
60306 p -1.732050808 1 0 18.1112
202
60307 p -1.732050808 1 0 18.162
60308 p -1.732050808 1 0 18.2636
60309 p -1.732050808 1 0 18.3144
60310 p -1.732050808 1 0 18.5144
60311 p -1.732050808 1 0 18.5652
60312 p -1.732050808 1 0 18.6668
60313 p -1.732050808 1 0 18.7176
60314 p -1.732050808 1 0 18.9176
60315 p -1.732050808 1 0 18.9684
60316 p -1.732050808 1 0 19.07
60317 p -1.732050808 1 0 19.1208
60318 p -1.732050808 1 0 19.3208
60319 p -1.732050808 1 0 19.3716
60320 p -1.732050808 1 0 19.4732
60321 p -1.732050808 1 0 19.524
60322 p -1.732050808 1 0 19.724
60323 p -1.732050808 1 0 19.7748
60324 p -1.732050808 1 0 19.8764
60325 p -1.732050808 1 0 19.9272
60326 p -1.732050808 1 0 20.1272
60327 p -1.732050808 1 0 20.178
60328 p -1.732050808 1 0 20.2796
60329 p -1.732050808 1 0 20.3304
60330 p -1.732050808 1 0 20.5304
c SE fuel, diag r3
60401 p -1.732050808 1 0 -0.4
60402 p -1.732050808 1 0 -0.6
60403 p -1.732050808 1 0 -0.6508
60404 p -1.732050808 1 0 -0.7524
60405 p -1.732050808 1 0 -0.8032
60406 p -1.732050808 1 0 -1.0032
60407 p -1.732050808 1 0 -1.054
60408 p -1.732050808 1 0 -1.1556
60409 p -1.732050808 1 0 -1.2064
60410 p -1.732050808 1 0 -1.4064
60411 p -1.732050808 1 0 -1.4574
60412 p -1.732050808 1 0 -1.5588
60413 p -1.732050808 1 0 -1.6096
60414 p -1.732050808 1 0 -1.8096
60415 p -1.732050808 1 0 -1.8604
60416 p -1.732050808 1 0 -1.962
60417 p -1.732050808 1 0 -2.0128
60418 p -1.732050808 1 0 -2.2128
60419 p -1.732050808 1 0 -2.2636
60420 p -1.732050808 1 0 -2.3652
60421 p -1.732050808 1 0 -2.416
60422 p -1.732050808 1 0 -2.616
60423 p -1.732050808 1 0 -2.6668
60424 p -1.732050808 1 0 -2.7684
60425 p -1.732050808 1 0 -2.8192
60426 p -1.732050808 1 0 -3.0192
60427 p -1.732050808 1 0 -3.07
60428 p -1.732050808 1 0 -3.1716
60429 p -1.732050808 1 0 -3.2224
60430 p -1.732050808 1 0 -3.4224
c NW fuel, diag r2
60501 p -1.732050808 1 0 -7.051
60502 p -1.732050808 1 0 -7.251
60503 p -1.732050808 1 0 -7.3018
60504 p -1.732050808 1 0 -7.4034
60505 p -1.732050808 1 0 -7.4542
60506 p -1.732050808 1 0 -7.6542
60507 p -1.732050808 1 0 -7.705
203
60508 p -1.732050808 1 0 -7.8066
60509 p -1.732050808 1 0 -7.8574
60510 p -1.732050808 1 0 -8.0574
60511 p -1.732050808 1 0 -8.1082
60512 p -1.732050808 1 0 -8.2098
60513 p -1.732050808 1 0 -8.2606
60514 p -1.732050808 1 0 -8.4606
60515 p -1.732050808 1 0 -8.5114
60516 p -1.732050808 1 0 -8.613
60517 p -1.732050808 1 0 -8.6638
60518 p -1.732050808 1 0 -8.8638
60519 p -1.732050808 1 0 -8.9146
60520 p -1.732050808 1 0 -9.0162
60521 p -1.732050808 1 0 -9.067
60522 p -1.732050808 1 0 -9.267
60523 p -1.732050808 1 0 -9.3178
60524 p -1.732050808 1 0 -9.4194
60525 p -1.732050808 1 0 -9.4702
60526 p -1.732050808 1 0 -9.6702
60527 p -1.732050808 1 0 -9.721
60528 p -1.732050808 1 0 -9.8226
60529 p -1.732050808 1 0 -9.8734
60530 p -1.732050808 1 0 -10.0734
c se fuel, diag r1
60601 p -1.732050808 1 0 -10.856
60602 p -1.732050808 1 0 -11.056
60603 p -1.732050808 1 0 -11.1068
60604 p -1.732050808 1 0 -11.2084
60605 p -1.732050808 1 0 -11.2592
60606 p -1.732050808 1 0 -11.4592
60607 p -1.732050808 1 0 -11.51
60608 p -1.732050808 1 0 -11.6116
60609 p -1.732050808 1 0 -11.6624
60610 p -1.732050808 1 0 -11.8624
60611 p -1.732050808 1 0 -11.9132
60612 p -1.732050808 1 0 -12.0148
60613 p -1.732050808 1 0 -12.0656
60614 p -1.732050808 1 0 -12.2656
60615 p -1.732050808 1 0 -12.3164
60616 p -1.732050808 1 0 -12.418
60617 p -1.732050808 1 0 -12.4688
60618 p -1.732050808 1 0 -12.6688
60619 p -1.732050808 1 0 -12.7196
60620 p -1.732050808 1 0 -12.8212
60621 p -1.732050808 1 0 -12.872
60622 p -1.732050808 1 0 -13.072
60623 p -1.732050808 1 0 -13.1228
60624 p -1.732050808 1 0 -13.2244
60625 p -1.732050808 1 0 -13.2752
60626 p -1.732050808 1 0 -13.4752
60627 p -1.732050808 1 0 -13.526
60628 p -1.732050808 1 0 -13.6276
60629 p -1.732050808 1 0 -13.6784
60630 p -1.732050808 1 0 -13.8784
c NW fuel, diag r1
60701 p -1.732050808 1 0 -17.508
60702 p -1.732050808 1 0 -17.708
60703 p -1.732050808 1 0 -17.7588
60704 p -1.732050808 1 0 -17.8604
60705 p -1.732050808 1 0 -17.9112
60706 p -1.732050808 1 0 -18.1112
60707 p -1.732050808 1 0 -18.162
60708 p -1.732050808 1 0 -18.2636
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60709 p -1.732050808 1 0 -18.3144
60710 p -1.732050808 1 0 -18.5144
60711 p -1.732050808 1 0 -18.5652
60712 p -1.732050808 1 0 -18.6668
60713 p -1.732050808 1 0 -18.7176
60714 p -1.732050808 1 0 -18.9176
60715 p -1.732050808 1 0 -18.9684
60716 p -1.732050808 1 0 -19.07
60717 p -1.732050808 1 0 -19.1208
60718 p -1.732050808 1 0 -19.3208
60719 p -1.732050808 1 0 -19.3716
60720 p -1.732050808 1 0 -19.4732
60721 p -1.732050808 1 0 -19.524
60722 p -1.732050808 1 0 -19.724
60723 p -1.732050808 1 0 -19.7748
60724 p -1.732050808 1 0 -19.8764
60725 p -1.732050808 1 0 -19.9272
60726 p -1.732050808 1 0 -20.1272
60727 p -1.732050808 1 0 -20.178
60728 p -1.732050808 1 0 -20.2796
60729 p -1.732050808 1 0 -20.3304
60730 p -1.732050808 1 0 -20.5304
c SW fuel, diag 13
60801 p 1.732050808 1 0 0.4
60802 p 1.732050808 1 0 0.6
60803 p 1.732050808 1 0 0.6508
60804 p 1.732050808 1 0 0.7524
60805 p 1.732050808 1 0 0.8032
60806 p 1.732050808 1 0 1.0032
60807 p 1.732050808 1 0 1.054
60808 p 1.732050808 1 0 1.1556
60809 p 1.732050808 1 0 1.2064
60810 p 1.732050808 1 0 1.4064
60811 p 1.732050808 1 0 1.4574
60812 p 1.732050808 1 0 1.5588
60813 p 1.732050808 1 0 1.6096
60814 p 1.732050808 1 0 1.8096
60815 p 1.732050808 1 0 1.8604
60816 p 1.732050808 1 0 1.962
60817 p 1.732050808 1 0 2.0128
60818 p 1.732050808 1 0 2.2128
60819 p 1.732050808 1 0 2.2636
60820 p 1.732050808 1 0 2.3652
60821 p 1.732050808 1 0 2.416
60822 p 1.732050808 1 0 2.616
60823 p 1.732050808 1 0 2.6668
60824 p 1.732050808 1 0 2.7684
60825 p 1.732050808 1 0 2.8192
60826 p 1.732050808 1 0 3.0192
60827 p 1.732050808 1 0 3.07
60828 p 1.732050808 1 0 3.1716
60829 p 1.732050808 1 0 3.2224
60830 p 1.732050808 1 0 3.4224
c NW fuel, diag r2
60901 p 1.732050808 1 0 7.051
60902 p 1.732050808 1 0 7.251
60903 p 1.732050808 1 0 7.3018
60904 p 1.732050808 1 0 7.4034
60905 p 1.732050808 1 0 7.4542
60906 p 1.732050808 1 0 7.6542
60907 p 1.732050808 1 0 7.705
60908 p 1.732050808 1 0 7.8066
60909 p 1.732050808 1 0 7.8574
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60910 p 1.732050808 1 0 8.0574
60911 p 1.732050808 1 0 8.1082
60912 p 1.732050808 1 0 8.2098
60913 p 1.732050808 1 0 8.2606
60914 p 1.732050808 1 0 8.4606
60915 p 1.732050808 1 0 8.5114
60916 p 1.732050808 1 0 8.613
60917 p 1.732050808 1 0 8.6638
60918 p 1.732050808 1 0 8.8638
60919 p 1.732050808 1 0 8.9146
60920 p 1.732050808 1 0 9.0162
60921 p 1.732050808 1 0 9.067
60922 p 1.732050808 1 0 9.267
60923 p 1.732050808 1 0 9.3178
60924 p 1.732050808 1 0 9.4194
60925 p 1.732050808 1 0 9.4702
60926 p 1.732050808 1 0 9.6702
60927 p 1.732050808 1 0 9.721
60928 p 1.732050808 1 0 9.8226
60929 p 1.732050808 1 0 9.8734
60930 p 1.732050808 1 0 10.0734
c se fuel, diag r1
61001 p 1.732050808 1 0 10.856
61002 p 1.732050808 1 0 11.056
61003 p 1.732050808 1 0 11.1068
61004 p 1.732050808 1 0 11.2084
61005 p 1.732050808 1 0 11.2592
61006 p 1.732050808 1 0 11.4592
61007 p 1.732050808 1 0 11.51
61008 p 1.732050808 1 0 11.6116
61009 p 1.732050808 1 0 11.6624
61010 p 1.732050808 1 0 11.8624
61011 p 1.732050808 1 0 11.9132
61012 p 1.732050808 1 0 12.0148
61013 p 1.732050808 1 0 12.0656
61014 p 1.732050808 1 0 12.2656
61015 p 1.732050808 1 0 12.3164
61016 p 1.732050808 1 0 12.418
61017 p 1.732050808 1 0 12.4688
61018 p 1.732050808 1 0 12.6688
61019 p 1.732050808 1 0 12.7196
61020 p 1.732050808 1 0 12.8212
61021 p 1.732050808 1 0 12.872
61022 p 1.732050808 1 0 13.072
61023 p 1.732050808 1 0 13.1228
61024 p 1.732050808 1 0 13.2244
61025 p 1.732050808 1 0 13.2752
61026 p 1.732050808 1 0 13.4752
61027 p 1.732050808 1 0 13.526
61028 p 1.732050808 1 0 13.6276
61029 p 1.732050808 1 0 13.6784
61030 p 1.732050808 1 0 13.8784
c NW fuel, diag r1
61101 p 1.732050808 1 0 17.508
61102 p 1.732050808 1 0 17.708
61103 p 1.732050808 1 0 17.7588
61104 p 1.732050808 1 0 17.8604
61105 p 1.732050808 1 0 17.9112
61106 p 1.732050808 1 0 18.1112
61107 p 1.732050808 1 0 18.162
61108 p 1.732050808 1 0 18.2636
61109 p 1.732050808 1 0 18.3144
61110 p 1.732050808 1 0 18.5144
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61111 p 1.732050808 1 0 18.5652
61112 p 1.732050808 1 0 18.6668
61113 p 1.732050808 1 0 18.7176
61114 p 1.732050808 1 0 18.9176
61115 p 1.732050808 1 0 18.9684
61116 p 1.732050808 1 0 19.07
61117 p 1.732050808 1 0 19.1208
61118 p 1.732050808 1 0 19.3208
61119 p 1.732050808 1 0 19.3716
61120 p 1.732050808 1 0 19.4732
61121 p 1.732050808 1 0 19.524
61122 p 1.732050808 1 0 19.724
61123 p 1.732050808 1 0 19.7748
61124 p 1.732050808 1 0 19.8764
61125 p 1.732050808 1 0 19.9272
61126 p 1.732050808 1 0 20.1272
61127 p 1.732050808 1 0 20.178
61128 p 1.732050808 1 0 20.2796
61129 p 1.732050808 1 0 20.3304
61130 p 1.732050808 1 0 20.5304
c SW fuel, diag 12
61201 p 1.732050808 1 0 -0.4
61202 p 1.732050808 1 0 -0.6
61203 p 1.732050808 1 0 -0.6508
61204 p 1.732050808 1 0 -0.7524
61205 p 1.732050808 1 0 -0.8032
61206 p 1.732050808 1 0 -1.0032
61207 p 1.732050808 1 0 -1.054
61208 p 1.732050808 1 0 -1.1556
61209 p 1.732050808 1 0 -1.2064
61210 p 1.732050808 1 0 -1.4064
61211 p 1.732050808 1 0 -1.4574
61212 p 1.732050808 1 0 -1.5588
61213 p 1.732050808 1 0 -1.6096
61214 p 1.732050808 1 0 -1.8096
61215 p 1.732050808 1 0 -1.8604
61216 p 1.732050808 1 0 -1.962
61217 p 1.732050808 1 0 -2.0128
61218 p 1.732050808 1 0 -2.2128
61219 p 1.732050808 1 0 -2.2636
61220 p 1.732050808 1 0 -2.3652
61221 p 1.732050808 1 0 -2.416
61222 p 1.732050808 1 0 -2.616
61223 p 1.732050808 1 0 -2.6668
61224 p 1.732050808 1 0 -2.7684
61225 p 1.732050808 1 0 -2.8192
61226 p 1.732050808 1 0 -3.0192
61227 p 1.732050808 1 0 -3.07
61228 p 1.732050808 1 0 -3.1716
61229 p 1.732050808 1 0 -3.2224
61230 p 1.732050808 1 0 -3.4224
c NW fuel, diag r2
61301 p 1.732050808 1 0 -7.051
61302 p 1.732050808 1 0 -7.251
61303 p 1.732050808 1 0 -7.3018
61304 p 1.732050808 1 0 -7.4034
61305 p 1.732050808 1 0 -7.4542
61306 p 1.732050808 1 0 -7.6542
61307 p 1.732050808 1 0 -7.705
61308 p 1.732050808 1 0 -7.8066
61309 p 1.732050808 1 0 -7.8574
61310 p 1.732050808 1 0 -8.0574
61311 p 1.732050808 1 0 -8.1082
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61312 p 1.732050808 1 0 -8.2098
61313 p 1.732050808 1 0 -8.2606
61314 p 1.732050808 1 0 -8.4606
61315 p 1.732050808 1 0 -8.5114
61316 p 1.732050808 1 0 -8.613
61317 p 1.732050808 1 0 -8.6638
61318 p 1.732050808 1 0 -8.8638
61319 p 1.732050808 1 0 -8.9146
61320 p 1.732050808 1 0 -9.0162
61321 p 1.732050808 1 0 -9.067
61322 p 1.732050808 1 0 -9.267
61323 p 1.732050808 1 0 -9.3178
61324 p 1.732050808 1 0 -9.4194
61325 p 1.732050808 1 0 -9.4702
61326 p 1.732050808 1 0 -9.6702
61327 p 1.732050808 1 0 -9.721
61328 p 1.732050808 1 0 -9.8226
61329 p 1.732050808 1 0 -9.8734
61330 p 1.732050808 1 0 -10.0734
c se fuel, diag r1
61401 p 1.732050808 1 0 -10.856
61402 p 1.732050808 1 0 -11.056
61403 p 1.732050808 1 0 -11.1068
61404 p 1.732050808 1 0 -11.2084
61405 p 1.732050808 1 0 -11.2592
61406 p 1.732050808 1 0 -11.4592
61407 p 1.732050808 1 0 -11.51
61408 p 1.732050808 1 0 -11.6116
61409 p 1.732050808 1 0 -11.6624
61410 p 1.732050808 1 0 -11.8624
61411 p 1.732050808 1 0 -11.9132
61412 p 1.732050808 1 0 -12.0148
61413 p 1.732050808 1 0 -12.0656
61414 p 1.732050808 1 0 -12.2656
61415 p 1.732050808 1 0 -12.3164
61416 p 1.732050808 1 0 -12.418
61417 p 1.732050808 1 0 -12.4688
61418 p 1.732050808 1 0 -12.6688
61419 p 1.732050808 1 0 -12.7196
61420 p 1.732050808 1 0 -12.8212
61421 p 1.732050808 1 0 -12.872
61422 p 1.732050808 1 0 -13.072
61423 p 1.732050808 1 0 -13.1228
61424 p 1.732050808 1 0 -13.2244
61425 p 1.732050808 1 0 -13.2752
61426 p 1.732050808 1 0 -13.4752
61427 p 1.732050808 1 0 -13.526
61428 p 1.732050808 1 0 -13.6276
61429 p 1.732050808 1 0 -13.6784
61430 p 1.732050808 1 0 -13.8784
c NW fuel, diag r1
61501 p 1.732050808 1 0 -17.508
61502 p 1.732050808 1 0 -17.708
61503 p 1.732050808 1 0 -17.7588
61504 p 1.732050808 1 0 -17.8604
61505 p 1.732050808 1 0 -17.9112
61506 p 1.732050808 1 0 -18.1112
61507 p 1.732050808 1 0 -18.162
61508 p 1.732050808 1 0 -18.2636
61509 p 1.732050808 1 0 -18.3144
61510 p 1.732050808 1 0 -18.5144
61511 p 1.732050808 1 0 -18.5652
61512 p 1.732050808 1 0 -18.6668
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61513
61514
61515
61516
61517
61518
61519
61520
61521
61522
61523
61524
61525
61526
61527
61528
61529
61530
mode n
ml 1001.50c
8016.50c
m2 13027.50c
29000.50c
22000.50c
26000.55c
m3 92238.70c
92235.70c
m4 4009.50c
m5 6000.50c
14000.50c
15031.50c
0.66667 $MAT1
0.33333
0.975492 $MAT2
0.00117767 24000.50c
0.000852084 12000.50c
0.0034114
-0.7209 42000.50c
-0.1791
-0.0004
-0.0064
-0.00011
0.00131342 25055.50c 0.000743056
0.011197 14000.50c 0.00581337
-0.1
1 $MAT4
25055.50c -0.0162 16032.50c -0.00004
24000.50c -0.1851 28000.50c -0.1377
26000.55c -0.64345 5010.50c -0.001954
5011.55c -0.008646
m101 42000.50c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
45103.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
43099.70c
61147.70c
54135. 70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
55133. 70c
60145. 70c
62149.70c
55133.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
45103.70c
94239.70c
64157.70c
62149.70c
m102 42000.50c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
1.0913E-02
9.4439E-08
1.2921E-07
1.0179E-08
1.5325E-07
7.0738E-07
5.0692E-07
2. 3718E-06
5.4265E-06
5.4944E-07
9.7365E-09
3.9894E-07
6.9556E-06
1.9059E-06
5.4971E-06
6.5607E-06
3. 8814E-06
4.8834E-07
5.4548E-06
8.4632E-09
2.7566E-07
1.7859E-06
4.6606E-05
2.6462E-09
3.0459E-07
1.0934E-02
1.0809E-07
1. 4961E-07
1. 2169E-08
62151.70c 1.8495E-07
54135.70c 1.1113E-08
62151.70c 4.1720E-08
62149.70c 9.3845E-08
61147.70c 7.2118E-07
60143.70c 1.8443E-06
54135.70c 9.8409E-09
62151.70c 3.5074E-07
54131.70c 2.5432E-06
48113.70c 1.5187E-08
62149.70c 2.4839E-07
61147.70c 2.0207E-06
60143.70c 5.8328E-06
54131.70c 2.9549E-06
62149.70c 5.2204E-07
45103.70c 2.6797E-06
43099.70c 5.9186E-06
54135.70c 9.0251E-09
62151.70c 3.2334E-07
45103.70c 2.1757E-06
61147.70c 1.3568E-06
60143.70c 3.7786E-06
92238.70c 3.1652E-02
92236.70c 1.1319E-04
54135.70c 8.4250E-09
62151.70c 1.5736E-07
54135.70c 1.2647E-08
62151.70c 4.8169E-08
62149.70c 1.0737E-07
61147.70c 8.7970E-07
54135.70c 1.1450E-08
61147.
54135.
62151.
62149.
54131.
61147.
60143.
55133.
54135.
62151.
62149.
45103.
54135.
62151.
54131.
48113.
61147.
60143.
54131.
62149.
55133.
92235.
94240.
61147.
60143.
61147.
54135.
62151.
62149.
61147.
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
1.3011E-07
1.1031E-08
4.1430E-08
3.0003E-07
9.8999E-07
1.7701E-06
5.0015E-06
6.0015E-06
9.6134E-09
1.2059E-07
5.3696E-07
2.8346E-06
9.2213E-09
3.7869E-07
2.7879E-06
1.7873E-08
1.6077E-06
4.5394E-06
2.3175E-06
4.4607E-07
4.5661E-06
7.2972E-03
1.2016E-06
7.4670E-07
1.9538E-06
1.5060E-07
1.2560E-08
4.7861E-08
3.4416E-07
2.0989E-06
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1.732050808
1.732050808
1.732050808
1.732050808
1.732050808
1.732050808
1.732050808
1.732050808
1.732050808
1.732050808
1.732050808
1.732050808
1.732050808
1.732050808
1.732050808
1.732050808
1.732050808
1.732050808
-18.7176
-18.9176
-18.9684
-19.07
-19.1208
-19.3208
-19.3716
-19.4732
-19.524
-19.724
-19.7748
-19.8764
-19.9272
-20.1272
-20.178
-20.2796
-20.3304
-20.5304
62149.70c 5.4061E-07
45103.70c 2.8142E-06
43099.70c 6.4442E-06
62152.70c 3.5560E-07
54135.70c 1.1277E-08
62151.70c 1.4330E-07
62149.70c 5.5381E-07
45103.70c 3.2436E-06
61147.70c 2.2351E-06
60143.70c 6.4461E-06
54131.70c 3.2691E-06
61147.70c 1.9611E-06
60143.70c 5.5393E-06
54135.70c 9.8631E-09
62151.70c 3.2083E-07
55133.70c 5.4263E-06
92235.70c 7.1876E-03
94240.70c 1.9314E-06
61147.70c 8.7053E-07
60143.70c 2.2791E-06
m103 42000.50c 1.0811E-02
62149.70c 2.0024E-07
61147.70c 4.5550E-07
92238.70c 3.1404E-02
54135.70c 8.9849E-09
62151.70c 3.3205E-08
m104 42000.50c 1.0804E-02
62149.70c 2.3283E-07
92235.70c 7.8286E-03
54135.70c 1.0768E-08
62151.70c 1.2309E-07
m105 92238.70c -0.72
92235.70c -0.1791
m106 42000.50c 1.0809E-02
62149.70c 2.1483E-07
61147.70c 5.0149E-07
60143.70c 1.2470E-06
94239.70c 4.8764E-06
61147.70c 1.1308E-07
m107 42000.50c 1.0910E-02
62149.70c 1.9382E-07
61147.70c 4.4384E-07
54135.70c 8.8195E-09
62151.70c 3.2260E-08
62149.70c 7.3704E-08
61147.70c 5.9168E-07
54135.70c 8.3876E-09
62151.70c 2.9799E-07
54135.70c 8.3244E-09
62151.70c 1.0342E-07
62149.70c 4.9400E-07
45103.70c 2.3177E-06
54135.70c 7.7566E-09
62151.70c 3.1806E-07
55133.70c 5.4304E-06
62149.70c 4.4893E-07
54131.70c 2.0131E-06
62149.70c 3.7353E-07
45103.70c 1.3010E-06
94239.70c 4.0345E-05
54135.70c 5.7832E-09
62151.70c 1.0601E-07
m108 42000.50c 1.0906E-02
62151.70c
54131.70c
48113.70c
44101.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
43099.70c
62149.70c
54131.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
94239.70c
64157.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
92235.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
94239.70c
61147.70c
4.0753E-07
3. 0176E-06
1 . 6961E-08
5.5506E-06
6.5835E-07
1.0955E-08
4.4672E-07
7.9646E-06
5.4436E-07
3.1425E-06
6.9441E-06
5.1652E-07
2.8242E-06
1. 6110E-06
4.4880E-06
2. 3019E-06
5.0497E-05
2.4771E-09
3.3386E-07
9.4315E-07
9.3450E-09
9.3802E-08
2.1418E-07
7.8361E-03
1.0358E-07
1. 1052E-08
1. 1278E-07
4.3255E-06
5.5508E-07
09 42000.50c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
92238.70c
92236.70c
62149.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54135.70c,
62151.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
92238.70c
92236.70c
61147.70c
-0.1
1.0075E-08
1. 0164E-07
2.3263E-07
3.1399E-02
1.2471E-05
8.3117E-08
8.9936E-09
8.9767E-08
2.1087E-07
1.0039E-07
8.7194E-09
3.2020E-08
2.5793E-07
1.4907E-06
4.2112E-06
4.7099E-07
8. 1066E-09
3.3207E-07
5.6962E-06
1.5798E-06
4.5538E-06
7.9206E-09
2.8253E-07
6. 3412E-09
2.0552E-07
3.1657E-02
8.4815E-05
4. 9531E-07
54135.70c 8.8375E-09
60143.70c
55133.70c
60145.70c
42095.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
45103.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
92238.70c
92236.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
54131.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
94239.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
92238.70c
92236.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
92235.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
54131.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
92235.70c
94240.70c
62149.70c
5. 9381E-06
7.1261E-06
4.2361E-06
3.8291E-06
2.8435E-07
2. 3126E-06
6.6749E-06
1.0614E-08
4.3397E-07
7. 6961E-06
1.0756E-08
3.8435E-07
2. 6531E-06
4.7394E-07
2.1195E-06
3. 1710E-02
1.3620E-04
9. 6481E-09
1.8141E-07
1.2042E-06
4.1231E-07
9.0053E-09
1.0137E-07
4.0460E-06
7.6248E-08
4. 9714E-07
3.1384E-02
1. 1591E-05
2.5079E-07
4.4558E-07
9.8544E-09
1.1179E-07
7.8298E-03
9.8545E-09
3.6428E-08
3. 9371E-07
8.8070E-09
9.8885E-08
7.4233E-08
9.9710E-08
8.4769E-09
1.2615E-07
4.6623E-07
2.1374E-06
2.1884E-07
1.6574E-06
4.7793E-06
2.4187E-06
4.8081E-07
2.2137E-06
1. 4010E-06
3.9537E-06
9. 9212E-07
2.7626E-06
7.3690E-03
8.4509E-07
2. 2513E-07
61147.70c 3.8177E-07
210
62151.70c 8.8083E-08
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147 .70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133. 70c
54135. 70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
48113. 70c
61147.70c
60143. 70c
54131.70c
61147.70c
60143. 70c
54131.70c
61147 .70c
60143 .70c
54131. 70c
94239.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
m109 42000.50c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
45103.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
43099.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
43099.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
94239.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
m110 42000.50c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
55133.70c
62149.70c
4.1919E-07
8. 4178E-09
3.0788E-08
7.0375E-08
5.5687E-07
8.1731E-09
2.9304E-07
4.8502E-06
7.9003E-09
9.8063E-08
5 .1055E-07
2.2094E-06
1.3571E-08
1.5007E-06
4.3235E-06
2 .2011E-06
1.3294E-06
3.7491E-06
1.9206E-06
1.6949E-06
4.7215E-06
2.4215E-06
5.4064E-05
1.0171E-08
1. 9153E-07
1.0911E-02
2.3856E-07
4.4223E-07
8.8760E-09
3.2498E-08
7.4052E-08
5.9021E-07
1.0276E-08
3.6682E-07
2.4849E-06
4.5391E-07
8.0289E-09
3.3200E-07
5.5626E-06
7.6264E-09
3.1643E-07
5.2698E-06
4.7556E-06
4. 6961E-07
1.8573E-06
4.1833E-06
1.2405E-06
3.4516E-06
1.7760E-06
5.7436E-05
7.1301E-09
1.3278E-07
1.0924E-02
2.1430E-07
9. 9914E-08
8.8231E-09
3.2202E-08
2.6114E-07
2.0866E-06
5.9024E-06
7.0842E-06
2.8261E-07
62149. 70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
43099.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
48113.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
48113.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
92238.70c
92236.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
48113.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
92238.70c
92236.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
2.0537E-07
9.4927E-08
8.3358E-09
3.0506E-08
2.5260E-07
1.4301E-06
4.0389E-06
2.0598E-06
4.3948E-07
7.7922E-09
3.2278E-07
5.3854E-06
4.8605E-06
4.9952E-07
2.1257E-06
1.3326E-08
4.6266E-07
1.8110E-06
1.2471E-08
4.8692E-07
2.2302E-06
3.1630E-02
1.1338E-04
9.2084E-07
1. 1296E-08
1.1471E-07
2.1446E-07
1.0031E-07
8.7998E-09
3.2184E-08
2.6481E-07
1.8466E-06
5.2237E-06
2.6588E-06
2.1736E-07
1. 6161E-06
4.6587E-06
2.3687E-06
1.5308E-06
4.4105E-06
2.2454E-06
7.8384E-09
2.8227E-07
4.6261E-06
1.2636E-08
4.3800E-07
1.6430E-06
3.1640E-02
1. 0841E-04
6. 1760E-07
1. 6125E-06
8.8613E-09
9.9234E-08
7.4636E-08
9.9294E-08
8.3905E-09
1.2470E-07
5.4016E-07
2.7997E-06
1. 1242E-08
1.4234E-07
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
48113.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
54135.
62151.
55133.
54135.
62151.
55133.
54135.
62151.
55133.
92235.
94240.
62149.
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
55133.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
48113.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
48113.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
9.4697E-08
7.0985E-08
9.4036E-08
8.1084E-09
1.2063E-07
4.8120E-07
1.9282E-06
1.2898E-08
2.1197E-07
1.5648E-06
4.510SE-06
2.2930E-06
7.4935E-09
3.1107E-07
5.1653E-06
7.6453E-09
2.7576E-07
4. 5118E-06
1.0332E-08
3.3604E-07
5.7079E-06
7.3180E-03
1.7051E-06
3.4830E-07
5.0377E-07
8.8812E-09
9.9664E-08
7.4748E-08
9.9290E-08
8.5694E-09
1.2754E-07
5.2650E-07
6.2692E-06
8. 1194E-09
1.0114E-07
5.1587E-07
2.2818E-06
1.3855E-08
5.0344E-07
2. 1690E-06
1.3507E-08
1.3630E-06
3.8432E-06
1.9695E-06
7.8621E-09
2.5670E-07
55133.70c 4.1773E-06
92235.
94240.
62149.
61147.
54135.
62151.
62149.
61147.
54135.
62151.
54131.
61147.
54135.
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
7.3210E-03
1.6808E-06
2.7230E-07
4.3990E-07
8.8926E-09
3.2412E-08
7.4174E-08
5.7581E-07
1. 1399E-08
4.0580E-07
3.0006E-06
6.5298E-07
1.0707E-08
211
62149.70c 1.9243E-07 54135.70c 8.4580E-09
61147.
60143.
55133.
54135.
62151.
55133.
48113.
63155.
63153.
42095.
45105.
57139.
61147.
60143.
54131.
60145.
62149.
54131.
92238.
92236.
93237.
61147.
60143.
m111 42000.
62149.
61147.
54135.
62151.
94239.
62149.
60143.
m112 42000.
62149.
61147.
54135.
62151.
55133.
48113.
61147.
60143.
45103.
92235.
54135.
62151.
m113 42000.
62149.
61147.
60143.
54135.
62151.
62149.
61147.
60143.
61147.
60143.
54131.
60145.
62149.
61147.
60143.
55133.
61147.
60143.
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
50c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
50c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
50c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
2.2521E-06
6. 5017E-06
7.7563E-06
1.0590E-08
4.3338E-07
7.6689E-06
1.9348E-08
3.8413E-08
2. 0213E-07
4. 5109E-06
7.8728E-09
7.5094E-06
1. 9413E-06
5.4835E-06
2.7992E-06
3. 9129E-06
4. 7219E-07
2.2843E-06
3.1687E-02
1.3154E-04
8.7700E-07
8.7555E-07
2.2920E-06
1.0818E-02
2.4963E-07
5. 6331E-07
1. 1000E-08
4.1198E-08
9.7309E-06
2.8089E-07
1.6741E-06
1.0855E-02
2.6075E-07
6.4375E-07
1.0014E-08
4.0890E-07
7.1651E-06
1.8736E-08
1. 5106E-06
4.2124E-06
1.9699E-06
7.5842E-03
9.1537E-09
1.7026E-07
1.0917E-02
2.1992E-07
5.1340E-07
1.2765E-06
1.0072E-08
3. 7316E-08
8.4068E-08
6.7309E-07
1.7207E-06
1.6436E-06
4.6447E-06
2.3637E-06
3. 3131E-06
2.3749E-07
1.8446E-06
5. 3212E-06
6. 3501E-06
1.7660E-06
5.0923E-06
62149.70c
54131.70c
43099.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
60145.70c
44101.70c
36083.70c
59141.70c
40093.70c
42097.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
43099.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
45103.70c
92235.70c
94240.70c
94241.70c
62149.70c
55133.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
92238.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
60145.70c
62149.70c
54131.70c
43099.70c
94239.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
54131.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
54131.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
48113.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
43099.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
5.5180E-07
3.2905E-06
6.9988E-06
2.2254E-06
6.4224E-06
3.2587E-06
4.5362E-06
5.9569E-06
6.2365E-07
5.9392E-06
7.4789E-06
6.8356E-06
5.1523E-07
2.6276E-06
5. 9621E-06
9.7940E-09
3.1898E-07
2.1070E-06
7.1848E-03
1.8987E-06
1. 7714E-07
3.3477E-07
2.8836E-06
1. 1934E-08
1.2207E-07
2.5547E-07
1.2809E-07
3.1419E-02
7.3789E-09
1.3593E-07
1.2598E-08
1.2963E-07
2.8085E-07
2.0818E-06
6.0103E-06
3.0411E-06
4.2442E-06
4.6945E-07
2.1503E-06
4. 6041E-06
2. 3714E-05
8.1677E-07
2.1400E-06
1.0327E-08
1.0435E-07
2.3759E-07
7.0643E-07
1.1589E-07
9. 9421E-09
3.6838E-08
2.8621E-07
9.2437E-07
4. 9915E-07
2.2078E-06
1.4309E-08
9.0885E-09
1. 1350E-07
5.2541E-07
2.5927E-06
5.7278E-06
5.1417E-07
2.4898E-06
62151. 70c
45103.70c
48113.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
43099.70c
62152.70c
55135.70c
62150.70c
42098.70c
62147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
48113.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
55133.70c
94239.70c
64157.70c
54135.70c
4.3783E-07
3.1629E-06
1.7749E-08
5.4540E-07
3.1346E-06
6. 9191E-06
3.8917E-07
6. 8148E-06
7.2304E-07
6.8205E-06
2.9375E-07
1.0666E-08
3.8084E-07
6.5944E-06
1.6347E-08
1.5996E-06
4.4567E-06
5.3879E-06
5.2544E-05
2.4843E-09
9.7176E-09
62151.70c 1.8250E-07
61147.
54135.
62151.
62149.
92235.
61147.
92236.
61147.
54135.
62151.
62149.
45103.
43099.
54135.
62151.
55133.
92238.
92236.
62149.
61147.
54135.
62151.
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
5.3896E-07
1.0972E-08
1. 2518E-07
9.3324E-08
7.7827E-03
6.3979E-07
7.4477E-06
5.7424E-07
1.2311E-08
1.4197E-07
5.4609E-07
2.9105E-06
6.4655E-06
9.3422E-09
3.0233E-07
5.0815E-06
3. 1509E-02
4.6632E-05
3.2442E-07
4.5773E-07
1.0091E-08
1. 1444E-07
55133.70c 1.7135E-06
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
43099.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
54131.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
54131.70c
8.5090E-08
1.1442E-07
9.5747E-09
1.4357E-07
9.2304E-09
3.2940E-07
5.5743E-06
5. 0416E-06
5.1465E-07
8.9889E-09
3.6938E-07
2.6990E-06
8.6270E-09
3.5559E-07
2.5858E-06
212
55133.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
62149.70c
55133. 70c
92238.70c
92236.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
m114 42000.50c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
55133.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
94239.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
m115 42000.50c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
48113.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
43099.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
43099.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
92238.70c
92236.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
m116 42000.50c
62149.70c
61147.70c
6.0795E-06
1.5577E-06
4.3966E-06
2.2463E-06
4.3961E-07
4.4837E-06
3.1660E-02
1. 1735E-04
7.2039E-07
1.8845E-06
1.0891E-02
1. 9101E-07
4.3779E-07
8.6072E-09
3.1522E-08
7.2246E-08
5.7362E-07
6.4782E-09
2. 3107E-07
6.3779E-09
7. 8193E-08
4.4205E-07
4.2865E-06
1.2111E-06
3.4884E-06
6.1920E-09
2.2176E-07
3. 6148E-06
3.5968E-07
1.2127E-06
4.0896E-05
5.7021E-09
1.0479E-07
1.0903E-02
1.8996E-07
4. 1546E-07
8.3283E-09
3. 0331E-08
6.9547E-08
5.4863E-07
7. 9164E-09
2.8398E-07
4.6756E-06
7.6964E-09
9.5428E-08
5.0587E-07
2.1428E-06
1.3302E-08
4.9689E-07
2.0795E-06
4.5574E-06
4. 6031E-07
1.7697E-06
3. 9851E-06
4.6845E-07
1. 9012E-06
3.1614E-02
1.0279E-04
5.9654E-07
1.5567E-06
1.0903E-02
2.0206E-07
4.4470E-07
43099.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
45103.70c
92235.70c
94240.70c
62149.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
45103.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
92238.70c
92236.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
54131.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
92235.70c
94240.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
5.4841E-06
4.8115E-07
2.1099E-06
8.3375E-09
2. 7136E-07
1.7549E-06
7.2774E-03
1.6866E-06
2. 9751E-07
8.8323E-09
8.8134E-08
2.0888E-07
9. 8110E-08
8.5633E-09
3. 1339E-08
2.5300E-07
1.1194E-06
3.1604E-06
3.5109E-07
6.2673E-09
2.5867E-07
1.7502E-06
4.3541E-07
1.7026E-06
1.0671E-06
3.0096E-06
5.9411E-09
1.9269E-07
3.1597E-02
7.1063E-05
4.8946E-07
8.7013E-09
8.6688E-08
2.0401E-07
9.3389E-08
8.2965E-09
3. 0142E-08
2.5054E-07
1.3784E-06
3.8933E-06
1.9863E-06
4.2680E-07
7.5779E-09
3.1418E-07
5.2191E-06
7.3446E-09
3.0520E-07
2.1521E-06
7.4987E-09
2.7015E-07
4.4066E-06
8.9950E-09
2.9305E-07
4.8471E-06
7.3609E-03
1.6276E-06
2.6537E-07
6. 5109E-07
9.3278E-09
9.3306E-08
2.1531E-07
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
94239.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
54131.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
62149.70c
54131.
61147.
60143.
92235.
94240.
62149.
61147.
54135.
62151.
62149.
61147.
54135.
62151.
62149.
45103.
48113.
62149.
61147.
60143.
54131.
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
70c
8.7861E-09
3.1460E-07
5.2867E-06
1.3322E-06
3.7093E-06
1.9042E-06
5. 0031E-05
8.1583E-09
1.5223E-07
3. 8615E-07
8.7314E-09
9.7687E-08
7.2644E-08
9.7494E-08
8.2612E-09
1.2257E-07
4.1104E-07
1.6067E-06
1.7385E-07
1.2480E-06
3.5960E-06
6.0909E-09
2.5184E-07
4.1609E-06
3. 9851E-07
1.5349E-06
9. 2415E-07
2.5722E-06
7.4568E-03
7.6542E-07
2.2369E-07
3.7539E-07
8.3905E-09
9.3904E-08
6.9977E-08
9.2752E-08
8.0076E-09
1.1898E-07
4.7491E-07
1.8603E-06
1.2550E-08
2.0767E-07
1. 5170E-06
4.3708E-06
2.2229E-06
61147.70c 1.4675E-06
60143.70c
55133.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
94239.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
4.2264E-06
5.0501E-06
1.2988E-06
3.6610E-06
1.8766E-06
1.4389E-06
4.0064E-06
2.0590E-06
5.5688E-05
6.9244E-09
1.2849E-07
4.0520E-07
8.9249E-09
1.0024E-07
213
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135. 70c
62151.70c
54131.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
45103. 70c
48113.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
48113.70c
61147.70c
60143 .70c
54131.70c
62149.70c
45103 .70c
54131.70c
94239.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
m117 42000.50c
62149.70c
61147. 70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
48113.70c
92235.70c
94240.70c
62149.70c
m118 42000.50c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
48113.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
8.8624E-09
3.2514E-08
7.4300E-08
5.9097E-07
8.5762E-09
3.0706E-07
2.1664E-06
8.3243E-09
1.0336E-07
5.1483E-07
2.2610E-06
1.3802E-08
5.0202E-07
2.1360E-06
1.3304E-08
1.3373E-06
3.7699E-06
1. 9319E-06
4.2052E-07
1.5065E-06
1 .6281E-06
5.5866E-05
6.9430E-09
1.2902E-07
1.0906E-02
2.1057E-07
4.4206E-07
8.8611E-09
3.2259E-08
7.3666E-08
5.9156E-07
9.0265E-09
3.2304E-07
5.4108E-06
4.5387E-07
7.8446E-09
3.2518E-07
5.4311E-06
7.5255E-09
3.1277E-07
5.1909E-06
7.7391E-09
2.7907E-07
4.5664E-06
7.2385E-09
2.3662E-07
1. 1333E-08
7.3494E-03
1. 6261E-06
2.6934E-07
1.0940E-02
2.4921E-07
6. 0613E-07
1. 1690E-08
4.4004E-08
2.9054E-07
9.3399E-09
3.3320E-07
5.6459E-06
1.4474E-08
2.3769E-07
2.5346E-06
7.3171E-06
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
55133.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
54131.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
43099.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
92238.70c
92236.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
94239.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
1.0035E-07
8.8598E-09
3.2304E-08
2.6512E-07
1.5042E-06
4.2495E-06
5.1036E-06
4.6393E-07
7.9545E-09
3.2923E-07
2.3464E-06
7.5307E-09
3.1251E-07
5.1894E-06
4.6830E-06
4.6577E-07
1. 8218E-06
7.2588E-09
2.3715E-07
3.8268E-06
3.1614E-02
1. 1354E-04
5.9955E-07
1.5653E-06
9.7755E-09
9.8061E-08
2.1483E-07
9.9346E-08
8.7669E-09
3.2003E-08
2. 6581E-07
1.5942E-06
4.5059E-06
2.2964E-06
2.1757E-07
1.5774E-06
4.5485E-06
2.3126E-06
1.5077E-06
4.3443E-06
2.2125E-06
1.3452E-06
3.7941E-06
1.9444E-06
1. 1329E-06
3.1506E-06
1.6227E-06
5.6611E-05
7.0440E-09
1.3072E-07
1. 1909E-08
1. 2168E-07
2.7031E-07
1.3701E-07
9.6851E-09
1.4524E-07
1.6650E-06
4.7035E-06
2.3943E-06
9.0445E-09
1. 1344E-07
5.5333E-07
3.5543E-06
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
48113.70c
62149. 70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
55133.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
48113.70c
92235.70c
94240.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
48113.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
48113.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
43099.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
92238.70c
92236.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
43099.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
7.4800E-08
9.9536E-08
8.5754E-09
1.2771E-07
4. 9318E-07
2.0280E-06
1.3300E-08
2.2151E-07
1. 6015E-06
4. 6174E-06
5.5134E-06
1.5070E-06
4.3430E-06
2.2118E-06
7.7028E-09
2.7734E-07
4.5373E-06
1. 1366E-06
3. 1615E-06
1.1364E-08
7.3527E-03
1.5917E-06
2.6605E-07
4.2680E-07
8.8951E-09
9.9726E-08
7.4229E-08
9.8577E-08
8.5974E-09
1.2789E-07
5.0569E-07
2.1488E-06
8.0971E-09
1.0115E-07
5.1273E-07
2.2292E-06
1.3676E-08
5.0036E-07
2.1377E-06
1.3302E-08
4.6742E-07
1.8342E-06
4.1294E-06
4.1897E-07
1.5019E-06
3.1620E-02
1.0961E-04
6.0766E-07
1.5863E-06
5.3667E-07
1.1714E-08
1.3424E-07
9.9311E-08
6.7961E-07
1.7368E-06
5.0283E-07
2.2362E-06
5.1050E-06
5.1438E-07
1.1840E-08
4.8234E-07
54131.70c 3.7063E-06
214
43099.70c 7.8794E-06
60145.70c
44101.70c
36083.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
60145.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
43099.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
92235.70c
94240.70c
61147.70c
m119 42000.50c
62149.70c
54131.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
54131.70c
43099.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
43099.70c
62149.70c
55133.70c
92238.70c
92236.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
m120 42000.50c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
43099.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
43099.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
55133.70c
60145.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
55133.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
92238.70c
92236.70c
54135.70c
5.1684E-06
6.7777E-06
7.1086E-07
2.3766E-06
6.8550E-06
3.4763E-06
4.8416E-06
5.1658E-07
2.8848E-06
6.5529E-06
1.6487E-06
4.5937E-06
7.1449E-03
1.9784E-06
8.9927E-07
1.0881E-02
2. 6104E-07
7. 9021E-07
2.8293E-07
4. 5169E-07
8. 0801E-09
3.3369E-07
5. 6019E-06
7. 7411E-09
3.2078E-07
2.2804E-06
4.8343E-06
4.7473E-07
1.8649E-06
4.2174E-06
4.2796E-07
3.9278E-06
3.1562E-02
9.1868E-05
6.2024E-07
1.6204E-06
1.0935E-02
1.0841E-07
1.4944E-07
1.2391E-08
1.8871E-07
5.4160E-07
2.8912E-06
6.6235E-06
6.8035E-07
1.0874E-08
4. 4381E-07
7.8974E-06
7.1256E-06
2.2494E-06
6. 4881E-06
7.7443E-06
4.5820E-06
2. 0102E-06
5.6793E-06
6.8289E-06
1.0053E-08
3.2693E-07
5.5499E-06
3.1720E-02
1.2343E-04
9. 8128E-09
62152.70c
55135.70c
63153.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
43099.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
54131.70c
48113.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
94239.70c
64157.70c
62149.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
55133.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
45103.70c
92235.70c
94240.70c
62149. 70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
54131.70c
48113.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
60145.70c
62149.70c
54131.70c
43099.70c
62152.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
43099.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
92235.70c
94240.70c
61147.70c
4.5071E-07
7.6213E-06
2.2869E-07
5.4018E-07
3.3402E-06
7.3835E-06
1.1513E-08
4.1178E-07
3.0745E-06
1.7701E-08
4.7438E-07
2. 1699E-06
5. 1980E-05
2.4764E-09
3.3891E-07
1.2574E-08
1.2922E-07
1.2436E-08
1.4333E-07
2.1738E-07
1.6280E-06
4.6956E-06
2.3826E-06
1.5560E-06
4.4873E-06
5.3570E-06
7.9015E-09
2.8388E-07
4.6632E-06
7.4421E-09
2.4270E-07
1.5412E-06
7.4502E-03
7.9908E-07
2.7386E-07
1.2733E-08
4.8354E-08
1.0741E-07
8.9970E-07
1. 1718E-08
4.1688E-07
3.1013E-06
1.8552E-08
2.9026E-07
2.2929E-06
6.6188E-06
3.3530E-06
4.6740E-06
5.4579E-07
3.2870E-06
6.9878E-06
3.9403E-07
5.1790E-07
2. 7189E-06
6. 1754E-06
1.6484E-06
4.5914E-06
2.3541E-06
7.1755E-03
1.7796E-06
8.8845E-07
42095.70c
63155.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
48113.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
55133.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
92238.70c
92236.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
43099.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
48113.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
94239.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
55133.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
48113.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
45103.70c
48113.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
54131.70c
48113.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
43099.70c
94239.70c
64157.70c
62149.70c
5.1394E-06
4.5468E-08
1. 1166E-08
4.5571E-07
8.1838E-06
1.8940E-08
2.1336E-06
6.0275E-06
7.2483E-06
1.0068E-08
3.2744E-07
3.1732E-02
1. 3110E-04
9.9446E-09
1. 8714E-07
5.7232E-07
1.4075E-06
6.5010E-07
8.0954E-09
1.0044E-07
5. 2157E-07
2.2888E-06
5.0558E-06
5.0900E-07
2.1958E-06
1.3532E-08
1.3740E-06
3.8782E-06
1.9834E-06
1. 1675E-06
3.2488E-06
1.6698E-06
4. 5126E-05
7.1555E-09
1.3294E-07
1.5103E-07
1.2624E-08
4.7858E-08
3.4832E-07
2.1574E-06
6.1030E-06
7.3242E-06
1. 1629E-08
1.4785E-07
5.5276E-07
3.2161E-06
1.8090E-08
1.0676E-08
4.3628E-07
3.1625E-06
1.7931E-08
1.0975E-08
3.9208E-07
2.8975E-06
1.7895E-08
4.7608E-07
2.1673E-06
5.0275E-06
4.9752E-05
2.4355E-09
3.3743E-07
215
48113.70c 1.9967E-0855133.70c 8.7337E-06
62151 .70c
55133 . 70c
m121 42000.50c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
43099.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
94239.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
m122 42000.50c
62149.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
43099.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
54131.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
92238.70c
92236.70c
61147.70c
m123 42000.50c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
45103.70c
48113.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
48113.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
45103.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
92238.70c
92236.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
1.8473E-07
2.9258E-06
1.0854E-02
2.8070E-07
7.1572E-07
1.3307E-08
5.1231E-08
5.0327E-07
2.2377E-06
5.1136E-06
1.3880E-06
3.8700E-06
1.9784E-06
2.3484E-05
7.5408E-07
1.9746E-06
1.0909E-02
2.2051E-07
5.2203E-07
1.2993E-06
8.5698E-08
1.1682E-07
9.8231E-09
1.4696E-07
4.9998E-07
2.3332E-06
5.3485E-06
5.4483E-07
8.9636E-09
3.6626E-07
2.7112E-06
4.3933E-07
1.7639E-06
1.0986E-06
3.0982E-06
5.8524E-09
1.8998E-07
3.1645E-02
1.0035E-04
4.9342E-07
1. 0911E-02
8.4835E-08
6.8263E-07
9.6686E-09
3.4488E-07
2.3275E-06
1.4973E-08
2.4759E-07
1.9788E-06
5.7094E-06
9.1504E-09
3.7613E-07
6.5014E-06
1.5879E-08
9.3132E-09
3. 3319E-07
2. 2531E-06
1.3727E-06
3.8234E-06
3.1650E-02
1.0492E-04
7.3440E-07
1. 9218E-06
60143.70c 2.3266E-06
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
48113.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
92238.70c
92236.70c
62149.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
48113.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
92235.70c
94240.70c
62149.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
60145.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
62149.70c
55133.70c
92235.70c
94240.70c
62149.70c
1.3755E-08
1.4308E-07
3.0042E-07
1.6042E-07
9.3516E-09
3.3346E-07
5.6548E-06
1.4327E-08
4.5601E-07
1.8123E-06
3.1514E-02
4 .1005E-05
3.0933E-07
1.0380E-08
1.0469E-07
2.3945E-07
1. 0102E-08
3.7553E-08
8.5432E-08
6. 9451E-07
9.6837E-09
3.4315E-07
5.9151E-06
1.5277E-08
2.4547E-07
1.8573E-06
5.3599E-06
6.2863E-09
2.5993E-07
4.3090E-06
4. 0191E-07
1.4832E-06
9. 1023E-07
2.5326E-06
7.3589E-03
8.2605E-07
2.2395E-07
1.0008E-08
3.7182E-08
2.8870E-07
1.7364E-06
4.9090E-06
2.4953E-06
9. 5616E-09
1. 2012E-07
5.3435E-07
2.7746E-06
1.8893E-06
5.4477E-06
2.7632E-06
3. 8461E-06
1.6676E-06
4.7082E-06
2.4026E-06
4.4593E-07
4.6202E-06
7.3140E-03
1. 1588E-06
3. 0125E-07
54131.70c 1.2289E-06
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
92235.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
54131.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
94239.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
55133.70c
43099.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
43099.70c
62152.70c
62149.70c
55133.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
45103.70c
94239.70c
54135.70c
6 2 151.70c
6.3810E-07
1.3452E-08
1.5667E-07
1.1402E-07
1.6663E-06
4.7125E-06
2.3973E-06
8.6687E-09
2.8085E-07
4.6696E-06
7.5978E-03
8.5292E-09
1.5821E-07
4 .6183E-07
1. 0214E-08
1. 1558E-07
1. 1726E-07
1. 0119E-08
3.7446E-08
2.9040E-07
1.7451E-06
4.9327E-06
2.5047E-06
9.4652E-09
1. 1892E-07
5.1231E-07
2.5987E-06
1.2542E-06
3.6125E-06
6. 3541E-09
2.2762E-07
1.5805E-06
3.5508E-07
1. 1953E-06
4.2437E-05
5.7471E-09
1.0560E-07
1.1567E-07
9. 6917E-09
1.4535E-07
5.0474E-07
5.8875E-06
5.3251E-06
5.4754E-07
9.5548E-09
3. 9185E-07
6.8101E-06
5.2122E-07
2.6558E-06
5.8647E-06
3. 2136E-07
4.8909E-07
5.6569E-06
8. 5619E-09
2.7849E-07
1.8052E-06
4. 5051E-05
8.2972E-09
1.5483E-07
216
m124 42000.50c
62149.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
55133.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
43099.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
54131.70c
48113.70c
63155.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
43099.70c
62152.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
92238.70c
92236.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
m125 42000.50c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
48113.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
54131.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
48113.70c
94239.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
m126 42000.50c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
62149.70c
1.0931E-02
1. 1744E-07
9.6533E-07
2. 4713E-06
2.2168E-06
6.2712E-06
7.5261E-06
1. 1759E-08
1.4995E-07
5.5303E-07
3.3048E-06
7.3248E-06
1.0655E-08
4. 3519E-07
3.2807E-06
1. 9351E-08
3.8564E-08
5.1550E-07
2. 6411E-06
5.9985E-06
3.3309E-07
4.7329E-07
2.1112E-06
3.1705E-02
1.3363E-04
9.6498E-09
1. 8118E-07
1.0900E-02
9.5878E-08
5.6303E-07
8.4812E-09
3.0322E-07
5.0591E-06
4. 2811E-07
1. 0165E-08
4. 1621E-07
7.2848E-06
1. 6841E-08
9.7620E-09
4.0026E-07
6.9663E-06
7.4499E-09
2.6805E-07
1.8673E-06
1.0766E-06
2.9942E-06
1.0951E-08
4.8242E-05
6.8403E-09
1.2646E-07
1.0885E-02
7. 7618E-08
6.2446E-07
8.7284E-09
3.0987E-07
8. 5147E-09
1.0566E-07
4.5464E-07
1.8793E-06
1.2681E-06
3.6537E-06
1.8520E-06
4.0804E-07
54135. 70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
54131.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
43099.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
48113.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
55133.70c
60145.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
48113.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
92235.70c
94240.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
60145.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
55133.70c
62149.70c
55133.70c
92238.70c
92236.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
1.3691E-08
5.2807E-08
3.6029E-07
1.3243E-06
5.4678E-07
2.9685E-06
6.8061E-06
6.9132E-07
1. 1129E-08
4.5398E-07
8.1200E-06
1.8423E-08
2. 2418E-06
6.4695E-06
7.7242E-06
4.5693E-06
1.0708E-08
3.8233E-07
6.6336E-06
1.7696E-08
9.8256E-09
3.1947E-07
5.4054E-06
7.1811E-03
1.7417E-06
8.6947E-07
2.2765E-06
1.1311E-08
4.2332E-08
2.5544E-07
1.4918E-06
4.2156E-06
2.1462E-06
2.0705E-07
2.1151E-06
6. 1061E-06
3.0935E-06
4.3118E-06
2.0243E-06
5.8375E-06
2.9614E-06
1.2940E-06
3.6490E-06
4.3894E-06
4.0348E-07
3.6214E-06
3.1617E-02
9.9027E-05
5.8925E-07
9.1977E-09
3.3811E-08
2.6822E-07
1.5570E-06
4.3997E-06
4.8177E-07
6.6997E-09
2.7594E-07
4. 6125E-06
4.3989E-07
1.7785E-06
6.4868E-09
2.3223E-07
61147.70c
54135. 70c
62151.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
54131.70c
48113.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
60145 .70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
43099.70c
62152.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
60145.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
94239.70c
64157.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
43099.70c
62152.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
43099.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
45103.70c
92235.70c
94240.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
54131.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
1.6562E-07
1. 3117E-08
2.0099E-07
1.2010E-08
4.2654E-07
3.1861E-06
1.8813E-08
2.9364E-07
2.3564E-06
6.8054E-06
3.4463E-06
4.8062E-06
5.4770E-07
3.1535E-06
6.9675E-06
3.9258E-07
1.9531E-06
5.5172E-06
2.8153E-06
3.9369E-06
1.6054E-06
4.4721E-06
2.2929E-06
4.9745E-05
2.4662E-09
3.3303E-07
1.3176E-07
8. 1958E-09
1.2172E-07
4.8681E-07
2.0048E-06
7.7025E-09
9.5398E-08
5.5024E-07
2.9686E-06
6.5734E-06
3.6387E-07
5.3591E-07
2.8472E-06
6.2864E-06
4.5218E-07
1.7578E-06
6.8936E-09
2.2482E-07
1.4227E-06
7.3637E-03
1.3753E-06
2. 6100E-07
1.0541E-07
8.9126E-09
1.3280E-07
4.7323E-07
2.2318E-06
2.2274E-07
1.3429E-06
3.8709E-06
6.3464E-09
2.6185E-07
4.3555E-06
1.1242E-06
3. 1714E-06
217
45103.70c 1
62149.70c 3
45103.70c 1
94239.70c 3
54135.70c 6
62151.70c 1
m127 42000.50c 1
62149.70c 1
61147.70c 8
54135.70c 1
62151.70c 3
45103.70c 2
48113.70c 1
61147.70c 6
60143.70c 1
48113.70c 7
54135.70c 1
62151.70c 4
55133.70c 7
62149.70c 5
45103.70c 2
54135.70c 1
62151.70c 3
45103.70c 2
48113.70c 1
62149.70c 4
45103.70c 1
92235.70c 7
64157.70c 2
61147.70c 7
# tmp,
1 2.697e-8
2 2.869e-8
3 2.869e-8
4 2.869e-8
5 2.869e-8
6001 2.869e-8
6002 2.869e-8
6003 2.869e-8
6004 2.869e-8
6005 2.869e-8
6006 2.869e-8
6007 2.869e-8
6008 2.869e-8
6009 2.869e-8
6010 2.869e-8
7 2.697e-8
8 2.869e-8
81 2.869e-8
9 2.697e-8
10 2.869e-8
11 2.869e-8
12 2.697e-8
13 2.869e-8
14 2.869e-8
15 2.697e-8
16 2.869e-8
17 2.869e-8
18 2.697e-8
19 2.869e-8
2001 2.869e-8
2002 2.869e-8
2003 2.869e-8
.5157E-06
.6588E-07
.2439E-06
.6745E-05
.0963E-09
.1187E-07
.0924E-02
. 0102E-07
.2914E-07
.1128E-08
.9605E-07
.7204E-06
.6530E-08
.3891E-07
. 6173E-06
.4214E-09
.0362E-08
.2394E-07
.4652E-06
.3746E-07
.8632E-06
.0040E-08
.5943E-07
.4523E-06
.5488E-08
. 6152E-07
.9466E-06
.2468E-03
.5852E-09
. 9910E-07
imp: n
1
1
1
1
1
54135.70c
62151.70c
92238.70c
92236.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
61147. 70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
60145.70c
62149.70c
54131.70c
45103.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
55133.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
94239.70c
94240.70c
62149.70c
6.0799E-09
1.9740E-07
3.1589E-02
7.7899E-05
5.2443E-07
1. 1879E-08
4.4773E-08
3.3156E-07
2.0291E-06
5.7385E-06
2.9171E-06
4. 0941E-06
2.7819E-07
8.7927E-07
5.8394E-07
2.1674E-06
6.2569E-06
9.7918E-09
4. 0179E-07
7.0040E-06
1. 8109E-06
5.1156E-06
6. 1495E-06
9.1528E-09
2.9789E-07
4.9787E-06
4.9368E-05
1.6725E-06
3.1792E-07
61147.70c
60143. 70c
92235.70c
94240.70c
62149.70c
61147.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
62149.70c
55133.70c
43099.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
55133.70c
43099.70c
62149.70c
45103.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
54131.70c
62149.70c
54131.70c
43099.70c
61147.70c
60143.70c
92238.70c
92236.70c
54135.70c
62151.70c
9.4904E-07
2.6422E-06
7.4610E-03
5.2198E-07
2.3582E-07
1.3963E-07
1. 1547E-08
1.7498E-07
5.3468E-07
6.8845E-06
6.2273E-06
1.0982E-08
1.3935E-07
2.1433E-06
1.9938E-06
5.4888E-07
3. 0416E-06
2.0344E-06
5.8674E-06
2.9769E-06
5.0566E-07
2.6090E-06
5. 5615E-06
1.4788E-06
4.1178E-06
3.1685E-02
1. 1549E-04
8.9543E-09
1.6773E-07
1
1
1
218
2004 2.869e-8 1
2005 2.869e-8 1
2006 2.869e-8 1
2007 2.869e-8 1
2008 2.869e-8 1
2009 2.869e-8 1
2010 2.869e-8 1
21 2.697e-8 1
22 2.869e-8 1
2301 2.869e-8 1
2302 2.869e-8 1
2303 2.869e-8 1
2304 2.869e-8 1
2305 2.869e-8 1
2306 2.869e-8 1
2307 2.869e-8 1
2308 2.869e-8 1
2309 2.869e-8 1
2310 2.869e-8 1
24 2.697e-8 1
25 2.869e-8 1
2601 2.869e-8 1
2602 2.869e-8 1
2603 2.869e-8 1
2604 2.869e-8 1
2605 2.869e-8 1
2606 2.869e-8 1
2607 2.869e-8 1
2608 2.869e-8 1
2609 2.869e-8 1
2610 2.869e-8 1
27 2.697e-8 1
28 2.869e-8 1
29 2.869e-8 1
30 2.697e-8 1
31 2.869e-8 1
32 2.869e-8 1
33 2.697e-8 1
34 2.869e-8 1
35 2.869e-8 1
36 2.697e-8 1
37 2.869e-8 1
371 2.869e-8 1
38 2.697e-8 1
39 2.869e-8 1
40 2.869e-8 1
41 2.697e-8 1
42 2.869e-8 1
43 2.869e-8 1
44 2.697e-8 1
45 2.869e-8 1
46 2.869e-8 1
47 2.697e-8 1
48 2.869e-8 1
49 2.869e-8 1
50 2.697e-8 1
51 2.869e-8 1
52 2.869e-8 1
53 2.697e-8 1
54 2.869e-8 1
55 2.869e-8 1
56 2.697e-8 1
57 2.869e-8 1
219
571 2.869e-8 1
58 2.697e-8 1
59 2.869e-8 1
60 2.869e-8 1
61 2.697e-8 1
62 2.869e-8 1
63 2.869e-8 1
64 2.697e-8 1
65 2.869e-8 1
66 2.869e-8 1
67 2.697e-8 1
68 2.869e-8 1
69 2.869e-8 1
70 2.697e-8 1
71 2.869e-8 1
72 2.869e-8 1
73 2.568e-8 1
7301 2.568e-8 1
7302 2.568e-8 1
7303 2.568e-8 1
7304 2.568e-8 1
7305 2.568e-8 1
7306 2.568e-8 1
7307 2.568e-8 1
7308 2.568e-8 1
7309 2.568e-8 1
7310 2.568e-8 1
7311 2.568e-8 1
7312 2.568e-8 1
74 2.568e-8 1
75 2.568e-8 1
76 2.568e-8 1
77 2.568e-8 1
78 2.568e-8 1
79 2.568e-8 1
80 2.568e-8 1
82 2.568e-8 1
83 2.568e-8 1
84 2.568e-8 1
85 2.568e-8 1
86 2.568e-8 1
87 2.697e-8 1
88 3.042e-8 1
89 3.042e-8 1
90 3.042e-8 1
91 2.697e-8 1
92 3.042e-8 1
93 3.042e-8 1
94 3.042e-8 1
95 2.697e-8 1
96 3.042e-8 1
97 3.042e-8 1
98 3.042e-8 1
99 2.697e-8 1
100 3.042e-8 1
101 3.042e-8 1
102 3.042e-8 1
103 2.697e-8 1
104 3.042e-8 1
105 3.042e-8 1
106 3.042e-8 1
107 2.697e-8 1
108 3.042e-8 1
220
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929 2.697e-8 1
930 3.042e-8 1
931 3.042e-8 1
932 3.042e-8 1
933 2.697e-8 1
934 3.042e-8 1
935 3.042e-8 1
936 3.042e-8 1
937 2.697e-8 1
938 3.042e-8 1
939 3.042e-8 1
940 3.042e-8 1
941 2.697e-8 1
942 3.042e-8 1
943 3.042e-8 1
944 3.042e-8 1
945 2.697e-8 1
946 3.042e-8 1
947 3.042e-8 1
948 3.042e-8 1
949 2.697e-8 1
950 3.042e-8 1
951 3.042e-8 1
952 3.042e-8 1
953 2.697e-8 1
954 3.042e-8 1
955 3.042e-8 1
956 3.042e-8 1
957 2.697e-8 1
958 2.869e-8 0
print
c
prdmp 2j 1 1
c
c
C
c
totnu
c
c
c
c
c
kcode 5000 1.000 5 1500
ksrc 0 3 80 0 -3 80 3 3 80 -3 3 80 -3 -3 80 3 -3 80
c tallies
c
f4:n 1
e4 3.0e-9 7.5e-9 1.0e-8 2.53e-8 3.0e-8 4.0e-8 5.0e-8 7.0e-8
1.Oe-7 1.5e-7 2.0e-7 2.25e-7 2.5e-7 2.75e-7 3.25e-7 3.5e-7
3.75e-7 4.0e-7 6.25e-7 1.0e-6 1.77e-6 3.0e-6 4.75e-6 6.0e-6
8.le-6 1.0e-5 3.0e-5 1.0e-4 5.5e-4 3.0e-3 1.7e-2 2.5e-2 0.1
0.4 0.9 1.4 1.85 2.354 2.479 3 4.8 6.434 8.1873 20
fl4:n 18
e14 3.0e-9 7.5e-9 1.0e-8 2.53e-8 3.0e-8 4.0e-8 5.0e-8 7.0e-8
1.0e-7 1.5e-7 2.0e-7 2.25e-7 2.5e-7 2.75e-7 3.25e-7 3.5e-7
3.75e-7 4.0e-7 6.25e-7 1.Oe-6 1.77e-6 3.0e-6 4.75e-6 6.0e-6
8.le-6 1.0e-5 3.0e-5 1.Oe-4 5.5e-4 3.0e-3 1.7e-2 2.5e-2 0.1
0.4 0.9 1.4 1.85 2.354 2.479 3 4.8 6.434 8.1873 20
f24:n 21
e24 3.0e-9 7.5e-9 1.0e-8 2.53e-8 3.0e-8 4.0e-8 5.0e-8 7.0e-8
1.0e-7 1.5e-7 2.0e-7 2.25e-7 2.5e-7 2.75e-7 3.25e-7 3.5e-7
3.75e-7 4.0e-7 6.25e-7 1.0e-6 1.77e-6 3.0e-6 4.75e-6 6.0e-6
234
8.le-6 1.0e-5 3.0e-5 1.0e-4 5.5e-4 3.0e-3 1.7e-2 2.5e-2 0.1
0.4 0.9 1.4 1.85 2.354 2.479 3 4.8 6.434 8.1873 20
f34:n 24
e34 3.0e-9 7.5e-9 1.0e-8 2.53e-8 3.0e-8 4.0e-8 5.0e-8 7.0e-8
1.0e-7 1.5e-7 2.0e-7 2.25e-7 2.5e-7 2.75e-7 3.25e-7 3.5e-7
3.75e-7 4.0e-7 6.25e-7 1.0e-6 1.77e-6 3.0e-6 4.75e-6 6.0e-6
8.le-6 1.0e-5 3.0e-5 1.0e-4 5.5e-4 3.0e-3 1.7e-2 2.5e-2 0.1
0.4 0.9 1.4 1.85 2.354 2.479 3 4.8 6.434 8.1873 20
235
Appendix B: Optimization Script
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% -------------------------------------------------------------------------
% This script reads the results of computer experiments from an external
% file, performs ordinary kriging on the data, and searches for a global
% maximum subject to constraint. The output consists of either the
% predicted site of the maximum improvement upon the optimal data point,
% or the value and location of the global maximum if convergence has been
% achieved.
% --------------------------------------------------------------------------
%read data points from file into matrix
D=dlmread('kriginp.txt', ' ');
%Define desired value of keff
keff=1.07;
sdphitol=le12;
sdktol=0.001;
%sort values
Ds=sortrows (D);
%establish outer limits of design space
xboundl=2.5;
xbound2=6.3;
xwidth=xbound2-xboundl;
yboundl=5;
ybound2=10;
ywidth=ybound2-yboundl;
zboundl=0.1;
zbound2=0.25;
zwidth=zboundl-zbound2;
%Establish locations for kriging
n=80; n2=50; %Number of mesh spacings between calculated points
%Create vectors of distinct data indices
x=0;y=0; z=0;
for i=1:length(Ds)
flag=O;
for j=l:length(x)
if x(j)==Ds(i,l)
237
.. . . ......
.................. ------
end
for
end
for
flag=1;
end
end
if flag==O
x (j+1) =Ds (i, 1);
end
i=l:length(Ds)
flag=0;
for j=l:length(y)
if y(j)==Ds(i,2)
flag=1;
end
end
if flag==
y(j+1)=Ds(i,2)
end
i=l:length(Ds)
flag=O;
for j=l:length(z)
if z(j)==Ds(i,3)
flag=1;
end
end
if flag==O
z (j+1) =Ds (i, 3);
end
end
%Find best value of phi, along with best location so far
oldphimax=O;
for i=l:length(Ds)
if Ds(i,4)>oldphimax
if Ds(i,5)>keff
flag=thtest(Ds(i,1), Ds(i,2), Ds(1,3));
if flag==1
oldphimax=Ds(i,4);
oldloc=Ds (i, 1:3);
end
end
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end
end
minnormdist=200;
%Find minimum normed distance of neighbors
for i=l:length(Ds)
normdist=sqrt(((Ds(i,1)-oldloc(1,1))/xwidth)^2+((Ds(i,2)-oldloc(1,2))/ywidth)^2+((Ds(i,3)-
oldloc(1,3))/zwidth)^2);
if normdist>0 && normdist<minnormdist
minnormdist=normdist;
end
end
%Use minimum normed distance to define new range for smaller mesh
xsmbl=oldloc(1,1)-normdist*xwidth;
xsmb2=oldloc(1,1)+normdist*xwidth;
ysmbl=oldloc(1,2)-normdist*ywidth;
ysmb2=oldloc(1,2)+normdist*ywidth;
zsmbl=oldloc(1,3)-normdist*zwidth;
zsmb2=oldloc(1,3)+normdist*zwidth;
%create vectors of uniformly spaced kriging locations
xkr=zeros(n+l);ykr=zeros(n+l);zkr=zeros(n+1);
xkr(1)=xboundl;ykr(1)=yboundl;zkr(1)=zboundl;
for i=1:n
del=(xbound2-xboundl)/n;
xkr (i+l) =xkr (i) +del;
end
for i=1:n
del=(ybound2-yboundl)/n;
ykr (i+1) =ykr (i) +del;
end
for i=1:n
del=(zbound2-zboundl)/n;
zkr (i+l) =zkr (i) +del;
end
%Do the same for region with reduced mesh spacing
xkr2=zeros(n2+1);ykr2=zeros(n2+1);zkr2=zeros(n2+1);
xkr2(1)=xsmbl;ykr2(1)=ysmbl;zkr2(1)=zsmbl;
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for i=1:n2
del=(xsmb2-xsmbl)/n2;
xkr2 (i+1) =xkr2 (i) +del;
end
for i=l:n2
del=(ysmb2-ysmbl)/n2;
ykr2(i+1)=ykr2(i)+del;
end
for i=l:n2
del=(zsmb2-zsmbl)/n2;
zkr2 (i+1) =zkr2 (i) +del;
end
%permute and add region with smaller mesh
lkrigpos=length(xkr)*length(ykr)*length(zkr);
lkrigpos2=length(xkr2)*length(ykr2)*length(zkr2);
krigpos=zeros(lkrigpos+lkrigpos2,3);
krigpos2=zeros(lkrigpos2,3);
for i=O:length(xkr)-1
for j=O:length(ykr)-l
for k=l:length(zkr)
krigpos(i*length(zkr)*length(ykr)+j*length(zkr)+k,1)=xkr(i+1);
krigpos(i*length(zkr)*length(ykr)+j*length(zkr)+k,2)=ykr(j+1);
krigpos(i*length(zkr)*length(ykr)+j*length(zkr)+k,3)=zkr(k);
end
end
end
for i=0:length(xkr2)-l
for j=O:length(ykr2)-1
for k=1:length(zkr2)
krigpos2(i*length(zkr2)*length(ykr2)+j*length(zkr2)+k,1)=xkr2(i+1);
krigpos2(i*length(zkr2)*length(ykr2)+j*length(zkr2)+k,2)=ykr2(j+1);
krigpos2(i*length(zkr2)*length(ykr2)+j*length(zkr2)+k,3)=zkr2(k);
end
end
end
%Append region with reduced mesh spacing to krigpos
for i=1:lkrigpos2
krigpos(lkrigpos+i,:)=krigpos2(i,:);
end
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................ III 
%count spacings for use in variogram
maxindex=length(Ds);
index=length(Ds)^2;
distrack=zeros(index);
distcount=zeros(index);
sumphi=zeros(index);
sumk=zeros(index);
for i=l:length(Ds)
for j=2:i
dist(i,j)=sqrt((Ds(i,1)-Ds(j,1))^2+(Ds(i,2)-Ds(j,2))^2+(Ds(i,3)-Ds(j,3))^2);
for k=l:index
if dist(i,j)==distrack(k)
distcount(k)=distcount(k)+1;
sumphi(k)=sumphi(k)+sqrt(Ds(i,4)-Ds(j,4));
sumk(k)=sumk(k)+sqrt(Ds(i,5)-Ds(j,5));
else
distrack(length(distrack)+l)=dist(i,j);
distcount(length(distrack)+1)=1;
sumphi(length(distrack)+1)=sqrt(Ds(i,4)-Ds(j,4));
sumk(length(distrack)+1)=sqrt(Ds(i,5)-Ds(j,5));
end
end
end
end
%fill variogram estimator matrix, using robust estimator
for i=l:length(Ds)
for j=l:length(Ds)
for k=:length(distrack)
if distrack(k)==dist(i,j)
Cphi(i+l,j+l)=1-0.5* (l/distcount(k)*sumphi(k))^4/(0.457+0.494/distcount(k));
Ck(i+l,j+1)=1-0.5* (l/distcount(k)*sumk(k))^4/(0.457+0.494/distcount(k));
end
end
end
end
for j=l:length(Ds)
Cphi(1,j)=0;
Ck(1,j)=0;
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...........
end
Cphi (1,1)=1;
Ck (1,1) =1;
%Determine which regression and correlation functions
%Choose correlation function first
corrphi=corrfit(Ds(:,1:3),Ds(:,4),Cphi);
corrk=corrfit(Ds(:,1:3),Ds(:,5),Ck);
%use selected correlation function to find best regre
%regphi=regfit(Ds(:,1:3),Ds(:,4),corrphi);
regk=regfit(Ds(:,1:3),Ds(:,5),corrk);
fit best
ssion function
theta =[10 10 10]; lob=[le-1 le-1 le-1]; upb=[100 100 100];
[dmodelphi perfphi]=dacefit(Ds(:,1:3),Ds(:,4),@regpoly2,corrphi,theta,lob,upb);
[dmodelk perfk]=dacefit(Ds(:,1:3),Ds(:,5),regk,corrk,theta,lob,upb);
%Krige, Note: predictor.m adapted to return kriging variance rather than MSE
for i=l:length(krigpos)
[Ephi(i), or, msephi(i)]=predictor(krigpos(i), dmodelphi);
[Ek(i), or, msek(i)]=predictor(krigpos(i),dmodelk);
end
%Find maximum, test for convergence/recommend new point
phitol=0.01;
ktoll=0.001;
maxphi=oldphimax;
expmax=0;
sdphi=0;
sdk=0;
for i=1:lkrigpos+lkrigpos2
%Geometry test
if krigpos(i,1)<krigpos(i,2) && krigpos(i,3)>0 && krigpos
&& krigpos(i,1)<xbound2 && msephi(i)>0
%Minimum k test
if Ek(i)>keff
%Thermal hydraulic test
thflag=thtest(krigpos(i,1),krigpos(i,2),krigpos(i
if thflag==1
(i,1)>xboundl && krigpos(i,3)>zboundl
, 3)) ;
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M-0-NOWL- -- n- - - 59W I'll, "I'll" I -- - - -- -r -00-Offim"W
u=(Ephi(i)-maxphi);%/sqrt(msephi(i));
ph=normpdf(Ephi(i),maxphi,sqrt(msephi(i)));
PH=normcdf(Ephi(i),maxphi,sqrt(msephi(i)));
%calculate expected improvement (g=2)
%exp(i)=msephi(i)* ((u^2+1)*PH+u*ph);
%calculate expected improvement (g=1)
%exp(i)=sqrt(msephi(i))* (u*PH+ph);
%calculate expected improvement (g=0)
exp(i)=u;
if exp(i)>expmax
expmax=exp(i);
maxphi=Ephi(i);
maxk=Ek(i);
sdphi=sqrt(msephi(i));
sdk=sqrt (msek (i));
newcoord=krigpos(i,:);
end
else
end
else
end
else
end
end
%calculate distance between predicted maximum and old maximum
ndisttol=0.01;
ndist=(newcoord-oldloc)./oldloc;
if abs((oldphimax-maxphi)/oldphimax)<phitol && max(ndist)<ndisttol
fprintf('The flux has converged to a value of %g at %g %g %g\n', maxphi, newcoord(1), newcoord(2),
newcoord(3))
elseif abs((oldphimax-maxphi)/oldphimax)>phitol
fprintf('The flux has not yet converged. Please add data for %g %g %g to the input file.\n',
newcoord(1), newcoord(2), newcoord(3))
else
fprintf('The maximum improvement point falls outside of tolerance. Please change tolerances or decrease
mesh spacing.')
end
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function flag=thtest(st, s, vf)
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
%This function determines whether a set of input variables (flux trap edge
% length, assembly side length, and fuel volume fraction) fall within
% thermal hydraulic limits, namely 2x margin to ONB. The limit is
% determined by an empirical fit of limiting heat fluxes calculated using
% the limiting pressure drop of the MITR-II and the geometry of the
% trapezoidal assembly with integral flux trap.
% Inputs: st, flux trap edge length, cm
% s, assembly edge length, cm
% vf, fuel volume fraction, dimensionless
%Outputs: flag={ 1 if limits are met,
% { 0 of limits are not met.
% --------------------------------------------------------------------------
%Assumed radial peaking factor
peak=1.7;
flag=0;
%Convert side lengths to appropriate units
st=st/100;
s=s/100;
%Calculate values of N and delta given vf
vol=2*vf*sqrt(3)/4* (s^2-st^2);
d=0.002; %thickness of assembly box, m
tf=0.000508; %fuel meat thickness, m
tc=0.000254; %clad thickness, m
tp=tf+2*tc; %total plate thickness, m
N=l;
fuelvol=0;
while fuelvol<vol
fuelvol=0;
del=(1-2*vf)*sqrt(3)/2*(s-st-2*d)/(N+1);
for i=l:N
platevol=(tf+2*tc)* (l/sqrt(3)*tp+s-2/sqrt(3)*d-2/sqrt(3)*del-2/sqrt(3)* (del+tp)*i);
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fuelvol=fuelvol+platevol;
end
N=N+1;
end
%This adjustment is needed since volume is not tested until after N is
%incremented
N=N-1;
%calculate average heat flux, applying factor of 1.9 for fins (from Y. Wang)
surf=2*fuelvol/tp*1.9;
hfavg=10e6/.60/(surf)/24; %W/m2
%find estimate of 2 x ONB heat flux
%calculate average channel Dh
dh=4*((s+st)/2*del)/(s+st+4*del/sqrt(3))*1000;
hflim=(-3.0899e5*dh^2+1.2078e6*dh+7.278le5)/peak/peak/2; %W/m2
if hfavg<hflim
flag=l;
end
%Test for channel thickness. Minimum thickness defined by HFIR channel.
if del<0.0006
flag=0;
end
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Appendix C: Core Maps and Characteristics
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Configuration 1
Configuration 1 is the high-thermal flux configuration which has been used previously for
thermal hydraulic and fuel management analysis of the core. The results of spectral analysis,
previously presented during Chapter 6, are repeated here for the sake of completeness.
Table C-1: Average Fluxes for Configuration I
Trap 1 Trap 6 Trap 7 Tra 8
Thermal flux 1.19 x 1014 1.14 x 1014 7.79 x 10" 9.40 x 10"
(<0.625 eV),
n/cm2s
Epithermal flux, 8.98 x 10 9.17 x 103  1.11 x 1014  1.20 x 1014
Fast flux (>0.1 9.66 x 10" 9.71 x 10" 1.34 x 1014  1.36 x 1014
MeV), n/cm2 s
BOC keff 1.01733
Inter-assembly 1.25
peaking factor
Figure C-1: Diagram of configuration I core
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Configuration 2
Configuration 2 is a permutation on Configuration 1, with half of the corner flux traps instead
facing away from each other. This core map presents both significantly lower peak thermal and
fast fluxes than map 1.
Table C-2: Average Fluxes for Configuration 2
Trap 1 Trap 6 Trap 7 Trap 8
Thermal flux 9.24 x 101 1.10 x 1014 8.37 x 101 9.06 x 101
(<0.625 eV),
n/cm2 s
Epithermal flux, 9.49 x 1013  8.70 x 1013  1.06 x 1014  1.14 x 1014
n/cm2 s
Fast flux (>0.1 1.07 x 1014  9.21 x 10' 3  1.24 x 1014  1.29 x 1014
MeV), n/cm 2s
BOC keff 1.04296
Inter-assembly 1.14
peaking factor
Figure C-2:Diagram of core configuration 2
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Configuration 3
Configuration is a second permutation of Configuration 1, with the corner flux traps turned in to
form large hexagonal traps. This configuration has both the smallest number of traps and the
largest traps possible.
Table C-3: Average Fluxes for Configuration 3
Figure C-3: Diagram of core configuration 3
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Trap 1 Trap 6 Trap 7 Trap 8
Thermal flux 1.08 x 1014 1.09 x 1014 1.06 x 10'2 1.05 x 10T
(<0.625 eV),
n/cm 2s
Epithermal flux, 9.64 x 1O3  8.81 x IOT 1.02 x 1014 1.09x 1014
n/cm 2 s
Fast flux (>0.1 1.06 x 1014 9.29 x 10' 1.15 x 1014  1.23 x 1014
MeV), n/cm 2s
BOC keff 1.03512
Inter-assembly 1.24
peaking factor
Configuration 4
Configuration 4 is a variant on Configuration 3, which turns the corner flux traps into the center,
away from the reflector. The map does not produce fluxes as high as those produced by
Configuration 3.
Table C-4: Average Fluxes for Configuration 4
Trap 1 Trap 6 Trap 7 Trap 8
Thermal flux 1.x00 X 101 6.20 x 10 1.00 x 1014 9.82 x 10"
(<0.625 eV),
n/cm2s
Epithermal flux, 8.81 x i0'1 9.38 x 1013  9.34 x 10" 9.84 x 1013
n/cm 2s
Fast flux (>0.1 9.63 x 10" 1.10 x 1014  1.04 x 1014  1.12 x 1014
MeV), n/cm 2s
BOC kefr 1.0789
Inter-assembly 1.14
peaking factor
Figure C-4:Diagram of core configuration 4
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Configuration 5
Configuration 5 is a second variation on Configuration 3, with the corner flux traps rotated away
from each other. Its similarity to configuration 3 means that it still has high peak thermal flux,
but the rotation of the flux traps reduces it somewhat.
Table C-5: Average Fluxes for Configuration 5
Trap 1 Trap 6 Trap 7 Trap 8
Thermalflux 1.05 x 1014 7.92 x 10" 1.04 x 1014 1.01 x 1014
(<0.625 eV),
n/cm 2s
Epithermal flux, 9.13 x 10 9.32 x 10" 9.76 x 1013 1.04 x 1014
n/cm 2 s
Fast flux (>0.1 1.01 x 103  1.06 x 1014  1.10 x 1014  1.18 x 1014
MeV), n/cm2s
BOC keff 1.05961
Inter-assembly 1.24
peaking factor
Figure C-5: Diagram of core configuration 5
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Configuration 6
Configuration 6 produces six large hemi-hexagonal flux traps facing the reflector, with several
medium-size traps formed by the interior assemblies. The configuration blends high thermal
fluxes at the periphery with the ability to provide a larger fast flux at the center of the core than
the other core maps.
Table C-6: Average Fluxes for configuration 6
Trap 1 Trap 6 Trap 7 Trap 8
Thermalflux 1.14 x 10 1.13 x 1014 1.06 x 1014 6.43 x 10"
(<0.625 eV),
n/cm2 s
Epithermal flux, 9.18 x io13  9.21 x 1013  9.93 x 1013 1.18 x 1014
n/cm2s
Fast flux (>0.1 9.91 x 101 1.00 x 1014 1.11 x 1014  1.41 x 1014
MeV), n/cm2s
BOC keff 1.04139
Inter-assembly 1.14
peaking factor
Figure C-6: Diagram of core configuration 6
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Configuration 7
This configuration is a variation upon the concept of Configuration 6, but opens up the center of
the core to form a single large flux trap there. The map does not produce thermal fluxes as high
as several of the others, but is unusual in that the thermal fluxes are relatively flat across the core.
Table C-7: Average Fluxes for Configuration 7
Trap 1 Trap 6 Trap 7 Trap 8
Thermalflux 1.18 x 1014 1.18 x 1014 1.09 x 1014 1.16 x 1014
(<0.625 eV),
n/cm 2s
Epithermal flux, 9.70 x 10'3  9.68 x 10" 1.04 x 10'3  1.20 x 1014
n/cm2s
Fast flux (>0.1 1.04 x 1014 1.05 x 1014 1.17 x 1014 1.35 x 1014
MeV), n/cm2 s
BOC keff 1.00197
Inter-assembly 1.08
peaking factor
Figure C-7: Diagram of core configuration 7
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Configuration 8
Configuration 8 is filled with uniform medium-sized flux traps. It produces passably high
thermal flux, and produces a large fast component near the center of the core.
Table C-8: Average Fluxes for Configuration 8
Trap 1 Trap 6 Trap 7 Trap 8
Thermal flux 1.14 x10 1.03 x 10 7.84 x 10' 6.34 x 10"
(<0.625 eV),
n/cm2s
Epithermal flux, 8.62 x 1013 9.53 x 10'3  1.01 x 1014 1.18 x 1014
n/cm2s
Fast flux (>0.1 9.24 x 1013 1.03 x 1014  1.20 x 1014 1.40 x 1014
MeV), n/cm2s
BOC keff 1.03156
Inter-assembly 1.32
peaking factor
Figure C-8: Diagram of core configuration 8
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Configuration 9
Configuration 9 is very similar to configuration 8, but rotates the interior assemblies. The
resulting flux traps are of the same number and size as in configuration 8. Similarly to
configuration 8, the layout does not provide exceptional thermal flux, but does supply a large fast
component in the center of the core.
Table C-9: Average Fluxes for Configuration 9
Trap 1 Trap 6 Trap 7 Trap 8
Thermal flux 1.14 x 1014 1.03 x 10'4 7.81 x 103 6.41 x 103
(<0.625 eV),
n/cm2 s
Epithermal flux, 8.63x 10' 9.51 x 103 1.02 x 1014 1.19 x 1014
n/cm 2s
Fast flux (>0.1 9.23 x 1013 1.03 x 1014 1.20 x 1014 1.41 x 10"4
MeV), n/cm 2s
BOC keff 1.02027
Inter-assembly 1.27
peaking factor
Figure C-9: Diagram of core configuration 9
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Configuration 10
Configuration 10 is a second variation upon configuration 8, which turns the central flux traps in
on each other to form a large flux trap at the center of the core. The thermal fluxes produced are
on par with Configuration 1, except at the center, where they are high owing to the presence of
the large flux trap. The peak fast flux is also higher in this region than in Configuration 1.
Table C-10: Average Fluxes for Configuration 10
Trap 1 Trap 6 Trap 7 Tra 8
Thermal flux 1.18 x 1014 1.06 x 1014 8.00 x 101 1.16 x 1014
(<0.625 eV),
n/cm2 s
Epithermal flux, 9.04 x 101 9.90 x 1013 1.06 x 10 4 1.18 x 1014
n/cm2s
Fast flux (>0.1 9.71 x 103  1.07 x 1014  1.26 x 1014  1.33 x 1014
MeV), n/cm 2s
BOC keff 1.00523
Inter-assembly 1.27
peaking factor
Figure C-10: Diagram of core configuration 10
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Configuration 11
Configuration 11 was the result of an effort to explore division of the core into numerous small
flux traps. This configuration permits high thermal flux in trap 1, while delivering higher fast
fluxes at the center of the core. The peaking factor is among the lowest found, despite the
differences in spectrum from trap to trap.
Table C-11: Average Fluxes for Configuration II
Trap 1 Trap 6 Trap 7 Trap 8
Thermalflux 1.10 x 1014 8.94 x 103 6.66 x 10" 7.32 x 10"
(<0.625 eV),
n/cm 2s
Epithermal flux, 8.55 x 1O_ 9.58 x 1' 1.08 x 1014  1.15 x 1014
n/cm 2s
Fast flux (>0.1 9.13 x 1013 1.07 x 1014  1.30 x 1014 1.34 x 1014
MeV), n/cm2 s
BOC keff 1.04887
Inter-assembly 1.09
peaking factor
Figure C-11: Diagram of core configuration 11
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Configuration 12
This configuration is based on configuration 11, but rotates the corner assemblies so that they do
not face each other. As a result, the thermal flux in the core is reduced still further.
Table C-12: Average Fluxes for Configuration 12
Trap 1 Trap 6 Trap 7 Trap 8
Thermalflux 8.40 x 10 9.21 x 10' 6.73 x 10 7.11 x 10"
(<0.625 eV),
n/cm2 s
Epithermal flux, 9.19 x 1013  9.22 x 10" 1.05 x 1014 1.11 x 1014
n/cm2s
Fast flux (>0.1 1.06 x 1014 1.03 x 1014 1.26 x 1014  1.29 x 1014
MeV), n/cm2s
BOC keff 1.07596
Inter-assembly 1.20
peaking factor
Figure C-12: Diagram of core configuration 12
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Configuration 13
Configuration 13 is another variation upon configuration 11. The only flux traps which
communicate with each other are those on the corners, and those on the interior of the core. This
layout significantly underperforms many of the others in both peak thermal and peak fast fluxes.
Table C-13: Average Fluxes for Configuration 13
Trap 1 Trap 6 Trap 7 Trap 8
Thermal flux 6.91 x 10" 8.36 x 10" 6.54 x 1013  7.48 x 101
(<0.625 eV),
n/cm2 s
Epithermal flux, 9.40x 1013  9.05 x 1013  1.01 x 1014  1.05 x 1014
n/cm2s
Fast flux (>0.1 1.10 x 1014  1.00 x 1014  1.21 x 1014  1.22 x 1014
MeV), n/cm2s
BOC keff 1.09099
Inter-assembly 1.14
peaking factor
Figure C-13: Diagram of core configuration 13
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Configuration 14
Configuration 14 is identical to configuration 12, except for the rotation of the interior
assemblies. Unsurprisingly, the two configurations behave very similarly, not performing well at
producing high thermal flux, but supplying a larger than average fast and epithermal component.
The peaking in this layout is more severe than in others.
Table C-14: Average Fluxes for Configuration 14
Trap I Trap 6 Trap 7 Tra 8
Thermal flux 9.40 x 10' 3  8.62 x 101 7.00 x 10" 7.33 x 101
(<0.625 eV),
n/cm2s
Epithermal flux, 9.07 x 1013  9.12 x 10 1.04 x 10 4  1.11 x 1014
n/cm 2s
Fast flux (>0.1 1.00 x 1014  1.04 x 1014  1.25 x 1014 1.28 x 1014
MeV), n/cm2 s
BOC keff 1.05487
Inter-assembly 1.29
peaking factor
Figure C-14: Diagram of core configuration 14
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Configuration 15
Configuration 15 is a variation upon configuration 14 in which the corner flux traps are rotated in
to face one another. As anticipated, this layout produces higher thermal flux at the corners than
does configuration 14.
Table C-15: Average Fluxes for Configuration 15
Trap 1 Trap 6 Trap 7 Trap 8
Thermal flux 1.10 x 1014 8.14 x 103 6.10 x 10' 7.33 x 101
(<0.625 eV),
n/cm 2s
Epithermal flux, 8.42 x 103  9.35'x 10 1.06 x 104' 1.14x 1' 4
n/cm2s
Fast flux (>0.1 8.97 x 10" 1.06 x 1014  1.30 x 1014  1.32 x 1014
MeV), n/cm2 s
BOC keff 1.05091
Inter-assembly 1.15
peaking factor
Figure C-15: Diagram of core configuration 15
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Appendix D: RELAP Inputs
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LOF test
=HFRR LOF with m=86.596, MITR coastdown
100 new transnt
102 si si * use SI units
105 5.0 6.0 5000000. * max computer time = 5000 seconds
201 30. 1.0-9 .005 3 100 1000 500 * SJK (11/04/2010) time step control
3
202 500. 1.0-9 .00025 23 500 1000 200
*
* minor edit variables
*
301 count 0
302 cputime 0
303 dt 0
304 dtcrnt 0
*
* trips: coast-down transient requires ASV and NCV to open
*
401 mflowj 201000000 lt null 1 5. n
402 mflowj 201000000 it null 1 0. n
403 time 1 ge null 1 30.0 1 *pump trip at t=30, subsequent coastdown
611 403 and 403 n -1. *Rxtrip*
*
*
* hydrodynamic components
*
1000000 snkref tmdpvol * sink reference volume, sets system pressure
1000101 1.0 1.0 1.0 0. 0. 0. .00001 0. 0000000
1000200 103
1000201 0. 1.02+5 328.0
*
1010000 outlet sngljun
1010101 103010002 100010001 .032 1.0 1.0 100 1.0 1.0
1010201 1 86.596 0. 0.
*
1020000 cldleg tmdpvol * cold leg inlet temperature
1020101 1.0 1.0 1.0 0. 0. 0. .00001 0. 0000000
1020200 103
1020201 0. 1.03+5 313.6
*
1030000 upppln snglvol
1030101 .923 .1 .0923 0. 90. .1 .00001 1.1 11000
1030200 103 1.025+5 332.9 * initial p, T
*
1040000 uppjnl snqljun
1040101 105010002 103010001 .5 .01 .01 100 1.0 1.0
1040201 1 86.596 0. 0.
*
1050000 uppl2 snglvol * middle volume for upper plenum
1050101 .923 3.12 2.87976 0. 90. 1.12 .00001 1.1 11000
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1050200 103 1.04+5 332.9 * initial p, T
*
1060000 uppjn2 sngljun
1060101 108010002 105010001 .13 .01 .01 100 1.0 1.0
1060201 1 86.596 0. 0. * initial flow rate
*
1070000 uppjn3 sngljun
1070101 105010001 109010001 .5 .01 .01 100 1.0 1.0
1070201 1 0. 0. 0.
*
1080000 uppl3 snglvol
1080101 .130 2.76 .3588 0. 90. .76 .00001 .387 11000
1080200 103 1.05+5 332.9 * initial p, T
*
1090000 uppl4 snglvol
1090101 .973 4.80 4.6704 0. -90. -.80 .00001 1.282 11000
1090200 103 1.05+5 332.9 * initial p, T
*
1100000 inltpl snglvol
1100101 .130 .0658 .008554 0. 90. .0658 .00001 .387 11000 *YCK 022807
1100200 103 1.10+5 313.6 * initial p, T
*
2010000 pump tmdpjun
2010101 102010002 203010001 .032
2010200 1 403
2010201 -1. 86.596 0. 0.
2010202 0. 86.596 0. 0.
2010203 0.1 85.73 0. 0.
2010204 0.2 84.864 0. 0.
2010205 0.3 83.998 0. 0.
2010206 0.4 83.132 0. 0.
2010207 0.6 81.4 0. 0.
2010208 0.8 79.668 0. 0.
2010209 1.0 77.936 0. 0.
2010210 1.5 73.606 0. 0.
2010211 2.0 69.276 0. 0.
2010212 2.5 64.947 0. 0.
2010213 3.0 60.617 0. 0.
2010214 3.5 56.287 0. 0.
2010215 4.0 51.957 0. 0.
2010216 4.5 47.627 0. 0.
2010217 5.0 43.298 0. 0.
2010218 6.0 34.638 0. 0.
2010219 7.0 25.978 0. 0.
2010220 8.0 17.319 0. 0.
2010221 10.0 0. 0. 0.
2010222 29.9 0. 0. 0.
2010223 30.0 0. 0. 0.
2010224 100000. 0. 0. 0.
*
2020000 ASV valve
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2020101 105010002 203010001 .00765985 5.00 25.00 100 1.0 1.0 * 2
valves
2020201 1 0. 0. 0. * initial flow rate
2020300 trpvlv * trip valve
2020301 401 * trip 401
*
2030000 regn1 pipe * region 1
2030001 10 * number of nodes
2030101 .339,10 * area
2030301 .122,10 * node lengths
2030601 -90.,10 * vertical angles
2030801 .00001,.180,10 * roughness, Dh
2031001 11000,10 * volume control flags
2031101 1020,9 * junction control flags
2031201 103,1.04+5,320.4,0.,0.,0.,10 * initial pressure, temperature
2031300 1 * use mass flows below
2031301 86.596,0.,0.,9 * initial junction flow rates
*
2040000 rgnlto2 sngljun * region 1 to region 2 junction
2040101 203100002 205010001 .111 .3 .3 100
2040201 1 86.596 0. 0. * initial flow rate
*
2050000 regn2 pipe * region 2
2050001 10 * number of nodes
2050101 .111,10 * area
2050301 .06899,10 * node lengths
2050601 -90.,10 * vertical angles
2050801 .00001,.063,10 * roughness, Dh
2051001 11000,10 * volume control flags
2051101 1020,9 * junction control flags
2051201 103,1.05+5,320.4,0.,0.,0.,10 * initial pressure, temperature
2051300 1 * use mass flows below
2051301 86.596,0.,0.,9 * initial junction flow rates
*
2060000 rgn2to3 sngljun * region 2 to region 3 junction
2060101 205100002 207010001 .0044 .18 .18 100
2060201 1 86.596 0. 0. * initial flow rate
*
2070000 regn3 pipe * region 3
2070001 10 * number of nodes
2070101 .0044,10 * area
2070301 .364,10 * node lengths
2070601 -0.16,10 * vertical angles
2070801 .00001,.220,10 * roughness, Dh
2071001 11000,10 * volume control flags
2071101 1020,9 * junction control flags
2071201 103,1.06+5,320.4,0.,0.,0.,10 * initial pressure, temperature
2071300 1 * use mass flows below
2071301 86.596,0.,0.,9 * initial junction flow rates
*
2080000 NCV valve * NCV
2080101 109010002 210010001 .029 52.0 46.3 100 1.0 1.0 * 4 valves
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2080201 1 0. 0. 0. * initial flow rate
2080300 trpvlv * trip valve
2080301 402 * trip 402
*
2090000 rgn3to4 sngljun * region 3 to region 4 junction
2090101 207100002 210010001 .0044 .1 .1 100
2090201 1 86.596 0. 0. * initial flow rate
*
2100000 regn4 pipe * region 4
2100001 10 * number of nodes
2100101 .029,10 * area
2100301 .061,10 * node lengths
2100601 -90.,10 * vertical angles
2100801 .00001,.040,10 * roughness, Dh
2101001 11000,10 * volume control flags
2101101 1020,9 * junction control flags
2101201 103,1.07+5,320.4,0.,0.,0.,10 * initial pressure, temperature
2101300 1 * use mass flows below
2101301 86.596,0.,0.,9 * initial junction flow rates
*
2110000 rgn4toi sngljun * region 4 to inlet plenum
2110101 210100002 110010001 .029 2.05 2.05 100
2110201 1 86.596 0. 0. * initial flow rate
*
* 302 represents average core channels
* 402 represents 1 hot channel
*
3010000 avginl sngljun * inlet to the average core channel
3010101 110010002 302010001 .011 .1 .1 100 * LEU 24 elements
3010201 1 79.9205 0. 0. * initial flow rate *
*
3020000 avgchn pipe * average core channel
3020001 10 * number of nodes
3020101 .011,10 * area
3020301 .06478,1 .05683,9 .06478,10 * node lengths
3020601 90.,10 * vertical angles
3020801 .00001,.00124,10 * roughness, Dh
3021001 11000,10 * volume control flags
3021101 1020,9 * junction control flags
3021201 103,1.08+5,322.95,0.,0.,0.,10 * initial pressure, temperature
3021300 1 * use mass flows below
3021301 79.9205,0.,0.,9 * initial junction flow rates
*
3030000 avgout sngljun * outlet from the average core channel
3030101 302100002 108010001 .011 .1 .1 100
3030201 1 79.9205 0. 0. * initial flow rate
*
* average fuel plate
*
13021000 10 9 1 0 0. 0 0 2
13021100 0 2 * mesh flags
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13021101 .0000635,4,.0000635,8 * mesh intervals clad = 0.25 mm,
fuel=0.508mm
13021201 1,4 2,8 * compositions
13021301 0.,4 1.,8 * radial source distribution
13021401 330.54,9 * initial temperatures
13021501 302010000,10000,1,0,1.92,10 * left boundary condition
13021601 0,0,0,0,1.92,10 * right boundary condition, insulated
13021701 106 7.8717e-02 0. 0. 1 * axial source distribution
13021702 106 1.0187e-01 0. 0. 2
13021703 106 1.25612e-01 0. 0. 3
13021704 106 1.40861e-01 0. 0. 4
13021705 106 1.44038e-01 0. 0. 5
13021706 106 1.35229e-01 0. 0. 6
13021707 106 1.17144e-01 0. 0. 7
13021708 106 8.4608e-02 0. 0. 8
13021709 106 4.1105e-02 0. 0. 9
13021710 106 2.3479e-02 0. 0. 10
13021800 0
13021801 .00142,10.,10.,0.,0.,0.,0.,1.0,10 * additional left boundary
Heated De
13021900 0
13021901 .00142,10.,10.,0.,0.,0.,0.,1.0,10 * additional right boundary
Heated De
*
4010000 avginl sngljun * inlet to the hot core channel
4010101 110010002 402010001 5.55-5 .1 .1 100 *
4010201 1 .148 0. 0. * initial flow rate *
*
4020000 hotchn pipe * hot core channel
4020001 10 * number of nodes
4020101 5.55-5,10 * area
4020301 .06478,1 .05683,9 .06478,10 * node lengths
4020601 90.,10 * vertical angles
4020801 .00001,.00126,10 * roughness, Dh
4021001 11000,10 * volume control flags
4021101 1020,9 * junction control flags
4021201 103,1.08+5,313.,0.,0.,0.,10 * initial pressure, temperature
4021300 1 * use mass flows below
4021301 .148,0.,0.,9 * initial junction flow rates
*
4030000 avgout sngljun * outlet from the hot core channel
4030101 402100002 108010001 5.55-5 .1 .1 100 * less round-up
4030201 1 .148 0. 0. * initial flow rate
*
*
* peak fuel plate
*
14021000 10 9 1 0 0. 0 0 2 * 2 peak half-plates
14021100 0 2 * mesh flags
14021101 .0000635,4,.0000635,8 * mesh intervals clad = 0.254 mm,
fuel=0.508mm
14021201 1,4 2,8 * compositions
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14021301 0.,4 1.,8 * radial source distribution
14021401 339.54,9 * initial temperatures
14021501 402010000,10000,1,0,.0103,10 * left boundary condition
14021601 0,0,0,0,.0103,10 * right boundary condition, insulated
14021701 106 5.79e-04 0. 0. 1
14021702 106 7.49e-04 0. 0. 2
14021703 106 9.24e-04 0. 0. 3
14021704 106 1.04e-03 0. 0. 4
14021705 106 1.06e-03 0. 0. 5
14021706 106 9.94e-04 0. 0. 6
14021707 106 8.61e-04 0. 0. 7
14021708 106 6.22e-04 0. 0. 8
14021709 106 3.02e-04 0. 0. 9
14021710 106 1.73e-04 0. 0. 10
14021800 0
14021801 .0013,10.,10.,0.,0.,0.,0.,1.0,10 * additional left boundary
Heated De
14021900 0
14021901 .0013,10.,10.,0.,0.,0.,0.,1.0,10 * additional right boundary
Heated De
*
5010000 bypinl sngljun * inlet to the bypass flow
5010101 110010002 502010001 1.0e-4 .1 .1 100 * for 24 LEU elements
5010201 1 6.377 0. 0. * initial flow rate *
*
5020000 bypass pipe * bypass flow
5020001 10 * number of nodes
5020101 1.0e-4,10 * area * for 24 LEU elements
5020301 .06478,1 .05683,9 .06478,10 * node lengthss
5020601 90.,10 * vertical angles
5020801 .00001,.000522,10 * roughness, Dh
5021001 11000,10 * volume control flags
5021101 1020,9 * junction control flags
5021201 103,1.08+5,320.4,0.,0.,0.,10 * initial pressure, temperature
5021300 1 * use mass flows below
5021301 6.377,0.,0.,9 * initial junction flow rates
*
5030000 bypout sngljun * outlet from the bypass flow
5030101 502100002 108010001 1.0e-4 .1 .1 100
5030201 1 6.377 0. 0. * initial flow rate
*
*
*
* tables
*
20100100 tbl/fctn 1 1 * thermal properties table 1 for Al
20100101 180. * Al thermal conductivity
20100151 2.42e6 * Al rho*Cp
*
20100200 tbl/fctn 1 1 * thermal properties table 2 for LEU fuel
20100201 17. * thermal conductivity
20100251 2.24e6 * rho*Cp
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20200100 reac-t *General table 1, scram reactivity
20200101 0. 0.* t, reactivity ($)
20200102 31.1 0.
20200103 31.2 -10.884
20200104 31.2 -10.884
20200105 10000. -10.0
* decay power based on MCODE
*---------------------------------------------------------------------
20210600 power *General table, power/time
* time p/po
20210601 -1.0 5.0e+06
20210602 3.0e+01 5.0e+06
20210603 3.le+01 5.0e+06
20210604 3.12e+01 5.0e+06
20210605 3.121e+01 3.05e+05
20210606 3.22e+01 2.41e+05
20210607 3.27e+01 2.34e+05
20210608 3.32e+01 2.28e+05
20210609 3.40e+01 2.13e+05
20210610 3.60e+01 2.03e+05
20210611 3.80e+01 1.95e+05
20210612 4.0e+01 1.90e+05
20210613 4.5e+01 1.80e+05
20210614 5.0e+01 1.73e+05
20210615 7.0e+01 1.56e+05
20210616 9.0e+01 1.46e+05
20210617 11.0e+01 1.39e+05
20210618 1.3e+02 1.34e+05
20210619 1.8e+02 1.25e+05
20210620 2.3e+02 1.19e+05
20210621 4.3e+02 1.05e+05
20210622 6.3e+02 9.81e+04
20210623 8.03e+02 9.24e+04
*
* point kinetics
*
30000000 point separabl
30000001 gamma 5.0e6 0. 294. 1.0 0.7
*30000002 ans79-1
30000401 5.0e6 52. wk
30000011 1
30000501 971. 0.
30000502 990. 0.
30000601 361. 0.
30000602 402. 0.
30000501 971. -0.31888 *moderator density reactivity
30000502 977. -0.21796
30000503 983. -0.08757
30000504 988. -0.0485
30000505 990. -0.02011
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30000506 992. 0.
30000507 994. 0.023648
30000601 361. 0. *doppler reactivity
30000602 402. -0.00591
30000701 302010000 0 1. 0. *volume weighting factors CHECK
30000801 3021001 0 1.0 0. *heat structure weighting factors CHECK
. end of input file
Steady State Input for Reactivity Transients
=HFRR steady state, for use with RIA transient
100 new transnt
102 si si * use SI units
105 5.0 6.0 5000. * max computer time = 5000 seconds
201 300. 1.0-9 .005 3 100 1000 500
*
* minor edit variables
*
301 count 0
302 cputime 0
303 dt 0
304 dtcrnt 0
*
* trips: coast-down transient requires ASV and NCV to open
*
401 time 1 ge null 1 400000. 1
402 time 1 ge null 1 400000.0 1
403 time 1 ge null 1 300000.0 1 *pump trip at t=30, subsequent
coastdown
611 403 and 403 n -1. * @Rxtrip*
*
*
* hydrodynamic components
*
1000000 snkref tmdpvol * sink reference volume, sets system pressure
1000101 1.0 1.0 1.0 0. 0. 0. .00001 0. 0000000
1000200 103
1000201 0. 1.02+5 328.0
*
1010000 outlet sngljun
1010101 103010002 100010001 .032 1.0 1.0 100 1.0 1.0
1010201 1 86.596 0. 0.
*
1020000 cldleg tmdpvol * cold leg inlet temperature
1020101 1.0 1.0 1.0 0. 0. 0. .00001 0. 0000000
1020200 103
1020201 0. 1.03+5 313.6
*
1030000 upppln snglvol
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1030101 .923 .1 .0923 0. 90. .1 .00001 1.1 11000
1030200 103 1.025+5 332.9 * initial p, T
*
1040000 uppjnl sngljun
1040101 105010002 103010001 .5 .01 .01 100 1.0 1.0
1040201 1 86.596 0. 0.
*
1050000 uppl2 snglvol * middle volume for upper plenum
1050101 .923 3.12 2.87976 0. 90. 1.12 .00001 1.1 11000
1050200 103 1.04+5 332.9 * initial p, T
*
1060000 uppjn2 sngljun
1060101 108010002 105010001 .13 .01 .01 100 1.0 1.0
1060201 1 86.596 0. 0. * initial flow rate
*
1070000 uppjn3 sngljun
1070101 105010001 109010001 .5 .01 .01 100 1.0 1.0
1070201 1 0. 0. 0.
*
1080000 uppl3 snglvol
1080101 .130 2.76 .3588 0. 90. .76 .00001 .387 11000
1080200 103 1.05+5 332.9 * initial p, T
*
1090000 uppl4 snglvol
1090101 .973 4.80 4.6704 0. -90. -. 80 .00001 1.282 11000
1090200 103 1.05+5 332.9 * initial p, T
*
1100000 inltpl snglvol
1100101 .130 .0658 .008554 0. 90. .0658 .00001 .387 11000
1100200 103 1.10+5 313.6 * initial p, T
*
2010000 pump tmdpjun
2010101 102010002 203010001 .032
2010200 1 403
2010201 -1. 86.596 0. 0.
2010202 0. 86.596 0. 0.
2010203 0.1 85.73 0. 0.
2010204 0.2 84.864 0. 0.
2010205 0.3 83.998 0. 0.
2010206 0.4 83.132 0. 0.
2010207 0.6 81.4 0. 0.
2010208 0.8 79.668 0. 0.
2010209 1.0 77.936 0. 0.
2010210 1.5 73.606 0. 0.
2010211 2.0 69.276 0. 0.
2010212 2.5 64.947 0. 0.
2010213 3.0 60.617 0. 0.
2010214 3.5 56.287 0. 0.
2010215 4.0 51.957 0. 0.
2010216 4.5 47.627 0. 0.
2010217 5.0 43.298 0. 0.
2010218 6.0 34.638 0. 0.
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2010219 7.0 25.978 0. 0.
2010220 8.0 17.319 0. 0.
2010221 10.0 0. 0. 0.
2010222 29.9 0. 0. 0.
2010223 30.0 0. 0. 0.
2010224 100000. 0. 0. 0.
*
2020000 ASV valve
2020101 105010002 203010001 .00765985 5.00 25.00 100 1.0 1.0 * 2
valves
2020201 1 0. 0. 0. * initial flow rate
2020300 trpvlv * trip valve
2020301 401 * trip 401
*
2030000 regn1 pipe * region 1
2030001 10 * number of nodes
2030101 .339,10 * area
2030301 .122,10 * node lengths
2030601 -90.,10 * vertical angles
2030801 .00001,.180,10 * roughness, Dh
2031001 11000,10 * volume control flags
2031101 1020,9 * junction control flags
2031201 103,1.04+5,320.4,0.,0.,0.,10 * initial pressure, temperature
2031300 1 * use mass flows below
2031301 86.596,0.,0.,9 * initial junction flow rates
*
2040000 rgnlto2 sngljun * region 1 to region 2 junction
2040101 203100002 205010001 .111 .3 .3 100
2040201 1 86.596 0. 0. * initial flow rate
*
2050000 regn2 pipe * region 2
2050001 10 * number of nodes
2050101 .111,10 * area
2050301 .06899,10 * node lengths
2050601 -90.,10 * vertical angles
2050801 .00001,.063,10 * roughness, Dh
2051001 11000,10 * volume control flags
2051101 1020,9 * junction control flags
2051201 103,1.05+5,320.4,0.,0.,0.,10 * initial pressure, temperature
2051300 1 * use mass flows below
2051301 86.596,0.,0.,9 * initial junction flow rates
*
2060000 rgn2to3 sngljun * region 2 to region 3 junction
2060101 205100002 207010001 .0044 .18 .18 100
2060201 1 86.596 0. 0. * initial flow rate
*
2070000 regn3 pipe * region 3
2070001 10 * number of nodes
2070101 .0044,10 * area
2070301 .364,10 * node lengths
2070601 -0.16,10 * vertical angles
2070801 .00001,.220,10 * roughness, Dh
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2071001 11000,10 * volume control flags
2071101 1020,9 * junction control flags
2071201 103,1.06+5,320.4,0.,0.,0.,10 * initial pressure, temperature
2071300 1 * use mass flows below
2071301 86.596,0.,0.,9 * initial junction flow rates
*
2080000 NCV valve * NCV
2080101 109010002 210010001 .029 52.0 46.3 100 1.0 1.0 * 4 valves
2080201 1 0. 0. 0. * initial flow rate
2080300 trpvlv * trip valve
2080301 402 * trip 402
*
2090000 rgn3to4 sngljun * region 3 to region 4 junction
2090101 207100002 210010001 .0044 .1 .1 100 * YCK 022807
2090201 1 86.596 0. 0. * initial flow rate
*
2100000 regn4 pipe * region 4
2100001 10 * number of nodes
2100101 .029,10 * area
2100301 .061,10 * node lengths
2100601 -90.,10 * vertical angles
2100801 .00001,,.040,10 * roughness, Dh
2101001 11000,10 * volume control flags
2101101 1020,9 * junction control flags
2101201 103,1.07+5,320.4,0.,0.,0.,10 * initial pressure, temperature
2101300 1 * use mass flows below
2101301 86.596,0.,0.,9 * initial junction flow rates
*
2110000 rgn4toi sngljun * region 4 to inlet plenum
2110101 210100002 110010001 .029 2.05 2.05 100
2110201 1 86.596 0. 0. * initial flow rate
*
* 302 represents average core channels
* 402 represents 1 hot channel
*
3010000 avginl sngljun * inlet to the average core channel
3010101 110010002 302010001 .011 .1 .1 100 *LEU 24 elements
3010201 1 79.9205 0. 0. * initial flow rate
*
3020000 avgchn pipe * average core channel
3020001 10 * number of nodes
3020101 .011,10 * area
3020301 .06478,1 .05683,9 .06478,10 * node lengths
3020601 90.,10 * vertical angles
3020801 .00001,.00124,10 * roughness, Dh
3021001 11000,10 * volume control flags
3021101 1020,9 * junction control flags
3021201 103,1.08+5,322.95,0.,0.,0.,10 * initial pressure, temperature
3021300 1 * use mass flows below
3021301 79.9205,0.,0.,9 * initial junction flow rates
3030000 avgout sngljun * outlet from the average core channel
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3030101 302100002 108010001 .011 .1 .1 100 * SJK 090709
3030201 1 79.9205 0. 0. * initial flow rate * YCK 032407
average fuel plate
13021000 10 9 1 0 0. 0 0 2
13021100 0 2 * mesh flags
13021101 .0000635,4,.0000635,8 * mesh intervals clad = 0.254 mm,
fuel=0.508mm
13021201 1,4 2,8 * compositions
13021301 0.,4 1.,8 * radial source distribution
13021401 330.54,9 * initial temperatures
13021501 302010000,10000,1,0,1.92,10 * left boundary condition
13021601 0,0,0,0,1.92,10 * right boundary condition, insulated
13021701 1000 7.8717e-02 0. 0. 1 * axial source distribution,
13021702 1000 1.0187e-01 0. 0. 2
13021703 1000 1.25612e-01 0. 0. 3
13021704 1000 1.40861e-01 0. 0. 4
13021705 1000 1.44038e-01 0. 0. 5
13021706 1000 1.35229e-01 0. 0. 6
13021707 1000 1.17144e-01 0. 0. 7
13021708 1000 8.4608e-02 0. 0. 8
13021709 1000 4.1105e-02 0. 0. 9
13021710 1000 2.3479e-02 0. 0. 10
13021800 0
13021801 .00142,10.,10.,0.,0.,0.,0.,1.0,10 * additional left bou
13021900 0
13021901 .00142,10.,10.,0.,0.,0.,0.,1.0,10 * additional right bo
*
4010000
4010101
4010201
*
4020000
4020001
4020101
4020301
4020601
4020801
4021001
4021101
4021201
4021300
4021301
*
4030000
4030101
4030201
*
*
*
*
ndary
undary
avginl sngljun * inlet to the hot core channel
110010002 402010001 5.55-5 .1 .1 100
1 .148 0. 0. * initial flow rate
hotchn pipe * hot core channel
10 * number of nodes
5.55-5,10 * area
.06478,1 .05683,9 .06478,10 * node lengths
90.,10 * vertical angles
.00001,.00126,10 * roughness, Dh
11000,10 * volume control flags
1020,9 * junction control flags
103,1.08+5,313.,0.,0.,0.,10 * initial pressure, temperature
1 * use mass flows below
.148,0.,0.,9 * initial junction flow rates
avgout sngljun * outlet from the hot core channel
402100002 108010001 5.55-5 .1 .1 100
1 .148 0. 0. * initial flow rate
peak fuel plate
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*
14021000 10 9 1 0 0. 0 0 2 * 2 peak half-plates
14021100 0 2 * mesh flags
14021101 .0000635,4,.0000635,8 * mesh intervals clad = 0.25 mm,
fuel=0.508mm YCK110107
14021201 1,4 2,8 * compositions
14021301 0.,4 1.,8 * radial source distribution
14021401 339.54,9 * initial temperatures
14021501 402010000,10000,1,0,.0103,10 * left boundary condition
14021601 0,0,0,0,.0103,10 * right boundary condition, insulated
14021701 1000 5.79e-04 0. 0. 1
14021702 1000 7.49e-04 0. 0. 2
14021703 1000 9.24e-04 0. 0. 3
14021704 1000 1.04e-03 0. 0. 4
14021705 1000 1.06e-03 0. 0. 5
14021706 1000 9.94e-04 0. 0. 6
14021707 1000 8.61e-04 0. 0. 7
14021708 1000 6.22e-04 0. 0. 8
14021709 1000 3.02e-04 0. 0. 9
14021710 1000 1.73e-04 0. 0. 10
14021800 0
14021801 .0013,10.,10.,0.,0.,0.,0.,1.0,10 * additional left boundary
14021900 0
14021901 .0013,10.,10.,0.,0.,0.,0.,1.0,10 * additional right boundary
*
5010000 bypinl sngljun * inlet to the bypass flow
*5010101 110010002 502010001 7.0e-4 .1 .1 100
*5010101 110010002 502010001 4.0117607-3 .1 .1 100
5010101 110010002 502010001 1.0e-4 .1 .1 100
5010201 1 6.377 0. 0. * initial flow rate
*
5020000 bypass pipe * bypass flow
5020001 10 * number of nodes
5020101 1.0e-4,10 * area * 24 LEU elements
5020301 .06478,1 .05683,9 .06478,10 * node lengthss
5020601 90.,10 * vertical angles
5020801 .00001,.000522,10 * roughness, Dh
5021001 11000,10 * volume control flags
5021101 1020,9 * junction control flags
5021201 103,1.08+5,320.4,0.,0.,0.,10 * initial pressure, temperature
5021300 1 * use mass flows below
5021301 6.377,0.,0.,9 * initial junction flow rates
*
5030000 bypout sngljun * outlet from the bypass flow
*5030101 502100002 108010001 3.536e-4 .1 .1 100 *
*5030101 502100002 108010001 4.0117607-3 .1 .1 100
5030101 502100002 108010001 1.0e-4 .1 .1 100
5030201 1 6.377 0. 0. * initial flow rate
*
*
*
* tables
*
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20100100 tbl/fctn 1 1 * thermal properties table *YCK 032407
20100151 2.42e6 * Al rho*Cp *YCK 032407
20100200 tbl/fctn 1 1 * thermal properties table 2 for LEU fuel
20100201 17. * thermal conductivity
20100251 2.24e6 * rho*Cp
*20100251 2.24e7 * rho*Cp
*
20200100 reac-t *General table 1, scram reactivity
20200101 0. 0.* t, reactivity ($)
20200102 31.1 0.
20200103 31.2 0.
20200104 31.2 0.
20200105 10000. 0.
* decay power based on MCODE
*---------------------------------------------------------------------
*
* point kinetics
*
30000000
30000001
30000002
30000401
30000011
30000501
30000502
30000601
30000602
30000501
30000502
30000503
30000504
30000505
30000506
30000507
30000601
30000602
30000701
30000801
. end of
point separabl
gamma 5.0e6 0. 294. 1.0 0.7
ans79-1
5.0e6 52. wk
1
971. 0.
990. 0.
361. 0.
402. 0.
971. -0.31888 *moderator density reactivity
977. -0.21796
983. -0.08757
988. -0.0485
990. -0.02011
992. 0.
994. 0.023648
361. 0. *doppler reactivity
402. -0.00591
302010000 0 1. 0. *volume weighting factors CHECK
3021001 0 1.0 0. *heat structure weighting factors CHECK
input file
Ramp Reactivity Insertion
=HFRR reactivity insertion accident
100 restart transnt
102 si si * use SI units
103 -1
105 5.0 6.0 10000. * max computer time = 5000 seconds
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201 400. 1.0-9 .000125 23 200 250 500 * time step control 3
*
* minor edit variables
*
301 count 0
302 cputime 0
303 dt 0
304 dtcrnt 0
*
* trips: coast-down transient requires ASV and NCV to open
*
401 time 1 ge null 1 400000. 1
402 time 1 ge null 1 400000.0 1
403 time 1 ge null 1 0.0 1 *pump trip at t=30, subsequent coastdown
611 403 and 403 n -1. * @Rxtrip*
*
*
* hydrodynamic components
*
*
2010000 pump tmdpjun
2010101 102010002 203010001 .032
2010200 1 403
2010201 -1. 86.596 0. 0.
2010202 0. 86.596 0. 0.
2010203 100000. 86.596 0. 0.
*
2020000 ASV valve
2020101 105010002 203010001 .007674 6.90 7.90 100 1.0 1.0 * 2 valves
2020201 1 0. 0. 0. * initial flow rate
2020300 trpvlv * trip valve
2020301 401 * trip 401
*
2080000 NCV valve * NCV
2080101 109010002 210010001 .029 52.0 46.3 100 1.0 1.0 * 4 valves
2080201 1 0. 0. 0. * initial flow rate
2080300 trpvlv * trip valve
2080301 402 * trip 402
*
*
*
*
* tables
*
20100100 tbl/fctn 1 1 * thermal properties table 1 for Al
20100101 180. * Al thermal conductivity
20100151 2.42e6 * Al rho*Cp
*
20100200 tbl/fctn 1 1 * thermal properties table 2 for LEU fuel
20100201 17. * thermal conductivity *
20100251 2.24e6 * rho*Cp *YCK 03240.7
*
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20200100 reac-t 611 *General table 1, scram reactivity
20200101 0. 0. * t, reactivity ($)
20200102 0.999 0.
20200103 1.0 0.
20200104 1.16 0.48
20200105 1.161 -10.884
20200106 31.1 -10.884 * SAK 1/7/11
20200107 31.2 -10.884
20200108 31.2 -10.884
20200109 10000. -10.0
* decay power based on MCODE
*---------------------------------------------------------------------
*
* point kinetics
*
30000000 point separabl
30000001 gamma 5.0e6 0. 27. 1.0 0.7
30000002 ans79-1
30000401 5.0e6 52. wk
30000011 1
30000501 971. 0.
30000502 990. 0.
30000601 361. 0.
30000602 402. 0.
30000501 971. -0.31888 *moderator density reactivity
30000502 977. -0.21796
30000503 983. -0.08757
30000504 988. -0.0485
30000505 990. -0.02011
30000506 992. 0.
30000507 994. 0.023648
30000601 361. 0. *doppler reactivity
30000602 402. -0.00591
30000701 302010000 0 1. 0. *volume weighting factors CHECK
30000801 3021001 0 1.0 0. *heat structure weighting factors CHECK
. end of input file
Step Reactivity Insertion
=HFRR reactivity insertion accident
100 restart transnt
102 si si * use SI units
103 -1
105 5.0 6.0 10000. * max computer time = 5000 seconds
201 400. 1.0-9 .000125 23 200 250 500 * time step control 3
*
* minor edit variables
301 count 0
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302 cputime 0
303 dt 0
304 dtcrnt 0
*
* trips: coast-down transient requires ASV and NCV to open
*
401 time 1 ge null 1 400000. 1
402 time 1 ge null 1 400000.0 1
403 time 1 ge null 1 0.0 1 *pump trip at t=30, subsequent coastdown
611 403 and 403 n -1. * @Rxtrip*
*
*
* hydrodynamic components
*
*
2010000 pump tmdpjun
2010101 102010002 203010001 .032
2010200 1 403
2010201 -1. 86.596 0. 0.
2010202 0. 86.596 0. 0.
2010203 100000. 86.596 0. 0.
*
2020000 ASV valve
2020101 105010002 203010001 .007674 6.90 7.90 100 1.0 1.0 * 2 valves
2020201 1 0. 0. 0. * initial flow rate
2020300 trpvlv * trip valve
2020301 401 * trip 401
*
2080000 NCV valve * NCV
2080101 109010002 210010001 .029 52.0 46.3 100 1.0 1.0 * 4 valves
2080201 1 0. 0. 0. * initial flow rate
2080300 trpvlv * trip valve
2080301 402 * trip 402
*
*
*
* tables
*
20100100 tbl/fctn 1 1 * thermal properties table 1 for Al
20100101 180. * Al thermal conductivity
20100151 2.42e6 * Al rho*Cp
*
20100200 tbl/fctn 1 1 * thermal properties table 2 for LEU fuel
*20100201 42. * thermal conductivity
20100201 17. * thermal conductivity
20100251 2.24e6 * rho*Cp
*
20200100 reac-t 611 *General table 1, scram reactivity
20200101 0. 0. * t, reactivity ($)
20200102 0.999 0.
20200103 1.0 2.1
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20200104 1.1 2.1
20200105 1.101 -10.884
20200106 31.1 -10.884 * SAK 1/7/11
20200107 31.2 -10.884
20200108 31.2 -10.884
20200109 10000. -10.0
* decay power based on MCODE
*---------------------------------------------------------------------
*
* point kinetics
*
30000000
30000001
30000002
30000401
30000011
30000501
30000502
30000601
30000602
30000501
30000502
30000503
30000504
30000505
30000506
30000507
30000601
30000602
30000701
30000801
. end of
point separabl
gamma 5.0e6 0. 27. 1.0 0.7
ans79-1
5.0e6 52. wk
1
971. 0.
990. 0.
361. 0.
402. 0.
971. -0.31888 *moderator density reactivity
977. -0.21796
983. -0.08757
988. -0.0485
990. -0.02011
992. 0.
994. 0.023648
361. 0. *doppler reactivity
402. -0.00591
302010000 0 1. 0. *volume weighting factors CHECK
3021001 0 1.0 0. *heat structure weighting factors CHECK
input file
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